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For our latest coverage of the
virus please visit economist.com/
coronavirus or download the
Economist app.

The world this week Politics

The impeachment trial of
Donald Trump got under way
in the Senate. Six Republicans
joined Democrats in voting to
reject the defence’s argument
that Mr Trump should not be
tried as he has left office, but it
is unlikely that the prosecution
will get the two-thirds majority
of votes needed to convict Mr
Trump of inciting the mob that
stormed the Capitol on January
6th. The proceedings are ex-
pected to be quick, certainly
not as long as the three weeks
of Mr Trump’s first impeach-
ment trial a year ago.

Darker Summers
The Senate approved a budget
blueprint for Joe Biden’s
$1.9trn stimulus bill. The vote
was 50-50 along party lines;
Kamala Harris cast her first
tie-breaker as vice-president.
The House is crafting the de-
tails of the legislation. Demo-
crats, meanwhile, were furious
at Larry Summers, a former
economic adviser to Barack
Obama, who warned that the
bill’s hefty spending tag might
lead to “inflationary pressures”
and financial instability. 

In his first big foreign-policy
speech, Mr Biden said he
would end American support
for the Saudi-led campaign
against the Houthi rebels in
Yemen. His administration
also moved to delist the
Houthis as a terrorist organisa-
tion, making it easier for aid to
reach areas under their
control. The war, now in its
seventh year, has caused a
humanitarian disaster.

Libyan delegates at un-spon-
sored talks chose a new inter-
im government. Muhammad
al-Menfi, a former diplomat,
will head a three-man presi-

dency council, while Abdul-
hamid Dbeibeh, a wealthy
businessman, will become
prime minister. Their main
task is preparing the country
for elections in December.

Thousands of people gathered
in Tunis, the capital of Tuni-
sia, to mark the killing in 2013
of Chokri Belaid, a popular
politician, and decry police
abuses. It was the country’s
biggest protest in years.

Loujain al-Hathloul, a promi-
nent women’s-rights activist in
Saudi Arabia, was released
from prison after serving three
years for supposedly harming
national security. Her release
was seen as an effort by the
kingdom to curry favour with
the Biden administration.

A deadlock between clan lead-
ers and the government in
Somalia meant that a deadline
passed to elect a president
before the end of Mohamed
Abdullahi Mohamed’s term in
office. The country was meant
to hold its first direct elections
in 50 years last year, but these
were postponed because of a
jihadist insurgency and the
covid-19 pandemic.

Ethiopia gave the un permis-
sion to allow 25 foreign staff to
provide humanitarian aid to
the northern region of Tigray.
Ethiopia has barred outsiders
from the region since fighting
started in November. Millions
of Tigrayans are hungry.

Allowed to settle
Colombia is to give protected
status for ten years to 1m mi-
grants from Venezuela. Some
5.4m Venezuelans have fled
their country’s economic
disaster; 1.7m are in Colombia.
The un high commissioner for
refugees called the decision a
“historic gesture”.

Andrés Arauz, an ally of Ecua-
dor’s former president, Rafael
Correa, led the first round of a
presidential election. He will
advance to the second round in
April. Mr Correa, a left-wing
authoritarian, has been con-
victed of corruption.

Cuba’s communist govern-
ment expanded the scope for
private enterprise. An old list
of 127 professions open to
entrepreneurs has been re-
placed with a list that reserves
124 activities for the state,
allowing entrepreneurs to
enter the other fields. The state
still bars them from profes-
sions they were eager to enter,
such as accountancy.

Haiti’s government ordered
the arrest of at least 23 people
whom it accused of attempting
to stage a coup against the
president, Jovenel Moïse. 

Chinese officials formally
arrested an Australian journal-
ist, Cheng Lei, about six
months after she was detained
in Beijing. Ms Cheng, a
presenter on cgtn, a Chinese
state broadcaster, has been
charged with supplying state
secrets to “foreign forces”.

Crowds gathered in cities
across Myanmar to protest
against the army’s coup and to
demand the release of Aung
San Suu Kyi, the leader of the
ruling party. The security
services used water cannons
and rubber bullets to disperse
the protesters.

After the Indian government
started legal action against it,
Twitter reimposed blocks on
some 500 accounts, including
those linked to ongoing farm-
ers’ protests. But it refused to
impose blocks on journalists
and media firms, which the
government had requested.

Assailed from all sides over its
lax covid-19 checks on interna-
tional arrivals, the British
government announced that
passengers returning to Brit-
ain who have visited any coun-
try on a “red list” will be re-
quired to pay for a “quarantine
package” costing up to £1,750
($2,420). This mandates ten-
day isolation at a designated
hotel and covers transport
costs and two covid-19 tests.
Fines reaching £10,000 or up to
a decade in prison will be put
in place for those who disobey.
It is unlikely that any court will
impose such a draconian term. 

Coronavirus briefs

The World Health Organisa-
tion recommended the Astra-
Zeneca vaccine for all adults,
even in places where more
virulent strains of the disease
have appeared. 

Earlier, South Africa’s health
minister said he might try to
sell or swap the AstraZeneca
vaccine for other types, after a
paper found that it gave
“minimal protection” against
mild-to-moderate cases of the
South African variant. 

The number of Americans in
hospital with covid-19 and the
number of patients in in-
tensive care dropped to their
lowest levels since November.
New cases continue to fall.

Diners in New York state are
able to eat inside restaurants
again from February 12th. The
date was brought forward to
accommodate romantics
looking for a Valentine’s Day
meal. Canoodling couples can
expect more privacy; restau-
rants are only allowed to
operate at 25% capacity. 

Weekly confirmed deaths by area, ’000

To 6am GMT February 11th 2021

Vaccination doses

Sources: Johns Hopkins University CSSE; 
Our World in Data; United Nations

Total Per 100
 This week, ’000 ’000 people

Israel 727 5,832 67.38
UAE 981 4,527 45.77
Seychelles 9 42 42.40
Britain 3,034 13,163 19.39
United States 9,620 43,206 12.92
Bahrain 18 213 12.51
Malta 9 41 9.35
Serbia 139 544 8.00
Denmark 72 349 6.03
Chile 514 1,067 5.58
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Bitcoin surged to a record
high, after Tesla revealed that
it had bought $1.5bn-worth of
the cryptocurrency and would
accept it as payment for its
cars. Elon Musk’s recent mus-
ings on digital money have
bolstered the claims of bitcoin
backers that it will one day be
mainstream legal tender.
Tesla’s investment in such a
volatile market is a risky bet,
however, and blemishes its
green credentials. The amount
of computer energy needed to
mine bitcoin accounts for
0.56% of the world’s total
electricity consumption,
according to the Cambridge
Centre for Alternative Finance. 

Oil prices were at their highest
level in over a year. Brent crude
rose above $60 a barrel; in
April last year, the early days of
the coronavirus crisis, it had
dropped below $20. Prices
have been on a steady ascent
since October, fuelled in part
by more curtailments to Saudi
Arabia’s output and a pick-up
in demand from China; oil
imports there are thought to
have jumped by a third in
January, from December. 

Kuaishou’s share price contin-
ued climbing, days after its ipo

in Hong Kong raised $5.4bn,
the biggest stockmarket flo-
tation in the tech industry
since Uber. A rival to TikTok
(known as Douyin in China),
Kuaishou’s stock rose by 160%
on the first day of trading. 

Meanwhile, court filings in
America suggested that the
Justice Department under the
new Biden administration is
reviewing whether TikTok is a
threat to national security, a
claim the Trump administra-
tion made citing data-privacy
issues. There were reports that

the sale of TikTok’s American
operations to Oracle and
Walmart would not go ahead.

What do you say, Joe?
Huawei, a Chinese maker of
network equipment, filed a
new legal challenge to the
American government’s desig-
nation of it as a national-secu-
rity threat, this time against
the Federal Communications
Commission. Ren Zhengfei,
Huawei’s boss, said he would
welcome a call from Joe Biden
to discuss the situation. 

Higher rates to carry sea freight
between Asia and Europe
helped Maersk, the world’s
biggest container shipping
line, to almost double its quar-
terly profit. Freight prices
jumped amid a resurgence in
global demand for imports last
year, and a shortage of empty
containers to ship them in. 

SoftBank’s Vision Fund report-
ed a record quarterly profit, as
the value of its investments in
tech firms such as Uber was
lifted by rising stockmarkets.
Despite booking losses from its
colossal trades in derivatives,
which eventually led to it being
dubbed the “Nasdaq whale”,
the Japanese conglomerate
made an overall quarterly net
profit of ¥1.17trn ($11.1bn).

A big jump in sales from Uber’s
food-delivery business was not
enough to offset a sharp drop
in revenues from its ride-
hailing service last year,
driving it to an annual loss of
$6.8bn. Still, that was an
improvement on the $8.5bn it
lost in 2019. 

Ocado’s annual earnings
shone a little more light on
consumer behaviour during
the pandemic. Based in Britain,
Ocado provides a logistics
platform for online super-
market sales. Revenues rose by
35% for the year ending No-
vember 29th. Because of capac-
ity constraints, Ocado’s num-
ber of customers actually fell,
but this was offset by an in-
crease in the average size of an
order from £106 to £137 ($147 to
$190). The company believes
that the pandemic has shifted
consumers towards more
online shopping “for good”. 

Heineken decided to shed
8,000 jobs, or nearly 10% of its
workforce, as lockdowns cut
into sales, pushing the Dutch
brewer to an annual loss. In
Britain beer sales drooped by
56% last year, according to the
industry’s association. It urged
the government to remove
restrictions on what and when
pubs and bars can serve cus-
tomers when the current lock-

down eases, or else thousands
of pubs will be forced to close. 

Vale agreed to pay $7bn to the
Brazilian state of Minas Gerais
in compensation for the
collapse of the Brumadinho
dam two years ago, which
killed at least 270 people. The
dam had held iron-ore waste
from one of the Brazilian
company’s mines. The
reparations settlement was
described as the biggest ever in
Latin America. 

So how’s it going?
JD Sports, a British retailer,
plans to open a new distribu-
tion centre in the European
Union, because of what its
chairman described as worse-
than-expected Brexit red tape
that is causing delays to Euro-
pean shipments. Britain’s
Brexit negotiator, David Frost,
said that the new relationship
was more “bumpy” than he had
hoped, but blamed the eu for
“niggling border issues”. Mean-
while, Andrew Bailey, the
governor of the Bank of
England, lambasted the eu’s
inflexible attitude over post-
Brexit arrangements for Brit-
ain’s financial services, saying
this was “unrealistic, danger-
ous and inconsistent with
practice”. Negotiations with
Brussels are continuing. 

Bitcoin price
$’000

Source: CoinDesk
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Even miracles have their limits. Vaccines against the corona-
virus have arrived sooner and worked better than many peo-

ple dared hope. Without them, the pandemic threatened to take
more than 150m lives. And yet, while the world rolls up a sleeve,
it has become clear that expecting vaccines to see off covid-19 is
mistaken. Instead the disease will circulate for years, and seems
likely to become endemic. When covid-19 first struck, govern-
ments were caught by surprise. Now they need to think ahead.

To call vaccination a miracle is no exaggeration. A little more
than a year after the virus was first recognised, medics have al-
ready administered 148m doses. In Israel, the world’s champion
inoculator, hospital admissions among those aged below 60,
who have not received a jab, are higher than ever. By contrast,
among the largely inoculated over-60s they are already nearly
40% below their mid-January peak and they will fall further. Al-
though vaccines fail to prevent all mild and asymptomatic cases
of covid-19, they mostly seem to spare patients from death and
the severest infections that require hospital admission, which is
what really matters. Early evidence suggests that some vaccines
stop the virus spreading, too. This would greatly slow the pan-
demic and thus make it easier to alleviate lockdowns without
causing a surge of cases that overwhelms intensive-care units.
Those findings, and many more, will harden up over the next few
months as more data emerge (see Briefing). 

However, despite all this good news, the co-
ronavirus is not finished with humanity yet. Co-
vid-19 will continue to circulate widely. There is
a growing realisation that the virus is likely to
find a permanent home in humans, as “The Jab”,
our new podcast, which launches on February
15th, will explore. That has profound implica-
tions for how governments need to respond.

One reason the coronavirus will persist is that making and
distributing enough vaccine to protect the world’s 7.8bn people
is a Herculean task (see Graphic detail). Even Britain, which is
vaccinating the population at a faster rate than any other big
country, will not finish with the over-50s until May. To add to the
burden, the potency of a jab may fade, making boosters neces-
sary. Outside the rich world, 85% of countries have yet to start
their vaccination programmes. Until the billions of people who
live in them have felt the prick of a needle, which may not be
before 2023, they will remain fuel for the virus. 

Another reason for covid-19’s persistence is that, even as vac-
cines are making sars-cov-2 less infectious and protecting peo-
ple against death, new viral variants are undoing some of their
good work. For one thing, successful variants are more infec-
tious—anything from 25-40% in the case of b.1.1.7 which was first
found in Britain. Infection is governed by the dizzying mathe-
matics of exponential growth, so cases and deaths accumulate
rapidly even if the variant is no more deadly. To get a given level
of viral suppression, more onerous social distancing is needed.

In addition, new variants may withstand current vaccines.
The ones found in Brazil and South Africa may also be defeating
the immunity acquired from a previous covid-19 infection. The
hope is that such cases will be milder, because the immune sys-

tem has been primed by the first encounter with the disease.
Even if that is true, the virus will continue to circulate, finding
unprotected people and—because that is what viruses do—
evolving new strains, some of which will be better at evading the
defences that societies have mounted against them. 

And the third reason sars-cov-2 will persist is that lots of
people will choose to remain a target by refusing vaccination. A
total of 10m Britons are vulnerable to the disease, because of
their age or underlying conditions. Modelling suggests that if
just 10% of them declined to be vaccinated and if social distanc-
ing were abandoned while the virus was still liable to circulate at
high levels, then a tremendous spike in infections and deaths
would result.

In reality, the share of the overall population that remains un-
vaccinated is likely to be much higher than in that thought-ex-
periment (see Briefing). Vaccines are not yet licensed for chil-
dren. Minority communities in many countries, which are most
vulnerable to infection, tend to have less trust in the government
and the medical establishment. Even among some care workers,
as many as half refuse vaccination, despite having seen the rav-
ages of covid-19 at first hand. With the new variants, about 80%
of the overall population needs to be immune for an infected
person, on average, to pass on the disease to less than one con-

tact, the threshold at which the epidemic sub-
sides. That will be a tall order.

For all these reasons, governments need to
start planning for covid-19 as an endemic dis-
ease. Today they treat it as an emergency that
will pass. To see how those ways of thinking dif-
fer, consider New Zealand, which has sought to
be covid-free by bolting its doors against the
world. In this way it has kept registered deaths

down to just 25, but such a draconian policy makes no sense as a
permanent defence: New Zealand is not North Korea. As vulner-
able Kiwis are vaccinated, their country will come under grow-
ing pressure to open its borders—and hence to start to tolerate
endemic covid-19 infections and deaths.

Across the world governments will have to work out when
and how to switch from emergency measures to policies that are
economically and socially sustainable indefinitely. The transi-
tion will be politically hard in places that have invested a lot in
being covid-free. Nowhere more so than China, where vaccina-
tion is slow. The Communist Party has defined every case of co-
vid-19 as unacceptable and wide circulation of the disease as a
sign of the decadence of Western democracies.

The new coronormal
The adjustment to living with covid-19 begins with medical sci-
ence. Work has already started on tweaking vaccines to confer
protection against variants. That should go along with more sur-
veillance of mutations that are spreading and accelerated regula-
tory approval for booster shots. Meanwhile treatments will be re-
quired to save more of those who contract the disease from death
or serious illness. The best outcome would be for a combination
of acquired immunity, regular booster jabs of tweaked vaccines 

How well will vaccines work?

They will not simply eradicate covid-19. Governments need to start thinking about how to live with the virus

Leaders
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2 and a menu of therapies to ensure that covid-19 need rarely be
life-threatening. But that outcome is not guaranteed.

To the extent that medicine alone cannot prevent lethal out-
breaks of covid-19, the burden will also fall on behaviour, just as
it has in most of the pandemic. But rather than national lock-
downs and months-long school closures, which come at a huge
price, the responsibility should fall more heavily on individuals.
Habits like mask-wearing may become part of everyday life. Vac-
cine passports and restrictions in crowded spaces could become
mandatory. Vulnerable people will have to maintain great vigi-

lance. Those who refuse vaccination can expect health-educa-
tion and encouragement, but limited protection. As our special
report on the travel industry makes clear, people’s desire to live
their lives will ultimately be hard to resist, even in autocracies
like China that may be reluctant to leave zero-tolerance behind.

The persistence of acute infections and chronic, debilitating
“long covid” means that the next stage of the pandemic sounds
grim. But even if covid-19 has not been completely put to rest, the
situation is immeasurably better than what might have been.
The credit for that goes to medical science. 7

The debate about whether high inflation will emerge out of
the pandemic is becoming more pressing. In January under-

lying prices in the euro zone rose at their fastest pace for five
years. In America some economists fear that President Joe Bi-
den’s planned $1.9trn stimulus, which includes $1,400 cheques
for most Americans, may overheat the economy once vaccines
allow service industries to reopen fully. Emerging bottlenecks
threaten to raise the price of goods. Space on container ships
costs 180% more than a year ago and a shortage of semiconduc-
tors caused by this year’s boom in demand for tech equipment is
disrupting the production of cars, computers and smartphones.

Headline statistics on price rises will soon contribute to the
sense that an inflationary dawn is breaking. They will go up auto-
matically as the collapse in commodities prices early in the pan-
demic falls out of comparisons with a year earlier, and the recent
rise in the oil price begins to bite—on February 8th Brent crude
rose above $60 a barrel for the first time in more than a year. In
Germany the reversal of a temporary cut in vat

has already helped year-on-year inflation rise
from -0.7% to 1.6% in a month. 

For most of the past decade the world econ-
omy’s problem, judged by central banks’ targets,
has been too little inflation, not too much. As a
result it is easy to view the coming acceleration
in prices as welcome. In fact, it is worth worry-
ing about, for several reasons.

One is that it weakens the hand of those arguing for more fis-
cal stimulus in places that need it. There is little prospect of the
euro zone sustaining higher inflation, for example. Its main rate
of interest has not been cut during the pandemic and its deficit
spending remains inadequate given its economic outlook and
lack of monetary firepower. Much as the European Central Bank
mistakenly raised rates in response to a temporary burst of infla-
tion in 2011, the danger this time is that a temporary acceleration
in prices emboldens fiscal hawks who are complacent about the
dangers of a depressed economy. The same danger lurks in Ja-
pan, the archetypal low-inflation economy. Its prices started
falling during the pandemic. Japan will probably escape defla-
tion this year, but beyond that it looks destined to remain in a
low-inflation trap, having seemingly given up on its brief at-
tempt to spring out of it in the mid-2010s.

Higher inflation could also cause gyrations in monetary poli-
cy in America, where rising inflation expectations and a faster

rebound mean price rises are more likely to prove persistent. Fi-
nancial markets imply a one-in-five chance that consumer
prices will grow by at least 3% per year on average over the next
five years. The Federal Reserve has promised to keep interest
rates low and to keep buying bonds because it wants inflation to
overshoot its 2% target, in order to make up for today’s shortfalls.
But its new “average inflation targeting” regime does not allow
for an enduring or large overshoot. Eventually the central bank
will want to raise interest rates to bring inflation back down. 

The faster prices rise this year, the sooner that tightening
could come. Richard Clarida, the Fed’s vice-chairman, has said
that the central bank will make up only for inflation shortfalls
that have occurred over the preceding year, meaning the point at
which catch-up is complete could come surprisingly quickly. On
February 7th Janet Yellen, the Treasury secretary, tried to reas-
sure critics of Mr Biden’s stimulus by saying that America has the
tools to deal with inflation. But higher rates are not without con-

sequence, and if the Fed finds itself pouring cold
water on an overheating economy, the risks of
another recession will rise.

Higher rates also hold deep implications for
markets. Almost everything about today’s finan-
cial landscape is premised on central banks
keeping interest rates low for a long time. Cheap
money lies behind the idea that the government
can spend however much it likes—including,

say, on Mr Biden’s planned infrastructure bill—and underpins
today’s sky-high stockmarket values and abundant credit. An
abrupt change in the interest-rate outlook would be painful, as it
was in 2013 when the Fed’s hawkish comments led to what be-
came known as the “taper tantrum”.

On Wall Street higher rates would be a shock. In emerging
markets they would be agonising. Many have been experiment-
ing with unconventional monetary policy and bigger budget def-
icits, following the rich world (see Finance section). But their ef-
forts assume that global financial conditions will stay loose.
Higher interest rates in America to see off inflation would mean
a stronger dollar and capital outflows from emerging econo-
mies, as in 2013. This would imperil their finances and make it
harder for them to fight the effects of the pandemic. There is a lot
to like about the idea of escaping the low-inflation, low-rate par-
adigm of the past decade. But higher inflation will expose the
world economy and financial markets to a bumpy ride. 7

Inflategate

How higher inflation could disrupt global economic policy

The world economy
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When ronald reagan cried “tear down this wall”, everyone
knew what he meant. There was a wall. It imprisoned East

Germans. It had to come down. One day, it did. In the struggle be-
tween democracy and dictatorship, it is crucial that democracies
tell the truth in plain language. Dictatorships will always lie and
obfuscate to conceal their true nature. Democracies can tell it
like it is. Bear this in mind when deciding what to call China’s
persecution of the Uyghurs. On his last full day in office, Donald
Trump’s secretary of state, Mike Pompeo, called it “genocide”. Al-
though Joe Biden did not use that word this week in his first talk
with Xi Jinping, China’s president, his administration has re-
peated it (see United States section) and lawmakers in Britain are
mulling it (see Britain section). But is it accurate?

By the common understanding of the word,
it is not. Just as “homicide” means killing a per-
son and “suicide” means killing yourself, “geno-
cide” means killing a people. China’s persecu-
tion of the Uyghurs is horrific: it has locked up
perhaps 1m of them in prison camps, which it
naturally mislabels “vocational training cen-
tres”. It has forcibly sterilised some Uyghur
women. But it is not slaughtering them.

Calling it genocide depends on a definition rooted in a un

convention which suggests that one need not actually kill any-
one to commit it. Measures “intended to prevent births”, or in-
flicting “serious bodily or mental harm” will suffice, if their aim
is “to destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethnical, racial or
religious group”. How large a part is not specified. In principle it
is, alas, possible to imagine the destruction of an entire people
by, for example, the systematic sterilisation of all women. But if
conventions are worded with unusual broadness, they must also
be used with special care. Until now, America’s State Department
had applied the “genocide” label only to mass slaughter, and
even then it often hesitated, for fear that uttering the term would
create an expectation that it would intervene. It did not call

Rwanda’s genocide a genocide until it was practically over.
America’s political rhetoric has thus undergone a dramatic

shift, which has profound implications for the world’s most im-
portant bilateral relationship. By accusing China of genocide, it
is sending the signal that its government has committed the
most heinous of crimes. And yet at the same time it is proposing
to deal with it over global warming, pandemics and trade.

Some campaigners think the rhetorical escalation is none-
theless wise. It will stoke useful outrage, they argue, rallying
companies to shun Chinese suppliers and countries to boycott
next year’s Winter Olympics. On the contrary, it is more likely to
be counter-productive. For a start, it accomplishes nothing to ex-
aggerate the Communist Party’s crimes in Xinjiang. Countless

true stories of families torn apart and Uyghurs
living in terror appal any humane listener.
When ordinary Han Chinese hear them, as a few
did on Clubhouse, a new social-media platform,
which China has rushed to block, they are horri-
fied (see China section). By contrast, if America
makes what sound like baseless allegations of
mass killing, patriotic Chinese will be more
likely to believe their government’s line, that

Westerners lie about Xinjiang to tarnish a rising power.
Democracies face an unprecedented and delicate task when

they deal with China, which is both a threat to global norms and
an essential partner in tackling global crises such as climate
change (see Chaguan). To refuse to engage with it is to endanger
the world economy and the planet.

Mr Biden is right to decry China’s abuses, but he should do so
truthfully. The country is committing crimes against humanity.
By accusing it of genocide instead, in the absence of mass mur-
der, America is diminishing the unique stigma of the term.
Genocide should put a government beyond the pale; yet Ameri-
can officials will keep doing business with the regime they have
branded genocidal. Future genocidaires will take comfort. 7

How to talk about Xinjiang

“Genocide” is the wrong word for the horrors China is inflicting on the Uyghurs

Human rights

American exceptionalism takes many forms. One, alas, is a
shockingly high rate of child poverty. According to the

oecd’s measure, which defines as poor those families living on
less than half of median family income, 21% of American chil-
dren are in poverty. This is double the rate in France and nearly
triple that in Poland. This grim statistic is cause to welcome two
proposals to reduce child poverty, one from Joe Biden’s adminis-
tration, the other from Mitt Romney, a Republican senator. 

Helping poor Americans involves balancing a complicated
set of trade-offs. The more people who receive help, the more
money it costs. The solution to this is usually to means-test aid,

which does the most good per dollar spent. Yet help that is nar-
rowly targeted at a small group of Americans can easily be dis-
missed as aid to the undeserving, eroding the political support it
requires to exist. Highly targeted schemes are also more compli-
cated to administer. Much of the help to poor families comes in
the form of tax credits, which are confusing and go unclaimed by
many of those who are eligible to receive them. 

It is so hard to get right that the last serious attempt at change
was a quarter of a century ago. The Biden and Romney plans both
balance competing imperatives by making monthly payments
per child ($350 at the top end for Mr Romney, $300 for the White 

An end to exceptionalism

The White House and a prominent Republican senator propose to follow European schemes

Reducing child poverty
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Most scientific research has practical ends. But some still
pursues goals better described by the field’s original name:

“natural philosophy”. One of its most philosophical questions is,
“Is there life elsewhere in the universe?”

It is philosophical for two reasons. One is its grand sweep. If
there is life elsewhere, particularly of the intelligent sort, that
raises the question of whether humans might ever encounter it,
or its products (see Books & arts section). If there is not—if all the
uncountable stars in creation waste their light on sterile, lifeless
worlds—then life on Earth must be the result of a stroke of the
most astronomically improbable good luck. As Arthur C. Clarke,
a science-fiction author, is reputed to have said: “Two possibili-
ties exist. Either we are alone in the cosmos or
we are not. Both are equally terrifying.” 

The other reason the question is philosophi-
cal is that there has, historically, been too little
evidence to settle it. Arguments about life in the
cosmos must extrapolate from a single example
that is itself poorly understood. Biologists still
lack a bulletproof theory of how earthly life be-
gan. Other planets are far away and hard to
study. That leaves room for all sorts of theories. Perhaps life is
rare. Perhaps it is common, but intelligence is not. Or perhaps
even intelligent life is common, but the technology that lifts it
up ends by destroying it (a popular line of thinking after the de-
velopment of nuclear weapons). 

This paucity of data will soon change. A variety of telescopes
and spacecraft are, or soon will be, looking for signs of life in
places ranging from the moons and planets of the solar system to
other stars in Earth’s corner of the Milky Way (see Briefing). In
particular, this search will employ powerful telescopes to try to
find chemical signatures of life in the atmospheres of planets or-
biting stars other than the sun. An alien astronomer looking at

Earth, for instance, would be struck by the persistence of both
oxygen and something that it reacts with in the atmosphere, and
might conclude—correctly—that living organisms were respon-
sible for keeping them there. 

An unambiguous detection of alien life would count as one of
the momentous discoveries in the history of science. Exactly
what would happen next would depend on what was found.
News of a “biosignature” on a planet dozens of light-years away
would shake the world. It would be strong evidence that life is in-
deed common in the cosmos. That conclusion could upend hu-
manity’s understanding of its place in the universe.

A few adventurous scientists might suggest using a radio tele-
scope to beam a message, in the hope that, if
anything intelligent lives there, it will, decades
later, send a reply. Still, the sheer distances in-
volved mean that there would be few immedi-
ate, practical consequences. By contrast, finding
life closer to home—beneath the Martian rego-
lith, say, or in the oceans under the frozen sur-
faces of the solar system’s icy moons—would
lead to a flurry of action. A sample-return mis-

sion would give biologists the ability to compare earthly life with
the unearthly sort, a process that could shed new light on the
workings and origins of both.

And if nothing is found? That too would be a piece of data, al-
beit of a less dramatic sort. It would not prove that no life exists
elsewhere in the cosmos, but it would be evidence that it is, at
least, rather uncommon. 

Half a century ago, returning from the arid and sterile lunar
surface, the Apollo astronauts found a new appreciation for
Earth’s joyous blooms of life and colour. If there are no aliens
nearby, such sentiments might grow stronger. A jewel is all the
more valuable for being rare. 7

Alien dreams

The search for et may soon yield an answer

Life, the universe and everything

House version). The thresholds at which these payments are
withdrawn are set so high that most Americans with children
would receive them. This helps with the politics and also avoids
punishing low-income people with high effective marginal tax
rates if they receive a pay rise. Mr Romney’s plan involves start-
ing payments before a child is born, which ought to please pro-
life conservatives, and it pays for itself by cutting other pro-
grammes, which ought to please fiscal conservatives. Mr Biden’s
plan does not pay for itself with cuts elsewhere.

Mr Romney’s plan would probably cut child poverty by a
third; Mr Biden’s by a half. One reason this can be said with confi-
dence is that many other developed countries already have simi-
lar schemes. Canada, a country not too dissimilar from its south-
ern neighbour, introduced a child benefit in 2015 that decreased
poverty by 20% in just two years. Many European countries be-
gan paying cash child benefits after the second world war. Pro-
grammes enjoyed support from the left, which saw them as a
plank in the expanding welfare state, and also from the right,
which saw them as strengthening the family (and, in pre-femi-
nist days, as sparing women from having to work). As the inter-

national comparisons attest, they still make a difference.
The main economic worry associated with child benefits paid

in cash (as opposed to tax breaks) is the risk of discouraging
women, who tend to be the chief caregivers, from taking a job. In
Germany a reform of 1996 that made benefits more generous led
many low-income women with partners to shift from full-time
to part-time work. In Poland the initial version of one scheme re-
duced women’s labour-force participation by one percentage
point. But that was largely because poor families lost eligibility
for their first child when they crossed the poverty threshold, re-
ducing their income. When the programme was expanded to
cover all first children in 2019, the labour-force effect disap-
peared. Canada has seen very little drop-off.

Suffer the little children
In a country that has only a threadbare social safety-net and a po-
litical system which is plagued by extreme polarisation, crafting
good anti-poverty policies is a struggle. Against that back-
ground, the proposals for direct monthly payments per child are
a big step forward. They deserve to win broad support. 7
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Impatient nationalists
Rather than the patient strate-
gists that Bagehot portrayed
them to be (January 9th), the
Scottish National Party are
constant opportunists. If
nationalists were truly patient
they would not be talking
about plans for independence
during a pandemic. In 2014
they campaigned for sep-
aration from the United King-
dom based on a high oil price,
knowing that leaving the uk
would automatically have
meant leaving the eu. Now,
with the oil price less than half
of what it was in 2014, they
claim Brexit as the new reason
for independence. The circum-
stances change, but the snp’s
solution is always the same.

In the current nationalist
narrative, there is no waiting
to see how Brexit will pan out,
no consideration that the
post-covid world might be very
different, and no acknowl-
edgment of a future change in
the British government. Even
covid-19 is claimed as a reason
for breaking away. John Swin-
ney, Nicola Sturgeon’s deputy,
recently asserted that a second
independence referendum is
an “essential priority”. I am not
sure these are the words of a
patient pragmatist.
alastair cameron
Director
Scotland in Union
Glasgow

As you say, in May the snp will
probably win a mandate at the
Holyrood elections to hold a
further independence referen-
dum (“Searching for the exit”,
January 30th). If so, it would be
the will of the Scottish people
and the Westminster govern-
ment should not try to prevent
a referendum.

However, it is absurd to
think that a single vote could
determine the outcome of
such a significant constitu-
tional question. A narrow win
for either side would simply
lead to rancour, bitterness and
division. It is common sense
that a matter of this magnitude
should require at least 60-65%
of the vote to settle the matter.
Moreover, it should be made
clear at the outset how long

before a further referendum
can be held. After all, both
nationalists and unionists
may have an interest in anoth-
er re-run.
james maybee
Farr, Scottish Highlands

GameStop’s real winners
Greed is fine. It is the juice that
keeps our financial system
going. That’s why I find the
narrative that r/wallstreetbets
and other armies of retail
investors were sticking it to
the establishment disingen-
uous (“Will the GameStop?”,
January 30th). Call me a cynic,
but exactly which part of Wall
Street was being punished?
Was it the private-equity stake-
holders of amc that converted
debt into a profit of hundreds
of millions of dollars? Or per-
haps BlackBerry executives
who sold their shares at a
five-year high? And let’s not
forget Ryan Cohen, whose
stake in GameStop swelled to a
billion dollars.
nishad trivedi
New York

The sage of Oologah
Buttonwood’s paraphrasing
(January 30th) of the advice
that Will Rogers offered on
market timing did not fully
capture his impeccable logic
concerning the arrangement of
events in the correct order.
Rogers said “Don’t gamble;
take all your savings and buy
some good stock and hold it
till it goes up, then sell it. If it
don’t go up, don’t buy it.”
emmett griner
Potomac, Maryland

Three points on innovation
The role of innovation in
economic growth evolves as
markets and technologies
change. Your briefing on gov-
ernment investment in re-
search and development pro-
vided useful pointers, but
underplayed three important
changes in the landscape
(“Molecules, missions and
money”, January 16th). First,
r&d creates and deepens
knowledge and the talent to
use it in new fields: what econ-

omists call absorptive capacity.
To be effective, government
r&d and investment in talent
should align. Second, data
analytics induces fundamental
changes in r&d, potentially
speeding up innovation, cre-
ating new businesses. Artifi-
cial intelligence and data
analytics have become a uni-
versal part of the scientific
infrastructure, requiring new
investment and policies.

Third, universities became
more entrepreneurial after the
financial crisis in 2008. Stu-
dents want to participate with
social purpose and stakehold-
ers are rightly focused on
impact. Governments that
invest in talent, digital in-
frastructure and entrepren-
eurial universities will gain a
higher return from their r&d
spending.
professor david gann
Pro-vice-chancellor
Development and External
Affairs
University of Oxford

Ditching party primaries
The suggestion from William
Horns to reform party primar-
ies by adopting non-partisan
blanket elections (Letters,
January 23rd) has already been
set in place in California. It is
called a “top two” system
where, regardless of party, the
candidates who come first and
second in a primary for Con-
gress face off against each
other in the general election.
California also has a citizens’
commission to draw the
boundaries of state legislative
districts. Though personally
happy about the reform, I can’t
say that it has made a lot of
difference. California is so
solidly Democratic that Repub-
licans barely have a voice. Most
of the time the top-two vote
winners are both Democrats.
susan giegerich
Berlin

Fields of dreams
Minor-league baseball grew
from the desire of people to
have access to a community-
based game, which created a
loyalty to and identity with
their local club. The economics

and demographics may have
changed over the years, but the
clubs’ success is based on
providing affordable family
entertainment in a clean and
safe environment. An owner
once told me that he believed
80% of people left his park
after a game not having any
idea who won, but it didn’t
matter. The fun and sense of
community did.

The squeeze that major-
league baseball is putting on
minor-league clubs is an act of
civic vandalism (“Trouble on
the farm”, January 16th). In its
quest for control it is destroy-
ing years of identity-building
in towns small and large.
Trenton is the best example of
a kneecapped franchise now
saddled with a questionable
future that it did not deserve.
With all the problems in the
country, I doubt this outrage
will gain much attention.
bob golon
Little Egg Harbor Township,
New Jersey

Pass us a ziggie
Although Rizla is synonymous
with cigarette rolling-paper in
much of the world, asking for a
pack in America would be met
with a blank stare (“Rolling in
it”, January 16th). Zig-Zag dom-
inates the American market.
Its parent company has just
had its best quarter ever, in a
country where tens of millions
of people can smoke pot legal-
ly, and have had plenty of time
and reason to do so recently.
tony rutt
Portland, Oregon

Your article reignited memo-
ries of craving for a smoke
when battling around the New
Hebrides in the 1960s. The
rice-paper pages of the airmail
edition of The Economist made
an excellent substitute for
Rizlas.
peter gillott
Sydney

Letters are welcome and should be
addressed to the Editor at 
The Economist, The Adelphi Building,
1-11 John Adam Street, London wc2n 6ht
Email: letters@economist.com
More letters are available at:
Economist.com/letters
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On february 1st researchers around the
world saw the tweet for which they had

been waiting: “We say with caution, the
magic has started”. Eran Segal, a scientist at
the Weizmann Institute, had been posting
regular updates on the course of Israel’s co-
vid-19 epidemic since its mass vaccination
campaign had begun six weeks earlier. By
February 1st he was seeing the number of
hospitalisations dropping significantly
among the over-60s—a cohort in which the
number vaccinated had reached 70%, seen
as a crucial level, three weeks before. After
an expected but still somewhat nail-biting
lag, the vaccine was doing its thing. 

By February 6th about 85% of the
over-60s in Israel—and 40% of the general
population—had received at least one dose
of the Pfizer/BioNTech mrna vaccine (or in
a few cases the Moderna mrna vaccine)
and 75% of the over-60s had received their
second dose, too. In that age group hospital
admissions for covid-19 were about two-
thirds what they had been at their peak in
January and still falling (see chart 1 on next

page). At the same time, the country as a
whole was seeing its caseload rise. 

The vaccine was not the only thing
which arrived in Israel late last year. So did
b.1.1.7, a highly contagious variant of sars-
cov-2, the virus responsible for covid-19,
which was first identified in Britain in Sep-
tember. It set about filling up hospital
wards in Israel just as it has done in Britain,
Ireland and Portugal. Despite an extended
lockdown it is still doing so.

It is no surprise that sars-cov-2 has
evolved new biological tricks over a year
spent infecting more than 100m people.
But the near simultaneous arrival of not
just b.1.1.7 but also b.1.351, which is now the
dominant strain in South Africa, and p.1, a
variant first seen in Brazil, is making the
roll-out of mass vaccination more compli-
cated and more confusing than might have
been hoped when the first evidence of safe,
effective vaccines became available last
November. How fast the various new vari-
ants can spread, how well today’s vaccines
work against them and how soon new vac-
cines better attuned to them—and to the
other variants which will turn up over
time—become available will determine the
course of the pandemic.

Testing the bounds
As of February 10th at least nine vaccines
had been authorised for use in one or more
countries. The Pfizer/BioNTech vaccine,
first out of the gate, has now been author-
ised for use in 61, as well as for emergency
use by the who. The number of doses ad-
ministered, 148m, now exceeds the num-
ber of confirmed covid-19 cases recorded
over the entire course of the pandemic. All
of the vaccines appear very good at pre-
venting severe cases of covid-19 of the sort
that lead to hospitalisation and/or death;
in trials which compared the vaccinated
with control groups the efficacy with
which the various vaccines prevented
these outcomes was 85-100%.

Their efficacy against all symptomatic
cases of the disease found in trials has
been lower, ranging between 66% and 95%.
Some of that range is down to intrinsic dif-
ferences between the vaccines. Some is
down to trials being done according to dif-
ferent protocols and in different popula-
tions, sometimes against different varia-
nts of the virus. It is hard to disentangle
such effects. The general message, though,
is fairly clear. The vaccines make serious
cases of all sorts very rare, and mild-to-
moderate cases caused by the original
strain of the virus a lot rarer than they
would be otherwise. 

That is undoubtedly good news; it less-
ens the death toll, the suffering and the
strain on hospitals. But the situation is not
perfect. For one thing mild and moderate
cases can be worse than they sound. Many

The race between vaccines and variants is heating up

Obstacle course

→ Also in this section

20 Vaccine hesitancy
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cases of “long covid”, a debilitating form of
the disease in which some effects last for
months, follow original infections that
were not severe enough to require hospital
admission. It is not yet clear whether long
covid is less likely in people who have been
vaccinated.

What is more, this pattern of effects
does not reveal what the vaccines are doing
about transmission. As Natalie Dean, a bio-
statistician at the University of Florida,
points out, there are two ways one can
imagine a vaccine bringing about the pat-
tern of protection the covid-19 vaccines
have been seen to provide (see chart 2 on
next page). In one of them the same num-
ber of infections occurs as would occur
otherwise, but the consequences of these
infections are systematically downgraded.
Thus almost all of the infections which
would lead to severe cases lead to moder-
ate or mild cases, and many of the infec-
tions that would have led to moderate or
mild cases produce no symptoms at all. 

The alternative is that the total number
of infections is being reduced, but the ratio
of severe to mild to asymptomatic cases
stays roughly the same. The already low
number of deaths and hospitalisations
shrinks to something hardly there. The
number of mild cases is similarly deflated
(although, since bigger, remains palpable).
And so is the number of asymptomatic
cases. Indeed, the main difference be-
tween the two scenarios is that in one the
asymptomatic cases rise, and in the other
they fall. 

The passing game
In the real world there is almost certainly a
bit of both going on: lower infections over-
all and a lessening of the symptoms that
follow, with different vaccines offering dif-
ferent profiles. But considering the two ex-
tremes is still instructive. Vaccines which
do little more than downgrade the symp-
toms will be doing relatively little to stop
the spread of the virus. Honey-I-shrank-
the-infections vaccines, on the other hand,
will be making a big dent in the epidemic’s
now infamous R number—the number of
new infections to which each infection
gives rise. If you imagine reducing what
are known as “non pharmaceutical inter-
ventions”—masks, social distancing, shel-
ter at home orders and the like—that dif-
ference would begin to matter a lot. 

Some people will not be vaccinated, ei-
ther because of pre-existing conditions
which make it dangerous for them, be-
cause there isn’t enough vaccine for every-
one, or because they choose not to (see fol-
lowing story). If the vaccines are basically
downgrading symptoms, then these un-
vaccinated people will be at risk. If they are
making the virus less transmissible that
risk will be lessened. 

A covid-19 vaccine that is highly effec-

tive in preventing transmission will,
therefore, be particularly useful. Accord-
ing to a model by Imperial College London,
all other things being equal, a vaccine that
blocks 40% of infections and thus pre-
vents 40% of disease would have a similar
impact on the number of covid-19 deaths as
a vaccine that got rid of 80% of disease but
left infection untouched. 

Epidemiologists are waiting with bated
breath for results that will tell them how
good existing vaccines are at reducing
asymptomatic infections and infectious-
ness. Data from Israel suggest that the viral
load in swabs from infected individuals is
lower if they have been vaccinated. Clinical
trials of the Oxford/AstraZeneca vaccine
suggest that the jab may halve infections as
detected by pcr tests. Such results suggest
that covid-19 vaccines are likely to reduce
overall transmission of the virus. But un-
derstanding quite how much transmission
is blocked—and the degree to which some
vaccines are better at blocking transmis-
sion than others—will take months. 

And then there is the further complica-
tion of the new variants. Vaccines seem to
have no particular problem with b.1.1.7. It
just complicates things by running
through the unimmunised parts of the
population that bit faster. b.1.351, which
has now been found in more than 30 coun-
tries, is of greater concern. At least three
vaccines—those from Oxford/AstraZene-
ca, J&J and Novavax—have been found to
be less effective at stopping it from causing
disease than they are against variants else-
where. There is increasing evidence that
P.1, now also reported in a number of coun-
tries beyond Brazil, also appears to be bet-
ter at avoiding immunity created by prior
infection and by some vaccines.

Countries that have already vaccinated
a lot of people could be brought back to
square one by the spread of such variants.
Britain, where 13m people had been vacci-
nated as of February 10th, and millions
more have been infected and thus have
some immunity (British studies have
found reinfection very rare for at least five
months), is trying hard to keep b.1.351 from
making inroads in the population. Health
authorities are mass-testing neighbour-
hoods where cases of b.1.351 have been
spotted and are doing particularly meticu-
lous contact tracing when a case is found.
Border controls have been tightened.

Eking out an advantage
Not all such new variants can be spotted
and stopped at borders. Mutations can
arise anywhere—sometimes the phone
call is coming from inside the house. But
there may be a limited range of mutations
about which people need to worry. The
new variants all differ from the original vi-
rus and from each other in various ways.
But p.1 and b.1.351 both share a particular
mutational quirk—technically called
e484k but mercifully nicknamed Eric or
Eek—which makes a specific change to the
spike protein on the outside of the virus.
Eek has now been found in some isolates
of b.1.1.7. too. Researchers are beginning to
think that the change Eek represents is
what allows those variants to infect people
even if they have been vaccinated or previ-
ously infected. 

It would be great if there were no vac-
cine-resistant strains. But given that there
are, the possibility that they are all using
the same trick offers a bit of comfort. It
suggests that Eek may be the best way for
new variants to avoid immune responses
capable of dealing with the original strain,
or at least the way evolution can most eas-
ily find. If the variants have all converged
on the same trick, tweaking vaccines to
protect against one may protect against
all—and against any later variants to which
natural selection teaches the same ruse. If
the virus had found a whole panoply of
ways by which to avoid existing immune

Sufficiently advanced technology
Israel, covid-19 vaccination and cases, 2020-21

Source: “Patterns of Covid-19 pandemic dynamics following
deployment of a broad national immunisation program”, by
Hagai Rossman et al.
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responses things would look a lot worse.
Whether or not Eek turns out to be cru-

cial, new ways of broadening immunity
are on their way. Some vaccine-makers are
developing booster shots designed to help
people vaccinated with earlier versions of
their jabs deal with new variants. Others
are developing vaccines intended to work
for multiple sars-cov-2 variants straight
away. On February 3rd GlaxoSmithKline
and CureVac, a German biotech company
with an mrna vaccine in late-stage clinical
trials, added their names to those develop-
ing such “multivalent” vaccines.

Tweaked covid-19 vaccines will not be
required to go through large scale clinical

trials to prove their efficacy, any more than
updated seasonal flu shots do; small trials
that look for markers of immunity in the
blood may suffice. Britain’s National
Health Service, which should be able to
vaccinate all adults who choose to be
jabbed by the end of the summer, is already
starting to make plans for a round of co-
vid-19 booster shots aimed at new variants
in the autumn. Increased surveillance may
yet provide advance warning of which vari-
ants need to be dealt with by subsequent
tweaks. It will take luck, diligence and hard
work, but the magic that started at the be-
ginning of this year may be made to last for
many years to come. 

Downgraded, or shrunk?

o o eSource: To come

Covid-19 infections by severity, before and after vaccination, illustrative example
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When the news finally comes it trig-
gers a range of emotions. Most peo-

ple told when and where they will receive
their first shot of covid-19 vaccine speak of
their relief, delight, even their elation. One
person danced around the room, another
“screamed a bit”, yet another felt giddy. “It
feels”, says one, “that my life’s about to be-
gin.” But for some, there are other emo-
tions in play: concern, fear, even anger. 

Almost as soon as biomedical research-
ers began working on vaccines against
sars-cov-2, the virus that causes covid-19,
people concerned with public health be-
gan to worry about “vaccine hesitancy”. It
can sound trivial, even foolish, but it regu-
larly costs lives. Hesitancy is a large part of
the reason that few young Japanese wom-
en get themselves vaccinated against hu-
man papillomavirus, and thus are more
likely than vaccine-accepting young wom-
en elsewhere to contract cervical cancer.

Widespread hesitancy during worldwide
campaigns against covid-19 could cost
many lives, both among the hesitant and
among their fellow citizens. Scott Gottlieb,
who led America’s drug regulator, the fda,
from 2017 to 2019 (and who is also on the
board of Pfizer, a vaccine-maker) argued in
a recent opinion piece in the Wall Street
Journal that the main challenge to vaccina-
tion efforts in America could soon move
from supply and logistics to individual re-
luctance to be vaccinated. 

In Britain, a country generally quite
keen on vaccination, about 15% of those of-
fered a covid jab so far have refused it. With
13m mostly elderly Britons vaccinated as of
February 10th, that suggests almost 2m
people who could have been vaccinated
have not been. When, eventually, social
distancing measures are reduced, those
people will remain vulnerable to infection.
What is more, that level of refusal, com-

bined with the fact that children are not be-
ing vaccinated and that new variants of the
virus are less tractable to vaccination,
means the country may never see the “herd
immunity” that population-wide vaccina-
tion programmes tend to aim for—the
state in which people neither previously
infected nor vaccinated are so few and far
between that the virus is hard put to find
them. And the level of refusal could grow
in months to come; younger people, per-
haps because they feel in less danger, seem
less keen on the vaccine. 

Hesitancy is promoted and spread by a
hard core of proselytising “anti-vaxxer”
voices whose misinformation and down-
right lies about microchips, infertility and
damage to dna have spread to the four
quarters of the internet. They have been
helped by large online misinformation
campaigns run by China and Russia seek-
ing to undermine confidence in Western
vaccines. But hesitancy is a broader and
more complex phenomenon than that.
Some are worried, not opposed; some re-
ject specific vaccines while accepting vari-
ous others; some are adamant, some per-
suadable, some, in the end, willing to get
vaccinated despite their reservations. Peo-
ple interpret vaccines in the light of their
own experiences, relationships and trust
in authority. Such subtleties make the mo-
lecular biology behind the vaccines seem
simple in comparison. 

There is nothing new about this com-
plex set of fears. To introduce anything
other than food into your body or blood is
always likely to be an emotionally freight-
ed experience. When Edward Jenner, a Brit-
ish doctor, began vaccinating people with
cowpox to defend them against smallpox
in the late 1790s there was immediate dis-
quiet. Critics said the idea of vaccination
was repulsive and ungodly; cartoonists
showed people who had been vaccinated
sprouting cow’s heads. But elite medical
and political opinion fell in line. Thomas
Jefferson was a fan. Napoleon vaccinated
his armies, writing that “Jenner...has been
my most faithful servant in the European
campaigns.” In Sweden vaccination was
compulsory in 1803, in Bavaria in 1807; both
countries saw smallpox rates plummet. 

In 1853 vaccination was made compul-
sory for all infants in England and Wales
with parents who failed to comply liable to
a fine or imprisonment. Opposition to this
infringement on personal liberty promptly
grew, even more so after the law was
strengthened in the 1870s.

Victorian anti-vaxxers spread misinfor-
mation eerily similar to today’s. In 1878 the
National Anti-Compulsory Vaccination Re-
porter told its readers that vaccination
could cause diseases including diphtheria,
abscesses, bronchitis and convulsions.
“On the whole”, it wrote, “it is a greater evil
to humanity than smallpox itself!” In

Some people are unwilling to be vaccinated. That will be a problem
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echoes of today’s concerns about Big Phar-
ma, the Reporter speculated that compul-
sory vaccination was a plot by the medical
establishment and averred that faithful
obedience to the “sacred laws of health”
would provide superior protection. It is
hard to put a sliver of organic carrot be-
tween this sanctimony and the notion that
nasty viral pathogens can be warded off by
raising children “naturally” and using al-
ternative medicines.

Nevertheless smallpox vaccination be-
came near universal. And then in 1977, 177
years after Benjamin Waterhouse, a Har-
vard professor and correspondent of Jeffer-
son’s, published his pamphlet “A Prospect
of Exterminating the Small-pox”, it became
obsolete. The disease was wiped out. No
other human disease has yet followed it to
oblivion, though polio is close. But many
death tolls have been slashed. 

Vaccinations have become the most
successful public health measure in histo-
ry. About 85% of one-year-olds around the
world now receive all three doses of the
combination vaccine that protects against
diphtheria, tetanus and pertussis. Public
support for this is high; nine in ten people

worldwide think vaccines are important
for children. But there are variations. Sup-
port for childhood vaccination is lower in
North America, Europe and Russia than in
Africa, Asia and South America, and there
are pockets where it dips dangerously.
What is more, the success of long-running
childhood vaccination campaigns does not
necessarily translate into acceptance of
novel vaccines for adults. 

Against complacency
Towards the last quarter of 2020 polls on
vaccine hesitancy spurred mounting con-
cern among public health officials. In Sep-
tember a significant number of British
people said they were unlikely to get one. A
month later, in a stat-Harris Poll in Amer-
ica, only 58% said they would—down from
69% a month previously. Though Britain
bounced back, other countries have seen
worrying drops since (see chart 1).

But such polls come with caveats. One
is what psychologists describe as the “in-
tention-behaviour gap”; humans are suffi-
ciently complicated that what they say and
what they do can be very different things. A
second is that polls are snapshots of a proc-

ess in flux. Vaccine hesitancy is extremely
fluid in time and space, subject to all man-
ner of influences. A poll is an instantane-
ous map of temperatures, when what you
need is a moving forecast. 

One of the main vaccine-weather fore-
casters is Heidi Larson, a professor of an-
thropology, risk and decision science at
the London School of Hygiene and Tropical
Medicine. She is also the founding director
of the Vaccine Confidence Project, which
monitors global concerns about vaccines.
Looking at her latest survey of sentiment
toward covid-19 vaccines in 32 countries Dr
Larson sees storms brewing in Lebanon
and the Democratic Republic of Congo
(drc)—two countries in which the politi-
cal climate is tense. 

Hesitancy in the drc might seem sur-
prising; novel vaccines recently helped
quash an outbreak of Ebola there. But Dr
Larson says that unlike Ebola, which peo-
ple have had to live with for almost half a
century, covid-19 is new and brings new
distrust. Maître Donat, a lawyer in Kolwezi,
a mining city in the south of the country,
bears out that case. “Here everyone thinks
covid is a scam”, he says, “dreamed up by
the whites, by Americans.” 

Dr Larson worries about this because
she has found that, in general, concerns
about vaccines that arise in Africa spread
much more quickly than in higher-income
countries: “It is quite explosive.” Last year a
comment by a French doctor about using
Africa as a testing ground for vaccines
spread like wildfire across Francophone
Africa. He apologised, but the damage was
done. There are now reports of rising hesi-
tancy, at least partly tied to trust in govern-
ment, in South Africa and Nigeria, where
plans are being laid to start vaccination.

Just as there is variation over time, so
there is in space. Even in countries where
there is a rush to get vaccinated, hesitancy
can crop up in particular communities,
particularly in marginalised groups: some
groups distrust state authority—some-
times, given the history of medical experi-
mentation, for sound historical reasons;
some seek spiritual rather than temporal
guidance on how to live their lives.

Naively, one might believe that educa-
tion would be enough to change this. It is
not. Take the reluctance of some American
health-care workers to get vaccinated. This
is not down to a lack of information or a
failure to understand what vaccines offer.
It can often reflect a lack of faith in their
employers. As in many other parts of the
world, nurses, long-term-care staff and
others in similar jobs report feeling badly
treated over the past year. They may have
been put at risk of covid, or fallen ill, or
struggled to obtain protective equipment.
They will have seen a lot of death. They will
mostly have done so on low pay. And they
have either not succumbed to the disease

Havering world
Share of population willing to receive a covid-19 vaccine, %

Source: Airfinity
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or have survived it. This all disinclines
them towards accepting the vaccines that
their employers now want them to take. 

A December survey of 16,000 employ-
ees of a health system in Pennsylvania re-
vealed concerns about unknown risks and
side effects. At the nadir 45% said they ei-
ther did not want the vaccine at all or want-
ed to wait (see chart 2). One-fifth did not
trust the rushed regulatory review. Others
worried they were not actually at high
enough risk for infection or disease. Hard
refusals, though, soon began to wane. 

In general, a feeling that the govern-
ment is cutting corners seems to drive hes-
itancy up. When Donald Trump appeared
to be trying to rush approval along before
the election Americans became more hesi-
tant. Concerns have risen in Indonesia and
India at the same time as there have been
controversies about aspects of govern-
ment vaccination programmes. 

Another factor in hesitancy is peer-
group sentiment transmitted through so-
cial networks. Parents who choose not to
vaccinate children have a much higher per-
centage of people in their social networks
with similar views. The same will be true of
people who intend not to get vaccinated
against covid-19. 

Understanding how the hesitancy
weather changes offers ways to modify it.
Some are well known to advertisers. People
are encouraged by the sight of happy peo-
ple eagerly lining up to receive vaccines, or
by politicians, royalty and celebrities roll-
ing up their sleeves. They may also re-
spond to the notion that something is in
scarce supply. Since scares about the h1n1
flu vaccine in 2009 the French have been
very dubious about vaccination. But since
realising that their country has few doses
to offer, their opinions have been chang-
ing. To refuse is one thing; to be denied an-
other. Marine Le Pen, a right-wing nation-
alist who had previously said she would
wait and see before getting vaccinated now
says she will do so, a decision which is ex-
pected to be influential (and which will
better position her to attack Emmanuel
Macron on the issue in next year’s election
campaign).

The bad news about changing the
weather in this sort of way is that it can
quickly change back again. Vinay Nair,
boss of Lightful, a tech firm that works in
the charity sector to enhance its use of
technology, says that because vaccine sen-
timent is dynamic, so the response to it has
to be too. 

It is also important to reach vaccine-
hesitant communities directly rather than
through the media. In 2017 Patricia Stinch-
field, a nurse practitioner at the Children’s
Minnesota Hospital, told Modern Health-
care, a magazine, about intervening this
way among Somali-Americans in Minnea-
polis after their under-vaccinated commu-

nity suffered a serious measles outbreak.
“We spend a great deal of time meeting
imams in the community and ask them to
partner with us.” Even with the help of so-
cial-media campaigns aimed at younger
parents, it is slow, painstaking work. But it
is effective.

Storm warning
Unfortunately, help through social media
is far from the norm. The Centre for Coun-
tering Digital Hate (ccdh), a not-for-profit
group, is tracking 425 anti-vaccine ac-
counts on Facebook, Instagram, Twitter
and YouTube that it says spread covid mis-
information; they have 59.2m followers
between them, and the number is rising
rapidly. The organisation says that while a
minority of these anti-vaxxers act on the
basis of profoundly held beliefs, about
four-fifths have a financial motive as well,
or instead. Half are entrepreneurs with
businesses that promote alternative or
oddball remedies such as homeopathic
immunisation or a bleach nebuliser “with
a 100% success rate”. The other half are
conspiracists who profit from the online-
advertising revenue their sites attract and
the merchandise they sell.

The work of these groups is a lot easier
than that of public-health workers: fear
and uncertainty are easier to foster than
trust and confidence, and inaction easier
to encourage than action. In October last
year representatives of the ccdh were pre-
sent at a private online conference held by
influential opponents to vaccination who,
it says, saw a historic opportunity to reach
larger numbers of supporters, and drive
long-term vaccine hesitancy. They out-
lined three basic tools with which to do so:
sow doubt about the seriousness of the
threat posed by covid-19; spread concern
about the safety of the vaccines; stress the
untrustworthiness of experts.

These three basic messages will be
adapted with selective reporting—making
sure, for example, that Brazilians know

that their president has said he will not be
vaccinated—half-truths and lies. Ethnic
minorities will be told that covid vaccines
are unsafe for them, or part of a plot or ex-
periment—something that will resonate in
communities that remember stories of
this in the past. Young people will be told
taradiddles about fertility. The religious
groups will hear that vaccines are not halal
or contain fetal material. (It is true that the
vaccine produced by AstraZeneca is grown
in a cell line derived from material taken
from a fetus in the 1970s; it is also true that
the pope has deemed the use of such cell
lines morally acceptable.)

A recent study in Nature using data
from 2019 created a network map of 1,300
Facebook pages carrying pro- and anti-vac-
cine messages and their followers. Anti-
vaccine pages were more numerous, faster
growing and increasingly connected to
pages containing undecided users. If cur-
rent trends continue, the researchers pre-
dicted, anti-vaccine views will dominate
online discussion in a decade. A new pre-
print by many of the same authors reports
that the strengthening of online bonds that
has been seen during the pandemic has
given conspiracy theories greater access to
mainstream parenting communities.

On February 8th, in the teeth of ongoing
criticism, Facebook said it would remove
false claims related to covid vaccines (see
United States). Many think the move has
come too late—and that to shift the bal-
ance of power decisively will require fur-
ther action. Mr Nair believes that tech
companies need to amplify positive mess-
ages, stories and campaigns

“A mix of factors will challenge our
plans to defeat covid-19, from new variants
to supply issues. But vaccine hesitancy is a
significant threat to population protection
against covid-19,” says Dr Larson. And after
emotional contagion has taken hold it is
difficult to tamp down. As the French expe-
rience with the h1n1 vaccine has shown,
once widespread a negative impression
about a vaccine can be hard to shift.

At the moment, people are leaving vac-
cination centres happily, and tweeting and
posting about their good fortune and suc-
cess. They proudly display the badges and
stickers that show they have received the
vaccine. For now, public health is winning.
But continued good news cannot be taken
for granted; in this struggle, fair weather
has to be fought for, not counted on 

Whether report
US, health-care workers*, intent to take
covid-19 vaccine, % responding

*Sample of 16,000 in Pennsylvania
Source: “Healthcare worker intentions to receive a Covid-19
vaccine and reasons for hesitancy”, by M. Meyer et al.
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new podcast, “The Jab”, devoted
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covid-19 vaccines around the
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When it comes to actually passing leg-
islation in Congress, intramural un-

ity among Democrats will matter much
more than the bipartisan unity that Presi-
dent Joe Biden seemed to be seeking in the
opening days of his administration. As the
impeachment trial of former president Do-
nald Trump limps to its foregone conclu-
sion in the Senate, Democrats will also be
muscling through Mr Biden’s ambitious
covid-19 relief package costing $1.9trn uni-
laterally, using a parliamentary manoeuvre
that will require no Republican votes.
There is little reason to doubt that the same
strategy will be employed to pass the sec-
ond immediate aim of the Biden adminis-
tration, an enormous infrastructure pack-
age. Parliamentary quirks and partisan
incentives mean that conservative Demo-
crats will matter much more to the White
House than luring liberal-ish Republicans.

There are two conceivable routes to

passing Mr Biden’s legislative agenda. The
first is through normal operating proce-
dure, also called regular order. Such bills
can be sweeping in scope or narrowly tai-
lored to attract Republican votes, most
likely those of senators like Susan Collins
of Maine or Lisa Murkowski of Alaska (both
of whom voted against repealing Obama-
care) or Mitt Romney, who favours, like
many Democrats, expansive child benefits.
The problem with bills proposed in the or-
dinary way is that they are subject to the
threat of a filibuster, effectively raising the
threshold for passage from 50 votes to 60.

The task of luring another seven Repub-
licans derails most major Democratic am-
bitions. Political scientists have devised a
quantitative score of how left- or right-
leaning a legislator is, known as dw nomi-

nate. The current rankings show that the
60th most liberal senator is Cindy Hyde-
Smith of Mississippi—a pro-life, pro-bal-

anced budget sort of Republican not espe-
cially known for her bipartisan ways. There
are perhaps a few areas where some legisla-
tion could avoid a filibuster, like criminal-
justice reform and paid family leave, but
these pale in comparison to Mr Biden’s
dreams. That was clear in the president’s
reaction to the counter-offer made by ten
Republicans offered to his proposed stimu-
lus, which was about one-third the size of
his. After giving a good-natured, two-hour-
long hearing to the senators at the White
House, Mr Biden ultimately ignored their
preferred framework and advanced instead
by the second route: reconciliation.

This is the special parliamentary proce-
dure for passing budgetary legislation,
which is immune from filibustering and
requires only a simple majority of senators
to pass. In general, reconciliation can be
used only once per fiscal year. But because
Republicans did not pass a budget resolu-
tion for the current fiscal year, Democrats
will probably have two opportunities in
2021. The first will be devoted to the stimu-
lus, while the second will probably be de-
voted to infrastructure and possibly in-
clude tax increases and revisions.

In theory, a 50-vote threshold ought to
allow more cross-party coalitions. But the
temptations of reconciliation—the rare
chance it offers of sidestepping a filibus-
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ter—mean that, in practice, it is not very
conciliatory to the minority party. The in-
centives are to instead stuff as many major-
ity-party proposals allowable under the so-
called Byrd rule—the strict and complicat-
ed rule adjudicating which policies are
allowed in reconciliation bills—while the
chance is available. “It’s very difficult for
the minority party to support a reconcilia-
tion package, just based on the structure of
the approach, which is to diminish their
involvement,” says Jason Grumet, the pres-
ident of the Bipartisan Policy Centre, a
think-tank. Even if a senator like Mr Rom-
ney were supportive of Democrats’ child-
tax credit reforms, for instance, he would
almost certainly balk at other features of
the legislation, like the proposed $350bn
bailout of state and local governments, and
vote against the entire package.

For that reason, both of the last signifi-
cant reconciliation bills—the Trump-era
tax cuts and an Obamacare-related law—
received no votes from the opposition
party in the Senate. In a sign of things to
come, the budget-resolution bill to start
this round of reconciliation was passed on
February 5th on strict party lines.

Reconciliation makes kingmakers of
conservative Democratic senators, like Joe
Manchin of West Virginia and Kyrsten Si-
nema of Arizona. With them, Democrats
can achieve a sizeable chunk of their agen-
da. Without them, their efforts will go
down to defeat just as Republican efforts to
repeal Obamacare using reconciliation
did. Already they have started to flex their
powers. Mr Manchin has pushed for the
$1,400 cheques Mr Biden promised to go to
a more limited set of Americans. His scep-
ticism of plans, dear to progressives like
Bernie Sanders, to eventually increase the
federal minimum wage to $15 may end
them too. With Ms Sinema and six other
Democratic senators, Mr Manchin also vot-
ed for an amendment barring stimulus
payments to undocumented immigrants.

Progressives have launched some ef-
forts to berate them into changing. “Unfor-
tunately our senator, Joe Manchin, thinks
he knows better than both our president
and the Democrats in Congress. I guess Joe
just don’t know what it’s been like to live
through the pandemic,” claims one radio
ad airing in West Virginia from the No Ex-
cuses pac, a pressure group. So far, there
has been no discernible budging. Mr Man-
chin, who once released a campaign ad of
himself shooting a hole through Barack
Obama’s climate plans, will probably deter-
mine the outer limit of the president’s
clean-energy agenda too. He has favoured
investments in energy innovation like car-
bon capture, but remains lukewarm on Mr
Biden’s other climate proposals.

The promised repeal of the Trump tax
cuts, which may be proposed to pay for in-
frastructure spending, may also prove

hard. That is because it would require “268
of 272 elected Democrats [a majority in the
House plus 50 senators] to agree on the
same set of policy choices,” says Rohit Ku-
mar of pwc’s national tax-policy group, a
former deputy chief-of-staff to Mitch
McConnell. Because that degree of party
discipline is hard to achieve, Mr Kumar is
sceptical that Democrats will agree to in-
crease the corporate-tax rate from 21% to
28%, as Mr Biden campaigned on, or to in-
crease the tax rate on capital gains from
20% to 39.6%. Another likely result is that
traditional infrastructure spending on
roads, bridges and broadband may survive,
while the green-tinged bits on retrofitting
schools and houses and installing electric-
vehicle charging stations, may be culled. 

Politicos pouring over obscure senato-
rial rules (one coming attraction will be fe-
verish discussion over the “Byrd bath”) can
sometimes miss that the rules restraining
Mr Biden are self-imposed. Three Republi-
cans could be conceivably picked off on
piecemeal bills, but gathering ten to avoid a
filibuster looks impossible in most cases.
Eliminating the filibuster, by a simple ma-
jority vote is thus appealing to some. “Over
my dead body,” Mr Manchin recently told
The Economist. Ms Sinema’s office has said
quite definitively that she is “against elim-
inating the filibuster and she is not open to
changing her mind.” That will push Demo-
crats towards a parliamentary manoeuvre
that is repellent to persuadable Republi-
cans. So much for bipartisanship. 7

“Ijust believe strongly that Facebook
shouldn’t be the arbiter of truth of

everything that people say online,” Mark
Zuckerberg, the social-media boss, said
last year. Yet despite Mr Zuckerberg’s hope,
that is what Facebook has become. Like a
power company, Facebook can illuminate
certain voices, while pushing others off the
grid. The most high-profile example of the
social-media firm wielding its might was
in January, when Facebook kicked Mr
Trump off for stoking the riots at the Capi-
tol. (Twitter also suspended him.) Face-
book’s decision is currently under review
by the social-media firm’s internal jury, the

Oversight Board, which advises the com-
pany on thorny content issues, of which
there are plenty more.

On February 8th Facebook announced
that it was taking another stand on what
could not appear on its platform: false-
hoods about vaccinations. The company
will now remove posts and block groups
that claim vaccines make people ill or
cause autism; previously the company had
only demoted such claims, giving them
less prominence in users’ feeds and in
search results. Facebook and other internet
companies have been under pressure by
politicians and the press to do more to po-
lice anti-vax content since 2019, when
measles outbreaks in New York prompted a
flurry of nonsense. Covid-19 has given the
subject new urgency and attention.

In America social-media platforms are
not only tools for spreading misinforma-
tion but also for co-ordination. The anti-
vax campaigners who briefly halted immu-
nisations at Dodger Stadium in Los Angeles
used a Facebook page to organise, says Alli-
son Winnike, boss of the Immunisation
Partnership, a non-profit that raises aware-
ness of vaccinations. Campaigners are also
employing social media to push anti-vax
bills in many American states, says Joe
Smyser, who runs Public Good Projects, a
non-profit focused on public health. For
example, one proposed bill circulating in
Kentucky tries to eliminate all vaccine re-
quirements for employees. Another aims
to create a pre-emptive opt-out in case co-
vid-19 vaccinations are ever required.

Just how much Facebook will actually 
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2 curb vaccine misinformation is an open
question. Showing users truthful content
in their feeds and searches will help, but re-
moving problematic content could also
drive users to other platforms. After Face-
book and Twitter cracked down on ac-
counts promoting QAnon conspiracies,
those users just went elsewhere, says Re-
nee DiResta of the Stanford Internet Obser-
vatory. “Social-media companies run the
risk of turning what should be something
that could be easily addressed with a label
into forbidden knowledge,” she says. Nor is
everyone comfortable with Facebook’s em-
ployees, contractors, Oversight Board and
the 80 external firms that do various de-
grees of fact-checking suggesting what
should be erased. “Censoring speech and
pretending you can make it go away is real-
ly problematic,” says Matt Perault, a former
director of public policy at Facebook who
now runs Duke University’s Centre on Sci-
ence and Technology Policy.

The decision to combat anti-vax propa-
ganda may have as much to do with Face-
book’s own public-relations problems as
its desire to cleanse its platform of life-
threatening fabrications. In Washington,
Democratic leaders are putting the squeeze
on platforms to do more to police content.
In January three Democratic senators, in-
cluding Amy Klobuchar, sent a letter to in-
ternet companies demanding action to
combat vaccine misinformation.

Facebook may be reading today’s politi-
cal mood correctly, since Democrats con-
trol the House, Senate and White House.
But its actions risk further alienate conser-
vatives who are concerned about the cen-
sorship of free speech, and revive discus-
sion about antitrust enforcement among
the many politicians who worry about the
dominance of big tech.

Already politicians and regulators are
grappling with how and whether to change
the liability shield that internet companies
have when hosting users’ content under
section 230 of the Communications Decen-
cy Act, an internet law passed in 1996. By
taking more proactive action to police con-
tent on its own platform, Facebook may be
hoping to head off discussions of tweaking
or entirely doing away with section 230.

That is optimistic. Support for repeal-
ing section 230 was a rare point of agree-
ment between Donald Trump and Joe Bi-
den, although they favour doing so for very
different reasons. Rather than repealing
section 230, though, several Senate propos-
als are circulating to reform it. Facebook
and other internet firms worry that tweak-
ing section 230 could lead to a deluge of
lawsuits from people who consider them
responsible for material posted on their
sites. Having once declared that Facebook
should not be an “arbiter of truth”, Mr Zuck-
erberg is acting more like one, and hoping
that works in his favour. 7

One hundred days after November’s
election, New York’s 22nd congressio-

nal district (ny-22) has a representative in
Washington. On February 5th a state judge
ordered Oneida County in upstate New
York and the state’s boards of elections to
certify their results. Claudia Tenney, a Re-
publican, beat Anthony Brindisi by 109
votes. It was the last undecided congressio-
nal race in the country. The lengthy delay
meant the district’s constituents did not
have a voice in votes on impeachment and
the House leadership or on a presence on
committees. Yet ny-22 is far from the only
district with election problems. For New
Yorkers across the state, dysfunction at the
board of elections is par for the course and
a perennial problem. 

Despite its conservative leanings,
ny-22, which spans rural areas and rustbelt
cities in central New York state, was among
the most competitive races in the country.
That was mainly a reflection on Mr Brindi-
si, the Democratic incumbent, who was
fairly popular in an area where registered
Republicans outnumber Democrats by
30,000. His challenger, Ms Tenney, had a
convincing lead at first, but Mr Brindisi
narrowed the gap when absentee and affi-
davit ballots were counted. Both candi-
dates called for a judicial review of the bal-
lots. After Scott DelConte, the presiding
judge, noted several errors, he ordered the
district’s boards of elections to review
votes again. “It is more important that this

election is decided right, than that it is de-
cided right now,” he said in December.

Errors were made in seven of the dis-
trict’s eight counties. Oneida County’s mis-
takes were especially egregious, said Mr
DelConte. More than 2,400 electronic voter
registrations in Oneida were not processed
in time for November’s election. Oneida la-
belled challenged votes with Post-it notes.
The notes did not stick, making it impossi-
ble to know which votes were disputed. De-
spite the record of voter suppression in Re-
publican states, David Wasserman of the
non-partisan Cook Political Report says that
“probably one of the most egregious exam-
ples of voter suppression that I’ve seen this
cycle was in [New York] a state that’s pretty
firmly blue”.

Mr DelConte was scathing about elec-
tion commissioners, who are responsible
for administrating boards of elections in
each county. Commissioner selection “is
the last vestige of patronage politics in New
York state”, says Luke Perry, a political sci-
entist at Utica College. Some counties have
deadlocked boards with Republicans and
Democrats sniping at each other. And every
county has different standards. Susan Ler-
ner of Common Cause, a voting-rights
group, says ny-22 has shown that “if you
have eight different counties in a congres-
sional district, you have eight different
ways to approach counting absentee bal-
lots, and eight different ways to make mis-
takes”. The covid-19 epidemic didn’t help—
election officers across the state were over-
whelmed and overworked because of
outbreaks and social distancing.

ny-22 is far from alone in its chaos. The
New York Civil Liberties Union sued Rock-
land County in the autumn to extend early
voting hours. New York City is plagued
with problems, from broken voting ma-
chines to long queues. In 2019 the city’s
board of elections bizarrely sued City Hall
to stop it offering translation services at the
polls unless they were provided by the
board. State government is little better.
New York City has been waiting a year to get
approval for new vote-counting software.

On February 8th Mr Brindisi conceded,
ending the uncertainty in ny-22. Had he
pursued and won an appeal, it is not clear if
the court could have removed Ms Tenney
from her Congressional seat once she had
been sworn in. “Sadly, we may never know
how many legal voters were turned away at
the polls or ballots not counted due to the
ineptitude of the boards of election, espe-
cially in Oneida County,” Mr Brindisi says.
He hopes an investigation will be conduct-
ed. “What’s so disturbing about what hap-
pened in Oneida County is that if it weren’t
for this incredibly close election, we would
have not even known,” says Sean Morales-
Doyle of the Brennan Centre for Justice.
What errors, New Yorkers may wonder, oc-
curred in less competitive races? 7
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In autocracies, putting up mausoleums
for ex-presidents is common. China,

North Korea, Russia and Vietnam all en-
courage visitors to gawp at embalmed bo-
dies and tour museums that glorify their
dear, dead leaders. In most democracies
that sort of thing is frowned on, making
America’s passion for hagiographical pres-
idential museums unusual. Every occu-
pant of the White House since Herbert
Hoover has put up a monument to himself.
They are built with private cash, but their
upkeep eventually falls to the federal gov-
ernment, which spends about $100m year-
ly on 13 sites. The 14th is coming. Last week
federal permission was granted for the
Obama Presidential Centre, a $500m com-
plex on Chicago’s South Side. Work starts
this summer. It should open in 2025.

Anthony Clark, author of a book on
them, notes that over 2m visitors visit pres-
idential libraries in a normal year. After
Dwight Eisenhower died, in 1969, 630,000
people made a pilgrimage to his library in
Abilene, Kansas. Now it typically fails to
draw one-third as many. Fewer still pay
homage to Herbert Hoover in rural Iowa. In
2018 George H.W. Bush was buried at his li-
brary, in Texas, one of seven presidents in-
terred at their museum grounds. 

Mr Clark sees such spots as “partisan
shrines”. Their common message—that a
few big men, imperial presidents, steer
America’s fortunes—looks dated. He dis-
likes, too, how ex-presidents in their “last
campaign” try skewing how history re-
members them. Richard Nixon’s library
long neglected mention of Watergate, for
example. Ronald Reagan’s lets visitors see
Air Force One or a reconstructed pub
brought from Ballyporeen, Ireland, where
Ronnie and Nancy once had a drink. It
barely addresses the Iran-Contra scandal. 

Jodi Kanter, who has written a book on
presidential museums as theatre, is a big-
ger fan. They offer “romance about individ-
ual achievement” she says. Scattered na-
tionwide, they are more accessible than
museums in Washington. She expects Do-
nald Trump to announce his own, as he
won’t “resist having a monument to him-
self”. But battles for land and donors could
delay it; Nixon took 16 years to compete his.

Unusually, the Obama one in Chicago
won’t house his official records (which will
be digitised instead). Limited space will go
to exhibits on the Obamas’ time in the
White House. Mike Strautmanis, who is

working on the project, says instead it is to
be “a tool” for Mr Obama’s post-presiden-
tial work. The centre will host young activ-
ists from America and overseas, training
them in how to achieve social change. It
will include a branch of the Chicago library
and let locals grow vegetables in its
grounds. Mr Obama “is still a relatively
young man” eager to turn ideas to action,
says Mr Strautmanis. And growing things
beats embalming them. 7
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Getting caught with a small amount of
drugs in Oregon is now like getting a

traffic ticket. At the beginning of this
month, it became the first state to decrimi-
nalise possession of even hard drugs for
personal use. Rather than face criminal
charges, those in possession of small
amounts of drugs (defined as having less
than 1 gram of heroin or mdma, 2 grams of
methamphetamine or cocaine, 12 grams of
psilocybin, 40 units of methadone or lsd,
or 40 pills of oxycodone) will face a $100
fine or a health assessment that could lead
to rehabilitation rather than jail time. Drug
treatment will be funded by state tax rev-
enue from legal marijuana sales, which
reached $133m in 2020.

The Oregon Criminal Justice Commis-
sion expects the new law to decrease the
load on the criminal-justice system. Going
by 2019 estimates, they expect arrests for
possession of controlled substances to

drop from 6,700 to 615 in an average year, a
91% reduction. They also estimate that
1,800 fewer Oregonians will be convicted of
felony possession, and 1,900 fewer of mis-
demeanour possession. “That impact is go-
ing to be huge,” says Bridget Budbill of the
Office of Public Defence Services. “It’s an
opportunity for overburdened public de-
fence systems to see a modest reduction in
cases...so that these public defenders can
focus their attention on […] more serious
matters.” This will have a particular impact
on racial minorities, who get dispropor-
tionately arrested for possession and then
caught-up in the criminal-justice system,
says Ms Budbill.

A handful of American cities have al-
ready decriminalised drugs harder than
marijuana. More states could follow Ore-
gon. The cities focus on psychedelics, psy-
choactive substances such as psilocybin
(also known as “magic mushrooms”) and
lsd. Ann Arbor, Denver, Oakland, and Som-
erville, Massachusetts, have all decrimi-
nalised psychedelics. The District of Co-
lumbia also passed a referendum to do so
in November, though the city’s mayor, Mu-
riel Bowser, has publicly opposed it.

America is inching towards the exam-
ple of Portugal, which in 2001 became the
first country to decriminalise drug con-
sumption for personal use (while continu-
ing criminal prosecution for other drug of-
fences, such as trafficking). The country
saw a reduction in drug-induced deaths
and reduced rates of hiv infection. But,
says João Castel-Branco Goulão, Portugal’s
National Co-ordinator for Drugs and Drug
Addiction, decriminalisation must be
paired with other policies or else it will fail.
“Decriminalising without doing anything
else does not lead to any improvement of
the situation,” says Dr Goulão.

He warns policymakers that any plan to
decriminalise drugs must consider four
factors: accessible treatment, prevention,
harm reduction and reintegration. In Por-
tugal, first-time offenders go before a panel
at the Ministry of Health and receive a
warning. Subsequent violations within
five years of the first offence incur either a
fine or other administrative sanction, such
as community service. Punishment is indi-
vidualised. Someone struggling with drug
dependency may receive therapy, while a
recreational user battling with depression
may receive mental-health care.

Nora Volkow, director of America’s Na-
tional Institute of Drug Abuse at the Na-
tional Institutes of Health, encourages de-
criminalisation alongside support policies
and prevention programmes to protect
children and adolescents from addiction.
“We need to be very aware of…how the de-
criminalisation is going to affect accessi-
bility,” she warns, “…because we know that
the more accessible a drug is, the greater
the likelihood someone will pick it up.” 7
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Having branded China with commit-
ting the most heinous of crimes, the

Biden administration is confronting dip-
lomats and multinational firms with a vex-
ing question: how do you compartmental-
ise genocide? The term was first applied by
Mike Pompeo, the outgoing secretary of
state, in his last full day in the job. The Bi-
den administration has declined to rescind
it. Thus the question is likely to haunt
Olympic sponsors and athletes too, as next
year’s winter games in Beijing draw closer. 

The administration contends it can
work alongside China on matters like cli-
mate change, while excoriating it as geno-
cidal because of its abuses of the Uyghur
minority in the northwest province of Xin-
jiang. But human-rights advocates are
watching to see if the administration will
stick by the accusation and follow it up
with severe penalties—or, by failing to do
so, diminish the power of an accusation of
genocide to shock the world’s conscience. 

The Biden administration is consider-
ing what penalties, including sanctions on
individual officials, it might add to mea-
sures put in place by the Trump adminis-
tration. Biden officials also expect the
genocide designation to bring new pres-
sure to bear on multinational firms operat-
ing in China. One lawyer with experience
combating crimes against humanity de-
scribed fielding calls from companies with
business in China asking what the designa-
tion might mean for them. “You put China
together with the term ‘genocide’ and
you’re in new territory,” this lawyer said.

Whether seen against the history of
American indulgence of Chinese human-
rights abuses, or the history of American
reluctance to level accusations of genocide
against even weak, murderous states, the
administration’s move is extraordinary. So
far no allies have shown much interest in
lining up behind America. Joe Biden avoid-
ed the word on a call with Xi Jinping on Feb-
ruary 10th. China has rejected the charge of
genocide and warned against trying to in-
terfere in matters like its approach to Xin-
jiang or Hong Kong. “They constitute a red
line which must not be crossed,” according
to China’s top diplomat, Yang Jiechi.

The American approach to naming and
punishing genocide has been a tug-of-war
between morality and expediency almost
from the start. Like the word “genocide” it-
self, the un convention describing the
crime was created in the wake of the Holo-

caust. Under President Harry Truman,
America signed the treaty in 1948, after it
was unanimously approved by the General
Assembly. (China has also signed the
treaty.) But the Senate resisted ratifying it,
out of fear it might infringe on American
sovereignty, or that African-Americans or
Native Americans might invoke its provi-
sions against their own government. 

Almost twenty years on, in 1967, Senator
William Proxmire of Wisconsin vowed to
argue for the genocide convention on the
floor of the Senate each day it was in ses-
sion until ratification. It took him more
than 3,000 speeches across 19 years to win
the argument. Two years later, in 1988, Con-
gress complied with a stipulation of the
treaty by passing its own anti-genocide
law, which replicates the un’s definition of
the crime. The American law empowers the
justice department to arrest and prosecute
foreign officials it can connect to a cam-
paign of genocide, but the law creates no
obligation to do anything. Past administra-
tions have nevertheless been reluctant to
invoke the term, fearing that they would be
conjuring intense pressure to act. 

The Clinton administration took to re-
ferring carefully to “acts of genocide” dur-
ing the Bosnian war and the slaughter in
Rwanda, prompting one exasperated re-
porter to ask at a State Department briefing,
“How many acts of genocide does it take to
make genocide?” Eventually, the Clinton
State Department did apply the word

“genocide” to both those cases. That ad-
ministration would go on to describe the
mass killing of Iraqi Kurds in 1988 as geno-
cide. Subsequent administrations applied
the term to slaughter in Darfur, in 2004,
and in areas under the control of isis in
2016 and 2017. The American government
has never spelled out a process for arriving
at a determination of genocide.

America has yet to stamp Myanmar’s
persecution of its Rohingya minority as
genocide. But in light of the deployment of
the term to describe the treatment of the
Uyghurs, the Biden administration is com-
ing under intensified pressure from mem-
bers of Congress and human-rights groups
to invoke the word against Myanmar too.
Antony Blinken, the secretary of state, has
said he will review whether the treatment
of the Rohingya amounts to genocide. 

Many human-rights advocates argue
that the case for genocide is more stark
against Myanmar than against China. The
un convention says that genocide refers to
acts “committed with intent to destroy, in
whole or in part, a national, ethnical, racial
or religious group”. These advocates worry
that it is harder to establish intent without
evidence of mass slaughter, which has not
been documented in Xinjiang, and that as a
result the Biden administration may, in ef-
fect, define genocide downward. But oth-
ers note that the un convention, like the
American law based on it, calls out “mea-
sures intended to prevent births within the
group” as well as forced transfers of “chil-
dren of the group to another group.” Jour-
nalists and ngos have found extensive evi-
dence of both practices in Xinjiang. 

Rather than diluting the genocide con-
vention, its application to Xinjiang could
fulfil a deeper reading of the treaty. Raphael
Lemkin, the Polish lawyer who invented
the word “genocide”, had studied the devel-
opments that led to the Nazis’ campaign of
extermination. The convention, which he
helped draft, aimed not just to punish
genocide but to prevent it in the first place. 

As a result, some human-rights advo-
cates regard calling out the treatment of the
Uyghurs as a potentially important step
forward in applying the treaty’s principles.
According to this view, China’s govern-
ment may be playing a long game in Xin-
jiang, committing genocide not by killing
off the Uyghurs but by working across time
to erase their identity as a people. “They
have patience,” says Beth Van Schaack, a
professor of human rights at Stanford Law
School and a former deputy to the state de-
partment’s ambassador-at-large for war-
crimes issues. “You can imagine them do-
ing it in a much more methodical, slow
way, even if it takes three generations.” The
task the Biden administration has now set
itself is to find a way to honour Mr Lemkin’s
vision without blowing up the world’s
most important bilateral relationship. 7
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In the summer of 1964 a television repairman and Klansman
called Clarence Brandenburg invited a television reporter to join

him at a hooded rally in rural Ohio. The resultant footage of Bran-
denburg and other goons standing by a burning cross and vowing
to take “revengeance” against blacks and Jews landed him in jail
for inciting violence. He was sprung by the Supreme Court, after it
ruled that such a threat was too vague to abrogate his right to free
speech. That precedent—the court’s last word on inflammatory
language—was the nub of Donald Trump’s defence this week.

It was a poor legal argument, because an impeachment is not a
criminal trial, which makes the Brandenburg case barely relevant.
But it was a strong political one. Mr Trump is appealing to partisan
emotion, not reason. And a belief that the left hates free speech is
scripture on the Fox-maga right. Thus the war on political correct-
ness Mr Trump promised, when he dared to call Mexicans rapists
and Christmas merry. And he has since exacerbated this grievance
by characterising the two big social movements of his presidency,
#MeToo and Black Lives Matter, as twin prongs of a liberal conspir-
acy to stifle, or “cancel”, conservative voices.

“You’re not allowed to use the word “beautiful” anymore when
you talk about women,” was Mr Trump’s take on #MeToo. The blm

protests, he said, were intended “to silence dissent…to bully Amer-
icans into abandoning their values.” This ultra-politicisation of
civil liberties may be as ominous as anything he has done. Rights
subject to a partisan interpretation are not secure (never mind civ-
il). It is also especially threatening to the rights organisation that
would naturally hold the line against Mr Trump: the American Civ-
il Liberties Union, which defended Brandenburg and has been the
foremost defender of civil liberties for a century.

Left-leaning, though non-partisan, the aclu has traditionally
maintained its influence by suing the governments of both parties
in roughly equal measure. It sued George W. Bush’s administration
for torturing people, for example; and Barack Obama’s for killing
them with drones. This has not always convinced conservatives
that it had their backs. George H.W. Bush derided his Democratic
opponent, Michael Dukakis, as a “card-carrying member of the
aclu”. Yet such hostility was mainly a response to the organisa-
tion’s work on civil rights, which Republicans defined themselves

against long before Mr Trump. And a related libertarian gripe, that
the aclu had been captured by minority interests to the cost of its
defence of civil liberties, has for the most part been unconvincing.

A cursory review of the centre-right press suggests this incen-
diary claim has been made, in much the same alarmist Bill-of-
Rights-going-to-the-dogs tone, since the 1980s. Meanwhile, aclu

lawyers have carried on defending the speech and assemblies of
Nazis—in Charlottesville three years ago just as among the Holo-
caust survivors of Skokie, Illinois, in 1978—as dutifully as ever.
Aryeh Neier, an admired aclu director of the 1970s (and himself a
Berlin-born fugitive from Nazism) says he sees no reduced com-
mitment on that score. The only significant evidence to the con-
trary—much tutted over by civil libertarians— appears to be a post-
Charlottesville determination by the aclu’s current director, An-
thony Romero, that the group should no longer help armed groups
hold rallies. That does not seem like a big worry.

Yet just because American liberties are in safer hands than
many claim does not make them invulnerable to new threats. Illib-
eralism is on the rise on the left as well as the right. Polls of college
students suggest they are more worried about offensive language
than free speech—“a serious cause of concern”, Mr Romero notes.
And the same woke spirit, increasingly evident in boardrooms and
newsrooms, has reached the aclu. The organisation’s transgender
activism elides sex and gender identity. The aclu’s deputy director
for transgender justice suggested last year that a book hostile to
that unscientific view should be banned. He was tweeting in a per-
sonal capacity, Mr Romero notes, and an organisation dedicated to
free speech cannot object to that. Yet the aclu ’s decades-old claim
that its work on civil rights and civil liberties are mutually rein-
forcing is under pressure.

Mr Romero acknowledges the tension. He admits to spending
more and more time arguing the case for classical civil liberties in-
side his organisation. In time, he suggests, the more woke ele-
ments of his staff will come to accept them: “Leadership matters”.
Maybe so. Yet politics as well as the culture are against it.

The aclu ’s long tradition of sticking it to both parties has been
a force for moderation inside the organisation as well as out. “If we
became the civil liberties wing of the Democratic Party we would
become irrelevant. It would be a death knell for civil rights and civ-
il liberties,” Mr Romero says. Yet the more profoundly illiberal drift
of the Republican Party has made it hard for the aclu to maintain
its customary even-handedness. It sued Mr Trump’s administra-
tion over 400 times and advocated impeaching him twice. Thanks
to the gusher of money this elicited from approving liberals, it
meanwhile doubled in size. It would be odd if that surge, borne of
opposition to Mr Trump, had not moved it in a partisan direction.

The shrinking middle
This is an illustration of the damage hyper-polarisation is doing
outside politics, to the civic fabric. Already endangered, non-par-
tisan organisations such as think-tanks, research groups and law
firms are, like the aclu, becoming increasingly aligned with the
ascendant left. The aclu’s unique history may also provide a use-
ful way to calibrate how worrying this development is. Decades of
overly pessimistic attacks on its values and institutional integrity
suggest they are stronger than the doomsayers allow. The defend-
ers of American rights are still mostly moderate and effective. The
liberal mainstream, by the same token, is probably less vulnerable
to illiberal groupthink than is claimed. Yet both are moving in that
new and worrying direction, and the endpoint is unclear. 7
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“Deep down, we are one single govern-
ment, one single country,” said Ven-

ezuela’s loquacious president, Hugo Chá-
vez, of the relationship with Cuba in 2007.
Fidel Castro, Cuba’s ailing revolutionary
leader, was like a father to him. Venezuela
provided millions of barrels of subsidised
oil to shield Cuba from the economic con-
sequences of its socialist system. Cuban
doctors served Venezuela’s poorest neigh-
bourhoods, boosting Chávez’s popularity
and providing Cuba with extra cash. Cuban
spies schooled Chávez and Nicolás Madu-
ro, who became president after he died in
2013, in the dark arts of perpetual rule.
Their political and economic alliance was
the strongest in Latin America.

 Now the allies are discreetly sharing
another experience: adoption of free-mar-
ket practices to rescue their moribund
economies. Neither admits this. The goal,
each claims, is “perfeccionamiento”—per-
fection—of socialism, not its abolition.

On February 6th Cuba’s council of min-
isters expanded the number of trades open
to self-employed entrepreneurs, called
cuentapropistas. A list dating from 2010
(and twice revised) permitted private en-
terprise in 127 professions. Cubans could
be horse-cart drivers and birthday clowns
but not computer programmers or pet vet-
erinarians. A new list, published on Febru-
ary 10th, specifies 124 sectors reserved for
the state (or entirely banned). Everything
else is to be permitted for entrepreneurs.
Some finicky rules, like those that bar hair-
dressers from offering manicures, are ex-
pected to be scrapped.

This follows another long-awaited re-
form. On January 1st, after more than a de-

cade of debate, Cuba’s government ended
its economy-distorting dual-currency sys-
tem. The cuc, a supposedly hard currency
that Cuba introduced 1994 after the col-
lapse of the Soviet Union, is being phased
out. The surviving Cuban peso has been
pegged at 24 to the American dollar (but is
now trading at 50 in the black market).
State enterprises, which could hide their
losses by valuing each of their Cuban pesos
at $1, will no longer have that luxury. That
will probably lead to lay-offs. The govern-
ment hopes that sacked workers will be-
come newly liberated cuentapropistas. 

Venezuela, which sabotaged private en-
terprise with expropriations and price con-
trols but did not outlaw it, has been on a
similar journey. Mr Maduro scrapped its
bewildering system of multiple exchange
rates in 2018. The American dollar, former-
ly the “criminal dollar”, has recently been
allowed to circulate freely. It is much more
common on the streets of Caracas than bo-
lívar banknotes, of which the government
is not printing enough to meet demand.
The government no longer enforces price
controls. It has even raised the price of pet-
rol for the first time since 1996; state-run
petrol stations take dollars. In November
Santa Teresa, a private maker of rum, is-
sued the country’s first corporate bond de-
nominated in dollars in two decades. 

Shops, once emptied by price controls, 
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are now well stocked. A semi-dormant Fer-
rari dealership plans to open a showroom
in Caracas. In the countryside, vast tracts of
land that Chávez once promised to give to
impoverished campesinos are being bought
by people who got rich from the crony capi-
talism practised by his successor. One
farmer in Bolívar state, in eastern Venezue-
la, says that he was offered $5m in cash to
sell. He declined.

Parts of the state sector are shrinking, as
is about to happen in Cuba. pdvsa, the de-
crepit oil monopoly, which in 2012 em-
ployed 150,000 people, now has a work-
force of 111,000, according to Iván Freites,
secretary of the fuptv oil union. pdvsa has
reportedly offered small domestic contrac-
tors rights to operate its oilfields. Many ex-
pdvsa workers are among the 5.4m Vene-
zuelans, 18% of the population, who have
left the country since 2014. (On February
8th Colombia offered residency rights for
ten years to nearly 1m Venezuelans who mi-
grated to the country.)

Cuba and Venezuela are acting out of
desperation. Venezuela has been in reces-
sion for more than six years (see chart). Its
debt soared under Chávez, mismanage-
ment at pdvsa caused oil production to
slump and sanctions imposed by the
Trump administration in 2019 clobbered
oil exports. Rampant corruption boosts the
market for supercars but bankrupts the
state. “This government is doing the sort of
things that would be demanded under a
classic imf restructuring, and sanctions
have made it politically possible,” says a
Venezuelan businessman.

Cuba’s graft does not match Venezue-
la’s. Its officials “are mostly punctilious ad-
ministrators. Corruption tends to be an
afterthought,” says a Western business-
man. But its economy is similarly blasted.
gdp shrank by more than 11% in 2020, ac-
cording to the government. Exports of sug-
ar are close to their historic lows. In 2019
the Trump administration restricted travel
by Americans to Cuba and the sending of
money by Cuban-Americans to family
members on the island. The United States
has imposed sanctions on operators of
tankers that carry oil from Venezuela to
Cuba. Last year it forced Western Union, an
important conduit for remittances, to
shutter its shops in Cuba. 

Sanctions plus covid-19 cut the number
of tourists from an expected 4m to 80,000
last year. Luxury hotels in Havana, built by
the army with help from mysterious (per-
haps Venezuelan) loans, stand empty. For
ordinary Cubans, food is in short supply.

Neither regime is planning to leap free
of socialism in a single bound. The imf

does not lend to Venezuela and Cuba is not
a member of it, which means they will not
get the sort of aid available to most coun-
tries that undertake painful reforms. Vene-
zuela’s government will continue to fi-

nance its massive budget deficit by getting
the Central Bank to create money.

Cuba’s president, Miguel Díaz-Canel, is
more constrained than Mr Maduro. He is
“at best a closet reformer”, says the Western
businessman. Soviet-era officials still have
powerful jobs. They include Raúl Castro,
Fidel’s brother, who is secretary-general of
the Communist Party. Mr Díaz-Canel will
try to avoid antagonising them at least un-
til April, when he is expected to take over
from Mr Castro. 

For now, the government is maintain-
ing control of all large industries and
wholesale shops, which will restrict
cuentapropistas’ options for obtaining sup-
plies. The state will continue to monopol-
ise professional services such as architec-
ture and accountancy, a big
disappointment. Talk of a law to enable en-
trepreneurs to incorporate has gone quiet. 

The pandemic and American sanctions
mean that neither Cuba nor Venezuela is
likely to enjoy a market-led boom anytime
soon. Ventures requiring large invest-
ments will have to wait. Cuba’s continued
restrictions on entrepreneurship in vast
areas of the economy will blunt its growth.
But ingenious Cubans will exploit to the
full the new opportunity to enter any pro-
fession that is not specifically prohibited. 

Mr Maduro and Mr Díaz-Canel will not
offer their citizens political freedoms to
match their new economic ones. They look
to China and Vietnam, where repression
and rising prosperity co-exist, rather than
to democratic neighbours. “Both countries
are changing their economic policies to
certain degrees. But they are not changing
their political regimes,” says Orlando
Ochoa from Economista Consultor, a con-
sultancy in Caracas. “That is the whole
point.” Deep down, Cuba and Venezuela
will continue to have much in common. 7

Socialist swimmers

Sources: Economist Intelligence Unit; press reports
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Yordan eduardo güetio championed
the rights of the Nasa people, an indige-

nous group in Cauca, in western Colombia,
to which he belonged. On February 2nd
men in military fatigues stopped him and
his father on their motorcycle on the out-
skirts of Corinto, in northern Cauca. They
let Mr Güetio’s father go, but shot the son
dead. He was less than 30 years old. 

Activism has long been a dangerous vo-
cation in Colombia. From the 1980s to the
early 2000s right-wing paramilitary
groups murdered trade unionists, Com-
munists and peasant leaders. The farc, a
guerrilla group that demobilised after a
peace deal with the government in 2016,
kidnapped farmers who opposed them. 

Peace, it was thought, would bring safe-
ty for social leaders, as Colombians call ac-
tivists. In fact, it has brought more peril. At
least 400 rights-defenders have been killed
since 2016, according to the un’s human-
rights commissioner. Colombia’s ombuds-
man has documented 710 such murders
during the same period. Last month 19 ac-
tivists were killed or went missing, accord-
ing to Indepaz, a think-tank. 

One reason may be that peace has en-
couraged more activists to make more de-
mands, says Juan Carlos Garzón of the
Ideas for Peace Foundation, a think-tank.
They campaign for causes that were over-
shadowed by war, such as the rights of in-
digenous and Afro-Colombian people,
land reform, protecting the environment
and corruption-free government. 

A more obvious reason is the rise of
armed groups that are fighting for control
of territories vacated by the farc. These in-
clude the eln and the epl guerrilla outfits
and gangs composed of farc and paramili-
tary fighters who refused to disarm. In Na-
riño, in south-western Colombia, drug-
trafficking groups attack advocates of a
government programme that encourages
farmers to switch from growing coca, used
to make cocaine, to legal crops like cacao. 

Most activists slain in Cauca were in-
digenous or Afro-Colombian leaders trying
to expel armed groups from territories re-
served for them. In Norte de Santander, in
the north-east, the eln and the epl are at
war with each other and with local wor-
thies, such as football coaches, whom they
suspect of supporting their foes. 

The state remains absent from large
swathes of Colombia’s territory. The gov-
ernment sends soldiers to kill drug-traf-

B O G OTÁ

Why so many social leaders are 
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Bello Ecuador’s politics of the negative

For a decade Rafael Correa, a leftist
populist, ruled Ecuador as an au-

tocrat. Enjoying an oil boom, he doubled
the size of the state, built roads and
hospitals, curbed the media, harassed
opponents and presided over corruption.
As money got tight, he lined up a proxy:
Lenín Moreno, his former vice-presi-
dent, narrowly won a presidential elec-
tion in 2017 against Guillermo Lasso, a
conservative banker. But then Mr Cor-
rea’s plan unravelled. 

Faced with an oil bust, Mr Moreno
broke with his predecessor in both eco-
nomics and politics. Since Ecuador
adopted the dollar in 2000, it cannot
devalue when exports fall. Instead of
saving part of the oil windfall Mr Correa
had piled up debt. Mr Moreno had little
choice but to adopt austerity. An ill-
managed attempt to withdraw fuel sub-
sidies prompted widespread protests in
October 2019 and, with the pandemic,
left his government deeply unpopular.

That has offered Mr Correa, who is in
Belgium, another chance for a comeback.
Sentenced in absentia to eight years in
jail for corruption, he picked a new proxy
for the presidential election on February
7th. Andrés Arauz, a loyal former min-
ister but dull campaigner, promises to
convoke a constituent assembly with the
seeming purpose of taking control of the
judiciary, overturning Mr Correa’s sen-
tence and allowing him in effect to run
the country.

Whether Mr Correa’s gambit works
turns in part on whom Mr Arauz, who
won 33% of the vote, faces in a run-off on
April 11th. For 60 hours after the polls
closed it looked as if that would be Yaku
Pérez of Pachakutik, an indigenous party.
After a review of votes that had been set
aside because of administrative errors by
polling officials—many in Guayaquil, the

main port—Mr Lasso squeezed ahead with
19.7% to Mr Pérez’s 19.6%. 

On his Twitter account Mr Correa had
been rooting for a fight with Mr Lasso once
again. This would be a straightforward
left-right contest, and two-thirds of voters
backed candidates to the left of centre. Mr
Lasso is tarred not just by being “the bank-
er candidate”, as Mr Arauz calls him, but
also by his support for Mr Moreno’s gov-
ernment. In much of Latin America today,
disdain for incumbents trumps all else. 

However, Mr Correa’s appeal is waning.
Mr Arauz’s share of the vote was seven
points lower than Mr Moreno’s in the first
round in 2017. As Mr Lasso put it, two-
thirds “have voted no to the totalitarian
and populist model that is trying to re-
turn”. Mr Pérez, who claimed fraud, had a
better chance of harvesting anti-cor-
reismo. He grew up in a house without
running water. He studied law, became an
environmental activist and changed his
first name from Carlos to Yaku, meaning
“water” in the Quechuan languages of the
Andes. He abhors Mr Correa, whose gov-
ernment detained him five times for op-

posing mining projects. Campaigning
partly on a bicycle, he has a reputation
for honesty. Whereas Mr Correa is an ally
of the dictators in Venezuela and Cuba,
Mr Pérez is not. His political affinities
look more green than red. Will he now
endorse Mr Lasso?

The next president faces some un-
forgiving realities. Hit hard by the pan-
demic and its recession, Ecuador’s econ-
omy is recovering only slowly after
contracting by 9% last year. A $6.5bn
loan from the imf, of which $4bn has
already been disbursed, requires the
government to cut the fiscal deficit from
7.8% of gdp last year to 2.8% this year.
That will be less hard than it looks: tax
revenues are recovering and Mr Moreno’s
debt renegotiation saved 1.5% of gdp in
interest that would have fallen due this
year. Even so, the new government will
have to cut spending or raise taxes—and
probably both—fairly soon.

Mr Arauz promises a $1bn giveaway to
families in his first week. He wants to
pay for this by using the Central Bank’s
reserves. Since their function in a dollar-
ised economy is to back bank deposits,
that risks a bank run. Mr Lasso opposes
raising vat, but otherwise supports the
imf programme and fiscal restraint.

The next government will not have a
majority in the parliament. Mr Correa’s
allies will form the largest bloc and his
sister Pierina may be the legislature’s
speaker. Ecuador’s drama is that the
dollar has given it stability, but can bring
rapid growth only if governments un-
dertake sweeping reforms. When presi-
dent, Mr Correa squandered an oil-fu-
elled opportunity to do that. History
suggests that with less money, populists
become more authoritarian. To prevent
that, anti-correismo will need to over-
come anti-bankerism.

Anti-incumbency versus anti-correismo

fickers and other troublemakers. But it has
not set up institutions needed to enforce
the law consistently. Without order, it is
left to protect social leaders one by one. 

Iván Duque, Colombia’s conservative
president, has made an effort. In 2018 he
created the “timely action plan” to come up
with policies to protect social leaders. The
government holds meetings to discuss
alerts issued by the ombudsman about spe-
cific risks to social leaders. A “national pro-
tection unit” has given hundreds of leaders
cell phones, bulletproof vests and even
bodyguards and armoured vehicles. 

These are half-measures. When the om-
budsman identifies threats, officials rarely
propose action to head them off, says a per-
son who attended their meetings. The inte-
rior ministry, which has no enforcement
powers, is in charge of the timely action
plan. Other agencies, such as the defence
ministry, are supposed to protect social
leaders. But they do not co-ordinate with
each other outside Bogotá, says Mr Garzón. 

Another problem is mistrust. Activists
are cynical about a government that is
largely absent from their regions. Left-
wing parties have used the murders as a

cudgel against Mr Duque’s government.
Some of his allies dismiss their outrage as
an expression of castrochavismo—socialist
ideas from Cuba and Venezuela. Activists
sometimes refuse to meet officials to dis-
cuss how to protect them.

On February 10th Human Rights Watch,
a global pressure group, urged the govern-
ment to establish police forces and law
courts in regions where social leaders are
being slaughtered. Mr Duque, whose term
ends in 2022, is running out of time to do
that. Meanwhile, tragedies like the murder
of Mr Güetio will keep occurring. 7
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The Tokyo Olympics

Olympic gory

The red digits on a clock outside Tokyo
Station tick off the seconds until the

Olympic games begin, on July 23rd. Yet the
closer the date gets, the greater the uncer-
tainty about whether the games will go
ahead at all. The clock has, after all, already
been reset once: as the covid-19 pandemic
swept across the world last year, they were
delayed until this year. Organisers spoke of
the Olympics as a symbol of the light at the
end of covid’s tunnel. With the torch relay,
the official start of the festivities, set to be-
gin on March 25th but with the disease still
rampant, another decision looms. 

It is a more complicated choice than it
was last year. Covid-19 is better understood
and more effectively controlled than be-
fore, making the games, at least without
massed spectators, appear tantalisingly
feasible. But holding them comes with big
risks. An Olympic outbreak would symbol-
ise hubris and incompetence, and could
provoke a crisis for the prime minister, Su-
ga Yoshihide, whose approval ratings are
already sagging. The alternative is also un-
palatable: the International Olympic Com-
mittee (ioc) has, at least so far, ruled out
another postponement, meaning that if
the Tokyo games are not held this year,

they will probably be cancelled altogether.
“They have presented [the games] as a sym-
bol of victory over coronavirus, so if they
cancel, it becomes a symbol of the Japa-
nese government’s failure,” says Sone
Yasunori of Keio University. “Both options
are quite terrible.”

The reasons to cancel the games are ob-
vious. The pandemic is still raging around
the world, with nearly 300,000 new cases
recorded every day. Japan itself is in the
midst of a stubborn third wave that forced
the government to extend a state of emer-
gency until early March. Although vaccina-
tion campaigns have begun in many coun-
tries, even the most optimistic estimates
do not foresee immunity becoming wide-
spread enough by the summer to guaran-
tee a virus-free event. In Japan the first jabs
have yet to be administered. Some public-
health experts say it would be mad to go
ahead. Even some athletes agree. As Niiya
Hitomi, a Japanese track-and-field star, put
it: “To be honest, I think life is more impor-
tant than the Olympics.”

The Japanese public, predictably, has
soured on the idea of hosting tens of thou-
sands of athletes, journalists and other
hangers-on from around the world, each

potentially a vector for the virus. When
polled in 2019, nearly 90% of Japanese
were looking forward to the Olympics; re-
cent polls show that 80% now oppose
holding the games this year (roughly 40%
favour cancellation, while another 40%
want another postponement).

Spiralling costs have added to the mis-
givings. The tab had already ballooned
from a projected $7.3bn to an official esti-
mate of $12.6bn, but government’s own au-
ditors put the true cost at over $20bn. Post-
ponement and virus-prevention measures
will add another $2.8bn to the total. The
president of Tokyo’s organising commit-
tee, Mori Yoshiro, an 83-year-old former
prime minister, added to the event’s prob-
lems earlier this month when he suggested
that women talk too much in meetings,
prompting a storm of public indignation.
Japanese media are reporting that he will
soon resign. 

Yet though the Japanese people bear
most of the risks of the games, the choice is
not theirs alone. Japan’s top leadership re-
mains committed: Mr Suga told a recent
virtual gathering of the World Economic
Forum that Japan is “determined to deliver
hope and courage to the world”. So is the
ioc: Thomas Bach, its president, has said
there is “no plan B” to holding the Olym-
pics in Tokyo this year. Myriad stakehold-
ers, from national Olympic committees to
corporate sponsors to television networks,
have an interest in seeing the games hap-
pen, even in a limited form. Many athletes
would welcome the chance to compete.
Many Japanese business leaders believe
even a circumscribed Olympics would be

TOKYO

The obstacles to holding the games as scheduled in July are daunting 
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better than cancellation, economically
speaking. Big sporting events elsewhere
offer hope that the games can proceed: just
this week, America’s National Football
League crowned a new Super Bowl cham-
pion, while the Australian Open, an inter-
national tennis tournament, got under
way, despite a series of covid-19 scares.

The Olympics, however, present a chal-
lenge on a different scale. Some 1,200 play-
ers, staff and officials visited Australia for
the Open. More than 11,000 athletes from
some 200 countries are booked to compete
in Tokyo, with many more officials, coach-
es and reporters tagging along. Organisers
must figure out how to keep athletes
healthy, especially in close-contact sports.
Outbreaks have already disrupted sumo
and rugby tournaments in Japan this year.
If top contenders are infected, it would
threaten not only their health, but also the
integrity of the competition. Organisers
will also have to work out how to welcome
fans, if they are allowed to attend at all. At
the moment foreign spectators are unlike-
ly, though some local ones may be permit-
ted, as they have been in recent months at
Japanese football and baseball games.

Plans released by the organising com-
mittee this month offer hints of what such
an event might look like. Those attending
would be subject to constant testing and
rigorous restrictions on movement. What
spectators there are would be allowed to
clap, but not sing or chant. Hugs and hand-
shakes should be avoided. The Japanese
government’s covid-19 tracking app, co-
coa, would be deployed to try to stop the
spread of any infections. (It has problems
of its own: the health ministry recently ad-
mitted that for more than four months, a
bug prevented the Android version of the
app from notifying users who came into
close contact with individuals who tested
positive for covid-19.)

The fate of the games, like so much else,
will depend on how the pandemic pro-
gresses. In private, some sources close to
the government presume that holding
them as scheduled will prove impossible.
They wonder about the next unclaimed
summer slot—in 2032. Other sources think
that the obstacles will seem less daunting
once the winter outbreak ebbs and vac-
cines start flowing. The public, they reck-
on, will come around. Either way, Japan
will probably twist and turn to avoid mak-
ing a unilateral decision, lest it be seen as
denying the world. Last year’s postpone-
ment came only after Australia and Cana-
da, among others, announced they would
not send any athletes. In late January, by
contrast, the head of Australia’s national
committee declared: “The Tokyo Games
are on. The flame will be lit on July 23rd
2021.” If any athletes do indeed make it to
the starting line, that in itself will be a feat
worthy of a medal. 

Protests in Myanmar

Don’t putsch me

It was difficult to hear the commander-
in-chief over the din. Every night since

the army toppled Myanmar’s civilian gov-
ernment on February 1st, people all over
the country have banged pots and pans at
8pm, turning a traditional ritual to cast out
evil spirits into a political protest. On Feb-
ruary 8th, at 8pm, the head ghoul made his
first televised address since the coup.
Those who were not drumming kitchen-
ware or slapping the image of the general
on their TV screens with their slippers
would have heard Min Aung Hlaing trying
to reassure the public. There would be no
change in government policy, he said, and
elections would be held in a year. His inter-
im government would be “different”, he
pledged, from the oppressive junta that
had preceded Myanmar’s ten-year experi-
ment with democracy.

His audience is not convinced. Just
hours earlier the army’s Orwellian “True
News Information Team” had warned that
action would be taken against “wrong-
doers” who “disrupt the state’s stability”.
But its pleas for “discipline” are falling on
deaf ears. Tens of thousands of Burmese
have thronged the streets in cities big and
small, day after day, since February 6th, in
the biggest protest movement in a genera-
tion. They are clamouring for the release of
Aung San Suu Kyi, the leader of the Nation-
al League for Democracy (nld), the erst-
while ruling party. To justify the coup, the
army claimed, without evidence, that the
election in November at which the nld
won a second term by a landslide was

marred by “terrible” fraud. 
Many of the demonstrations have the

air of a carnival. On February 10th young
women paraded around central Yangon
wearing Disney princess outfits. Another
group carried a coffin with a picture of the
commander-in-chief. Placards full of ob-
scenities abounded. Shops have sold out of
balloons in the nld’s trademark red. 

Yet a current of foreboding is charging
the atmosphere. The previous junta
crushed dissent ruthlessly. Htay Win, who
runs a tea shop in Yangon, took part in pro-
tests in 1988 and 2007. Both times the army
shot into crowds, killing hundreds. “I
think 100% that the military is going to
crack down on us very soon,” he says. 

General Min Aung Hlaing’s assurances
notwithstanding, agents from the feared
intelligence service are knocking on doors,
prompting many activists and journalists
to go into hiding. Some 200 people have
been arrested, according to the Assistance
Association for Political Prisoners, a hu-
man-rights group. Ninety districts, includ-
ing all of Yangon, the largest city, and
much of Naypyidaw, the capital, have im-
posed curfews and restricted gatherings to
no more than five people, in effect crimi-
nalising public assembly. 

The authorities have also begun trying
to disperse the protests. Police have fired
tear gas, water cannon and rubber bullets
into crowds. Videos on social media
showed police beating protesters with
truncheons in Mandalay, a big city. Three
protesters are being treated for wounds
from rubber bullets. Two people in Naypyi-
daw were shot with what seems to have
been live ammunition; one, Mya Thwe
Thwe Khine, is on life support. 

So far, the protesters seem undeterred.
Their numbers are swelling with people
from all walks of life: teenagers, labourers
and professionals. Teachers, firefighters
and health workers across the country are
on strike. Civil servants are reportedly re-

SINGAPORE

The army faces growing public
opposition to its coup

Ghost busters 
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signing en masse, among them the entire
staff of the Ministry of Welfare. On Febru-
ary 10th a handful of officers from the po-
lice force, which is under the command of
the army, broke ranks and joined the pro-
testers. The next day, dozens of police offi-
cers from Kayah state declared their oppo-
sition to the coup. 

General Min Aung Hlaing may “hope
the protests exhaust themselves” and that
Burmese “settle for less than what they’re
demanding right now”, says Aaron Connel-
ly of the International Institute for Strate-
gic Studies, a think-tank in Singapore. But

with the bureaucracy in turmoil and some
foreign businesses leaving the country, “it
is very difficult to see how they get back to
some kind of status quo”, says Kim Jolliffe,
another analyst. Young people, in particu-
lar, are more educated, organised and con-
nected than the previous time protests
convulsed the country, in 2007. They are
unlikely to back down meekly, Mr Jolliffe
thinks. President Joe Biden’s announce-
ment on February 10th that America would
impose sanctions on the coup leaders is
another blow to the generals. 

The coup, naturally, has hardened mis-

givings about the prominent role the army
already took in public life. Esther Ze Naw, a
27-year-old activist, wants not only a re-
turn to civilian rule but also an overhaul of
the constitution, which the generals wrote
to entrench their own power. “If we cannot
abolish the military regime,” she says,
“then full democracy will not be created.” A
prominent 22-year-old activist speaks of
“revolution”. If non-violent methods of
protest fail, he says, he will take up weap-
ons. “I think Min Aung Hlaing expected
this coup to be a fait accompli,” says Mr
Connelly. “It’s not been that at all.” 

When he came to office last month
President Joe Biden inherited, in

Afghanistan, America’s longest war. He
also inherited a deal that his predecessor
struck a year ago with the Taliban, who
have fought a bloody insurgency ever
since American-led forces ousted them
from power in late 2001. Under the ac-
cord, Donald Trump agreed to withdraw
all American forces by May 1st 2021—so
supposedly ending this “forever war”.

The Taliban leadership promised, in
return, not to allow Afghanistan to be
used as a base by terrorist groups plan-
ning attacks against America, as it was by
al-Qaeda. It also committed itself to talks
with the debilitated, American-backed
government in Kabul, whose writ covers
a diminishing portion of the country. As
part of those talks, it specifically prom-
ised to negotiate a “permanent and com-
prehensive ceasefire”. 

The United States has kept its side of
the bargain. In recent months Mr Trump
cut the American presence, which once
numbered over 100,000 servicemen, to
just 2,500 troops. That is a fraction of
what American generals consider a
minimum, for both counter-terrorism
efforts and for helping the despondent
Afghan armed forces prepare for life
without American support. Yet apart
from a (delayed) exchange of prisoners,
very little else has moved forward. The
Taliban still appear close to al-Qaeda.
Talks between the Taliban and the Af-
ghan government started six months
late, in September, and have got no-
where. The gulf at times appears un-
bridgeable, including whether Afghan-
istan should be a theocracy or a republic. 

Worst of all, the violence—the Tali-
ban’s biggest bargaining chip—contin-
ues. Scores are killed or injured each
week in gun and bomb attacks. Recent

assassinations in Kabul and elsewhere,
widely assumed to be the work of the
Taliban, have targeted not just police and
soldiers but civil-society activists, jour-
nalists and, last month, two female judg-
es. On February 9th five government em-
ployees were killed in two separate attacks
in the capital. 

Laurel Miller, a former American offi-
cial at the International Crisis Group, a
think-tank, points out that neither the
Taliban nor the government believes they
have exhausted their military options, so
are half-hearted about talking. As May
approaches, Mr Biden faces a pressing
decision. Should the United States, having
expended 2,300 American lives and nearly
$1trn, cut and run, leaving the country to
its fate? Or should it declare the peace deal
dead and accept that the war, if not end-
less, is not over yet?

Mr Biden’s gut surely favours the first
option. When vice-president to Barack
Obama, he argued against redoubled
attempts at nation-building in Afghan-
istan. But his reappointment of Mr
Trump’s special envoy to Afghanistan,

Zalmay Khalilzad, who negotiated last
year’s deal, suggests indecision. So does
the administration’s talk of a “review”.

With the clock running down, Ms
Miller and others argue that Mr Biden
should seek a six-month extension of the
deadline. The intention would be to keep
the peace process alive, while buying the
Biden administration time to work out
what it wants. A delay would reassure the
Afghan government, which felt sidelined
by the Trump deal and dreads American
abandonment. Officials in Kabul hope to
be treated as American partners again.
Their message to the Biden adminis-
tration, says a negotiator, Nader Nadery,
is that a lasting peace deal must not be
rushed, especially when the Taliban are
not keeping to their side of the bargain. 

But America has few ways to force the
Taliban to behave better. The insurgents’
leaders, former international pariahs,
may be reluctant to give up the boost in
standing that the peace process has given
them. And the Taliban’s friends in the
region, in places like Pakistan, might
conceivably be persuaded to press the
insurgents to curb their attacks. 

To some in both Afghanistan and
America that seems like fantasy. They
fear the Taliban will seize on any Amer-
ican foot-dragging to abandon the peace
process altogether. Even if the Taliban do
acquiesce to a delay, that may only be
because they believe time works in their
favour. Popular anger at the corruption
and ineptitude of the Afghan govern-
ment is high. Taliban commanders,
meanwhile, are buoyed by their creeping
conquest of the country. They talk not of
power-sharing but of a coming takeover.
Meanwhile, even if Mr Biden secures an
extension, the same dilemma is likely to
loom for him six months later: should I
stay or should I go?

Joe Biden has two months to decide what to do about Afghanistan

Banyan Cool it or blow?
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Bangladesh’s army

Wallets at the
ready

When al jazeera, a Qatari television
network, accused Bangladesh’s army

chief not only of helping to hide his two fu-
gitive brothers, who are on the run from a
murder conviction, but also of steering
military procurement contracts their way,
the Bangladeshi government did not inves-
tigate the allegations. It did not even both-
er to rebut the claims in detail—including
the assertion by one of the fugitives that
Sheikh Hasina Wajed, the prime minister,
was aware of and happy with this arrange-
ment. Instead, it simply dismissed the
whole story as a “smear campaign”.

Sheikh Hasina has a peculiar relation-
ship with the armed forces. It was soldiers
who got her into politics in the first place,
by murdering her father, Sheikh Mujibur
Rahman, Bangladesh’s first president, as
well as most of her family, during a coup in
1975. Ever since, she has pursued the two
somewhat contradictory ends of avenging
the killings and cultivating close ties with
the army, lest she be toppled herself. 

Sheikh Hasina’s party, the Awami
League, used to be less popular among the
armed forces than its main opposition, the
Bangladesh Nationalist Party (bnp), which
was founded by an army officer and war
hero, Ziaur Rahman, and is now led by his
wife, Khaleda Zia. Yet since Sheikh Hasina
began her second stint in power in 2009,
she has gradually purged the armed forces
of bnp supporters and promoted loyalists
like Aziz Ahmed, the current army chief
and object of Al Jazeera’s accusations (pic-
tured, on the left). At the same time, she
has showered the armed forces with perks.
Close relatives of soldiers can receive
health care in military hospitals, which are
considered the best in the country. In 2015
she doubled pay across the armed forces,
as well as for the civil service. 

The government’s spending on defence
rose by 123% between 2008 and 2017, ac-
cording to a report by the Stockholm Inter-
national Peace Research Institute, a watch-
dog, despite the lack of any obvious mili-
tary threats. The army has bought Chinese
fighter jets and tanks, and built several big
new bases, such as one of 620 hectares in
the southern district of Patuakhali that the
prime minister opened in 2018. 

During Sheikh Hasina’s decade in pow-
er, the armed forces have also massively
expanded their business interests, in part
through the Bangladesh Army Welfare
Trust (awt) and Sena Kalyan Sangstha

(sks). These two foundations for the wel-
fare of soldiers and veterans are technical-
ly independent of the army, but managed
by serving officers. According to its web-
site, sks alone has assets of over 60bn taka
($700m). Among the assets of the awt,
meanwhile, are several luxury hotels and
the firm that makes the voting machines
used in national elections. There was no
tender for the contract; watchdog groups
and opposition politicians complain the
machines’ design makes vote-rigging easy.

The armed forces also manage lots of
infrastructure projects on the govern-
ment’s behalf—an alarming prospect given
the practices Al Jazeera has alleged. The na-
vy spent $300m developing a refugee camp
on a remote island, for instance. The air
force is in charge of the expansion of the
main airport in Dhaka, the capital. The ar-
my handles highway construction. 

Senior officers are also handed explicit
opportunities for self-enrichment, in the
form of land in Dhaka, a cramped city of
18m. They all get plots on which they are
entitled to build a seven-floor building,
with up to seven apartments. In theory,
this is a form of housing allowance; in
practice, officers sell at least some of the
flats at a huge profit. Many serving or re-
tired officers are also given swanky govern-
ment jobs: heading the national port au-
thority, for instance, or the agency that reg-
ulates tea farming. Even the lower ranks
enjoy lucrative perks: the government pas-
ses on the roughly $10,000 it receives from
the un for each Bangladeshi soldier de-
ployed on a peacekeeping mission.

This coddling has worked. Although the
army has seized power three times and run
the country for 15 of the 50 years since in-
dependence, it has let Sheikh Hasina be.
But in buying its loyalty, she has put it at
the heart of government. Given her lack of
a clear successor, its banishment from pol-
itics may last no longer than she does. 

The government has bought soldiers’
loyalty, at a high price

Sheikh Hasina pays homage 

Noise complaints in South Korea

Hell is other people

The loud music that his neighbours
keep playing is fairly easy to deal with,

says Yoo Seung-joo, a 21-year-old who lives
in a block of flats in Seoul. “I just call the se-
curity guard to tell them to keep it down
and that usually works.” But there is a more
delicate problem. “At least once a week I’m
woken up at 5am by loud sex noises.” The
recurring disruption to his sleep is ex-
tremely wearing, but he feels too embar-
rassed to raise it with the security guards,
let alone his parents, with whom he shares
the flat.

Mr Yoo is not the only South Korean suf-
fering from noisy neighbours. In a country
where around two-thirds of people live in
sound-carrying high-rise apartment
blocks, ”noise between floors” is such a
well-established problem that there is a
national centre dedicated to dealing with
it. The centre registers complaints and of-
fers mediation through a range of commit-
tees to prevent lawsuits and perhaps even
patch up neighbourly relations. 

The pandemic has given the noise
mediators more work. Although South Ko-
rea never imposed a lockdown, the govern-
ment recommended early last year that
people work from home whenever possi-
ble and avoid going out to prevent the
spread of covid-19. For those stuck in
cramped flats at all hours, opportunities
for being bothered by loud neighbours
have proliferated. The noise centre regis-
tered 60% more complaints in 2020 than
in 2019. 

Resolving them is not easy, not least be-
cause large numbers of people seem to be
driven mad by the mere existence of their
neighbours. Nearly two-thirds of the com-
plaints the centre received last year were
related to children running or adults sim-
ply walking in the flat upstairs. Total si-
lence being an unreasonable expectation,
mediation often ends with people being
told they have to put up with the noise,
says a lawyer representing those who wish
to take their complaints to court. Even if
they win, compensation is paltry.

The government, which last mandated
thicker floors in new buildings in 2013, is
considering requiring them to be thicker
still. But that will not help residents of ol-
der flats. With few options to settle mat-
ters, long-suffering apartment-dwellers
sometimes take them into their own
hands. Many websites recommend effec-
tive ways to take revenge on noisy neigh-

SEOUL

The pandemic has enraged a nation of
apartment-dwellers
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bours, for instance by blasting bass-heavy
music towards the ceiling or by banging
rubber mallets against the wall to create
noises that can “shake the skull”. 

Not everyone takes this advice quite as
literally as the man sent to prison in Sep-
tember for assaulting his neighbour with a
rubber mallet after a noise dispute. But
many resort to desperate measures. Kwon
Seo-woon, who suspects her upstairs
neighbours practise basketball and golf in
their apartment, says bashing the hoover
against the ceiling has worked on occa-
sion. Lee Sun, who feels tormented by the
noise of her neighbours’ children, says she

is considering putting up a notice in the lift
to shame them publicly. Mr Yoo says he has
tried playing Buddhist chants and the na-
tional anthem through the ceiling at full
volume. Though effective at shutting up
the neighbours, the approach has its draw-
backs: “It’s basically unbearable to listen to
for any length of time.” 

The number of noise complaints will
probably fall along with the covid-19 case-
load. But pandemic or not, it seems certain
that there will always be a healthy market
in South Korea for thick carpets, fluffy slip-
pers and noise-cancelling headphones—if
not rubber mallets. 

Geopolitics in the Pacific

Palm-fringed fury

It was yet another Zoom meeting gone
horribly wrong. The annual shindig of

the Pacific Islands Forum (pif), the main
regional organisation for the far-flung
countries of the Pacific, could not take
place in person this year, owing to co-
vid-19. Instead, its members chose a new
secretary-general in a video conference.
When a former prime minister of the Cook
Islands, Henry Puna, squeaked into the job
by a single vote, five of the forum’s 18 mem-
bers threatened to withdraw from the body
in protest.

The five dissenters are the PIF’s Micro-
nesian members: Kiribati, the Marshall Is-
lands, the Federated States of Micronesia
(fsm), Palau and Nauru. They insist that a
gentlemen’s agreement requires rotation
of the top job among the three main re-
gions of the Pacific: Melanesia, Polynesia
and Micronesia (see map). Since the outgo-
ing secretary-general was Melanesian, and
her predecessor was from Polynesia, the
Micronesian candidate, Gerald Zackios,
had widely been considered next in line.
Yet on February 4th, with Australia’s en-
couragement, the forum’s members disre-
garded the convention to award Mr Puna
the job by nine votes to eight.

The Micronesians are furious. Palau an-
nounced it was shutting its embassy in Fiji,
where the pif’s secretariat is. Then on Feb-
ruary 9th the five Micronesian countries
declared that they would “initiate the proc-
ess to formally withdraw from the Forum”,
although the final decision will be up to
national governments. 

Micronesians have long feared margin-
alisation in Pacific diplomacy. The pif be-
gan life in 1971 as the South Pacific Forum,
an organisation of Pacific countries mostly

south of the equator. At the time most of
Micronesia, to the north, was still, in ef-
fect, an American colony (technically,
America administered the area on behalf
of the un). All five Micronesian countries
had joined the forum by 1995, but only in
1999 did it drop the word “south” from its
name.

Moreover, even by Pacific standards the
countries of Micronesia are small. All five
put together muster a population of barely
300,000, not only vastly less than pif’s gi-
ants, Australia (25m), Papua New Guinea
(8.6m) and New Zealand (4.9m), but also
considerably less than Fiji (900,000) or the
Solomon Islands (670,000). 

The pif has never been a closely inte-

grated bloc. There is little trade or tourism
among its members. Their most important
ties are to the various countries of the Pa-
cific rim rather than to one another. Al-
though Jules Dumont d’Urville, a French
explorer, divided the Pacific into three re-
gions in the 1830s, contemporary econom-
ic realities have in effect reduced it to two. 

The northern Pacific relies chiefly on
America as a source of aid and a place to
migrate to, whereas the south has closer
ties to Australia and New Zealand. In the
northern Pacific most flights go to Guam,
an American territory, or Hawaii, as well as
to China, Japan and Taiwan in search of
tourists. In the south they tend to connect
to Auckland, Brisbane or Sydney. Australia
and New Zealand are the biggest contrib-
utors to the pif’s budget.

Micronesia straddles this divide: the
two southernmost Micronesian countries,
Kiribati and Nauru, have strong ties to Aus-
tralia. Nauru has earned most of its foreign
exchange over the past decade by hosting a
detention centre for Australia’s unwanted
asylum-seekers. Kiribati, a country of
some 120,000 people spread across an area
of ocean bigger than India, uses the Austra-
lian dollar as its currency.  

That may undermine the Micronesians’
united stance. So may geopolitics. Austra-
lia and America are both anxious about
China’s expanding influence in the Pacific.
One of the ways they hope to curb it is by
promoting Pacific unity. Guam, the North-
ern Marianas and American Samoa, Amer-
ica’s three remaining territories in the Pa-
cific (as opposed to Hawaii, a state), be-
came associate members of the Forum in
2011. Already David Kabua, president of the
Marshall Islands, has said he would prefer
to “review” membership rather than pull
out of the Forum.  A few more Zoom calls
may yet patch things up. 

WE LLINGTON

Micronesian countries threaten to withdraw from the Pacific Islands Forum 
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Repression in Tibet

Accept these gifts, or else

The communist Party chief of Tibet, Wu
Yingjie, replied in January to a letter

from a yak-herder living on the outskirts of
the region’s capital, Lhasa. According to
state media, the author, Sonam Tsering,
had expressed gratitude to China’s leader,
Xi Jinping, for his “happy life”, and to the
party for providing care “as warm as the
sun”. Mr Wu asked the farmer to spread
this story to others in order to encourage
them, too, to love Mr Xi “from the bottom
of their hearts”. He also made clear what
was not responsible for Mr Tsering’s happi-
ness: Tibetan Buddhism and its leader, the
Dalai Lama. Mr Wu wrote that Tibetans
must “reduce religious consumption”,
eliminate the Dalai Lama’s “negative influ-
ence” and “follow the party’s path”.

The party has long vilified the Dalai La-
ma, who escaped to India in 1959, as the
treasonous overseer of an “evil clique” that
seeks to split Tibet from China. Since 2007
the government has even claimed sole le-
gal authority over his reincarnation (he is

85 and, says an aide, in “excellent health”).
But in recent months officials have inten-
sified their efforts to eradicate the Dalai La-
ma from the religious lives of China’s 6.3m
Tibetans, of whom less than half live in Ti-
bet itself, with most of the others in neigh-
bouring areas of the Tibetan plateau. They
have also been trying to persuade Tibetans
to pay less attention to their faith and show
more enthusiasm for Mr Xi and the party. It
is the latest stage in a decades-long at-
tempt to crush Tibetan identity. 

The Tibetan religion is undergoing
what the party calls “sinicisation”. Al-
though different methods are involved, the
process echoes a campaign in neighbour-
ing Xinjiang to do the same to Islam, the
faith of most of that region’s 12m ethnic

Uyghurs. The purpose is to eliminate reli-
gious influences from outside China, espe-
cially from the Dalai Lama (on the Tibetan
plateau) and from radical Islamic groups
(in Xinjiang). In both regions, the party’s
efforts amount to an assault not only on re-
ligion, but on cherished cultural tradi-
tions. Chen Quanguo, the party boss in
Xinjiang, was Mr Wu’s predecessor. While
in Tibet Mr Chen tried out some of the
heavy-handed security tactics which later,
in Xinjiang, he developed into a vast net-
work of “re-education” camps for Uyghurs. 

The party has taken its campaign to
horrific extremes in Xinjiang because it
fears that the region may turn into a
hotbed of terrorism (over the years, Uygh-
urs have staged several bloody attacks). In
Tibet the party has big worries about stabil-
ity, too. An explosion of unrest across the
plateau in 2008 prompted a security
clampdown there and tighter restrictions
on travel to Tibet by foreigners (journalists
are rarely admitted). After that, a series of
public self-immolations by desperate Ti-
betans kept the authorities on high alert. 

But officials in Tibetan areas have not
replicated the worst atrocities in Xinjiang,
which America has contentiously called
“genocide”, though they do not involve
killing (see United States section). In Xin-
jiang, more than 1m Uyghurs have been
sent to the new gulag, where they suppos-
edly learn job skills. In Tibet, many farmers

As in Xinjiang, China is tightening its grip in Tibet

→ Also in this section

43 Joining the Clubhouse

44 Chaguan: Climate-change plans
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(including Sonam Tsering, the herder near
Lhasa) have been moved in the past decade
to more modern housing in or near towns
and cities. Hundreds of thousands have
been admitted to vocational training cen-
tres set up by the government. But most
observers believe this has been far more
voluntary than in Xinjiang. 

As in Xinjiang, however, sinicisation—
though officially limited to religious af-
fairs—involves a much broader effort to
make ethnic-minority residents feel they
belong to China. In schools, “patriotic edu-
cation” is emphasised. Mandarin has re-
placed Tibetan in most classes. Surveil-
lance has been stepped up. Networks of in-
formers relay information to the state;
smartphones are tapped. Just as Uyghurs
can no longer make pilgrimages to Mecca,
it has become almost impossible for Tibe-
tans to travel to India to attend religious
teachings given by the Dalai Lama, as many
did before Mr Xi took power in 2012. 

Unlike Uyghurs, Tibetans can still keep
in touch with friends and relatives outside
China using WeChat, a social-media app,
without fear of arrest. But they are cau-
tious. Posting images online of the Dalai
Lama can be an imprisonable offence. In
December a 30-year-old herdsman, Lhun-
dup Dorjee, was sentenced to a year in pris-
on for posting a lunar new-year greeting
from the Dalai Lama on WeChat. The
charge was “splitting the nation”. 

In December and January officials
seized the mobile phones of dozens or
hundreds of members of a WeChat group
of Tibetans in and from Xiahe, a monastery
town in Gansu province which borders on
Tibet, says a member of the group who
lives in exile. Participants had used the app
to discuss sensitive topics, such as the life
of the Dalai Lama and America’s passage in
December of a law calling for sanctions
against Chinese officials if they interfere in
the Dalai Lama’s reincarnation. In the
2000s Tibetans still kept images of the Da-
lai Lama in their homes. Now many display
photographs of Mr Xi as well as of Mao Ze-
dong and other former leaders of China
(see picture, previous page). These are
handed out by officials along with gifts of
rice, clothes or cash. Refusing the presents,
and the photos, may incur reprisals. 

As in Xinjiang, the party is planning
ahead. “It seems these policies are aimed at
creating future Tibetans who won’t know
about the Dalai Lama as having any role in
Tibetan Buddhism except as an enemy,”
says Robbie Barnett, a scholar of Tibetan
culture. But there are still occasional signs
of resistance among the young. In January
Tenzin Nyima, a 19-year-old monk, died
from injuries apparently sustained while
in custody in a Tibetan area of Sichuan
province. He had been detained in August
for spreading news about his earlier arrest
for distributing leaflets and shouting slo-

gans calling for Tibet’s independence.
Officials fear that when the Dalai Lama

dies, distraught Tibetans may once again
stage big protests. The party would rather
not be accused of crushing acts of mourn-
ing—better to deter people from displaying
grief well beforehand by incessant waving
of an iron fist. At a convention in August of
officials involved in Tibet-related policy,
Mr Xi called on schools to teach “patriot-
ism” more thoroughly. The party, Mr Xi
said, should “plant the seeds of loving Chi-
na in the depths of the hearts of every teen-
ager”. It will be a long struggle. 

Online debate

Suddenly, space for
free-thinkers

For moderate, open-minded critics of
Communist Party rule in China, who al-

so speak Mandarin, the past few days have
been heady ones. Across the global Chi-
nese diaspora, word has spread rapidly
that Clubhouse, an audio social-network-
ing app, is the place to be for unfettered,
calm debate about contentious topics re-
lating to China. People have been pouring
into its “rooms” to discuss everything from
the gulag in Xinjiang to the Tiananmen
Square protests of 1989. Some are residents
of mainland China, despite a hasty attempt
by censors to block them. 

Why the rush of enthusiasm? One rea-
son is that Clubhouse, launched last April
by an American firm, is not subject to the
word-sniffing controls that stifle free
speech on social-media apps such as We-
Chat and Weibo. It is also largely free of the

nationalist rants and pro-party cheerlead-
ing that often crowd out liberal voices on
such Chinese-language platforms. Rooms
are set up by users who then act as moder-
ators with the power to kick out the unruly
and rein in the long-winded. Membership
of Clubhouse is by invitation only: those
admitted may recruit others. This may put
a brake on access by trolls. 

For users in China, this has been a deep
breath of fresh air. But there are probably
few who have enjoyed it. The Clubhouse
app is available only on iPhones, and not to
those with Apple ids registered in China.
Fang Kecheng of the Chinese University of
Hong Kong reckons no more than 50,000
Clubhouse members live on the mainland.
Since February 9th they have needed a vpn
in order to leap over the “great firewall” and
use the app. Also since that day, Chinese
mobile operators have blocked verification
codes sent by text message. Such measures
may be turning some mainlanders away.
But there is clearly pent-up demand. Be-
fore the great firewall began blocking Club-
house, people in China were paying up to
500 yuan ($78) to buy an invitation code
through Taobao, a retail platform. 

Clubhouse has been a boon for people
belonging to China’s ethnic minorities,
and for residents of Hong Kong and Tai-
wan, whose views are rarely heard on the
mainland. Rayhan Asat, an ethnic Uyghur
who was born in Xinjiang and now lives in
America, has spent hours on Clubhouse in
rooms with up to 5,000 participants, most
of them non-Uyghur Chinese, sharing her
brother’s story. He is almost five years into
a 15-year sentence in China on what she
says is a trumped-up charge of inciting
ethnic hatred. 

On Twitter Ms Asat is often bombarded
by hate messages from members of China’s
ethnic-Han majority. But on Clubhouse
she has received many supportive ones.
She thinks the use of audio encourages
more intimate discussion than exchanges
by text on other social-media platforms.
“People heard my voice, they heard my
pain,” she says. “They messaged me pri-
vately afterwards saying they believed me,
they silently supported me. I understand
they can’t speak publicly because they fear
the Chinese government will retaliate
against their family still in China.”

Even before the great firewall was rein-
forced, some members suggested self-cen-
soring in order to deter a government
clampdown on the app. But one young user
from the mainland pushed back. “We
should take advantage of this brief oppor-
tunity to be human, to be normal for once,
to talk about our feelings, to talk about
what’s going on and whatever else we
haven’t been allowed to say,” he said. Out-
side China, Mandarin speakers are still
flocking to Clubhouse. But free speech in
China appears as far away as ever. 

HONG KONG

Chinese speakers around the world
pour into Clubhouse for open debate
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Working together, but in parallel

For the first decades of global wrangling about climate change,
China’s foot-dragging caused alarm. Its self-interested ap-

proach to climate action—once summarised by a Beijing-based
diplomat as seeking “maximum credit for the minimum effort”—
frustrated governments that were ready to enact costly measures.
Worse, China’s blame-shifting ways gave cover to politicians
clinging to climate denial and inaction in America and elsewhere. 

Soon, the most disruptive force in global climate politics may
be China’s ambition. Its economy is being readied for a low-car-
bon world sooner than many expected. Its companies are under
orders to develop world-beating clean-energy technologies, in-
cluding by aggressively pushing foreign firms to share them. Chi-
na says it wants to re-engage with America on climate matters. 

Optimists see signs in China of high-level pragmatism in the
return from semi-retirement of Xie Zhenhua. He is a well-con-
nected climate negotiator who brokered the burden-sharing
agreements between China and the Obama administration that
made possible the Paris climate accords in 2015. Mr Xie, China’s
new climate envoy, has known his American counterpart, John
Kerry, for years. Gloomier sorts worry about the distrust and dis-
dain shown by other Chinese officials and scholars who call Amer-
ica a jealous, declining power, bent on containing a rising China.
Talks on such subjects as climate cannot prosper when bilateral
relations are bad, said a foreign-ministry spokesman, after Mr
Kerry promised that he would not trade away American criticisms
of Chinese trade or human-rights abuses for climate-related con-
cessions. Chinese co-operation is not like “flowers that can bloom
in a greenhouse despite winter chill”, the spokesman sniffed. 

China’s ambitions are disruptive because they are newly cred-
ible. They are credible, not because it has been converted to self-
less acts of sacrifice, but precisely the opposite. To Communist
Party leaders, greenery increasingly aligns with their economic
and political interests. China, a populous country that is cruelly
lacking in clean water and arable farmland, and which hates hav-
ing to rely so heavily on imported energy, has a selfish interest in
embracing what President Xi Jinping calls “ecological civilisa-
tion”. Though the Chinese public is not very focused on climate
change, citizens care deeply about clean air and water. They stage

frequent demonstrations against pollution. In the words of a Eu-
ropean diplomat, Mr Xi is convinced that “ecology is key to China’s
renaissance and is part of the social contract between the Commu-
nist Party and the people.” China also wants to enhance its global
reputation, the diplomat adds: “China cannot be Number One,
which is of course its aspiration, without being a climate leader.” 

Last September, in a speech to the un General Assembly, Mr Xi
unexpectedly committed his country to carbon neutrality by
2060. That pledge to offset or capture all carbon dioxide emitted in
China would require most fossil fuels to vanish from an economy
that currently consumes more than half the coal burned world-
wide. In December Mr Xi tweaked existing targets for the year 2030
to make them a bit more ambitious and cover such areas as fossil-
fuel use, forest cover, and wind and solar installations. In a rare
public humiliation, environmental inspectors reporting to Chi-
na’s leaders recently accused officials at the National Energy Ad-
ministration of a “deviation in ideological understanding” for al-
lowing too much dirty coal to be burned. 

The climate battle is not over. Fossil fuels still have powerful
defenders in China. Some provinces approved fleets of new coal-
fired power plants in 2020 while they still could. Chinese banks
and businesses still invest in coal-powered plants overseas, from
Pakistan to Africa. Still, signs may be glimpsed that China is plan-
ning for a different future. Research institutes close to Mr Xi’s in-
ner circle, notably at Tsinghua University in Beijing, have laid out
paths for the electricity sector to achieve net-zero emissions of
carbon dioxide by 2050. Indications of seriousness could appear
in the next five-year plan, to be unveiled in March. They could in-
clude an absolute cap on emissions, a step that China has so far re-
fused, or a promise to advance to 2025 the date when emissions
will peak. The current target for this will hardly be a stretch.

Previous high-level co-operation between China and America
or the European Union, as in Paris in 2015, involved joint announ-
cements of sweeping goals and targets, intended to prod other
countries into action. In these low-trust times, such moments
may prove hard to replicate. Instead, there is much talk in Beijing
of confidence-building exchanges between experts. Wang Xin,
who heads the research bureau of China’s central bank, cites
promising areas for co-operation with America and other coun-
tries. These include joint work on important technologies such as
carbon capture and storage, clean coal and hydrogen power, and
on developing green financial instruments to fund such efforts.
Climate co-operation is needed to tackle a threat to humanity, Mr
Wang says. “In the process, it is only natural to strengthen mutual
trust and improve relations.” 

Asking China to show leadership cuts both ways 
Obstacles loom. Other countries are wary of helping to strengthen
China’s industrial policies. In order to sell climate-related mea-
sures to voters, Mr Biden talks of creating millions of well-paid
jobs by making America an export champion in clean technolo-
gies. Li Shuo of Greenpeace, an environmental group, worries
about calls to action that are framed as a competition to beat China
in sectors like solar or wind power, where China “is so far ahead”.
Mr Li thinks that China and America may have to settle for “cli-
mate engagement” as they pursue common goals in parallel. 

China is a latecomer to climate seriousness. Western powers,
especially in Europe, have long pushed it to do more. Now, at least
when it comes to clean technologies, China’s price for saving the
world may be asking to lead the world. 

Chaguan

China and America talk of reviving climate-change co-operation. It will not be easy
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Luggage unpacks how international travel has changed down
the ages. Adventurers in the 15th-century age of discovery set

sail in galleons loaded to the gunwales with supplies for voyages
that might take years. Aristocrats on a “grand tour” in the 18th cen-
tury trekked around Europe for months in horse-drawn carriages
packed with trunks, servants and even furniture. The suitcase ar-
rived at the end of the 19th century when spending several weeks
abroad became more common for the wealthy. By the 1970s tour-
ists and executives needed to cart the wherewithal for a few nights
away through vast airports. And so the wheelie-bag came to sym-
bolise the era of mass travel.

The rise of the wheelie-bag reflects the falling cost and increas-
ing speed of long-distance travel. Cheaper air fares, rising incomes
and more leisure time have made foreign trips routine and a holi-
day abroad accessible to many in the rich world wishing to escape
their daily stress. Travel brings new experiences and memories (or
moments to capture on Instagram). And if not every mind is broad-
ened, surely few suffer the opposite effect. As Mark Twain put it,
“Travel is fatal to prejudice, bigotry and narrow-mindedness.”

The ease of travel has not just expanded tourism. As companies
have spread across the world so have their workers. Business travel
keeps multinational companies and supply chains connected.
And the ability to get away has let people spread around the world
to work, learn or just have a change of scene. As families have dis-
persed so has the need to keep in touch or attend weddings and
birthday parties in foreign parts. It has brought the world together
by allowing family and friends to live farther apart.

Yet until recently few people went far. Travel was slow, difficult

and expensive when it relied on wind or horsepower. Steam and
railways opened the gates a little wider. But getting far afield even
100 years ago took an ocean liner or airship, a pricey way to go. A
first-class cabin on the Titanic in 1912 started at £30 ($3,500 today);
a transatlantic ticket on the Hindenburg cost $400 in 1936 (both
one-way, as it later turned out). The big surge in international tra-
vel came with flying. A train on the trans-Siberian route from Beij-
ing to Moscow takes over five days; a flight around seven hours. Yet
the real game-changer was cheaper fares. In 1950 only 25m people
took a trip abroad, says the United Nations World Tourism Organi-
sation (unwto). By 2019 the number of trips had grown to 1.5bn
(and that excludes migrants, refugees and visits of over a year).

Nearly three-fifths of international travellers arrived and de-
parted by plane in 2019, compared with only 5% by sea and 1% by
train, according to unwto. The 35% of travellers crossing borders
in a car were mostly Europeans, inhabitants of the world’s largest
travel market, taking advantage of their continent’s small size and
good roads. Going on holiday is the main motive for travel abroad,
accounting for 55% of trips. Business travel made up 11% of the to-
tal. Most of the rest was to visit families and friends abroad. Some
travel for religious reasons (2m Muslims visit Mecca every year);
and around 15m sought medical treatment in 2017.

International travellers have filled tills for hotels, restaurants,
car-hire firms and tour operators. Their spending hit $1.5trn in
2019. Before covid-19, travel contributed 4.4% of gdp and 6.9% of
employment in the oecd rich-country club. International travel
made up 6.5% of global exports in 2019, according to the World
Trade Organisation. In all, travel and tourism accounts for over
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330m jobs, one in ten of the world’s total, claims the World Travel
and Tourism Council (wttc).

Covid-19 has devastated an industry that relies on the freedom
of people to move. International travel stopped almost completely
between March and May 2020, as four-fifths of countries closed
their borders. Forbidden or unable to get around, travellers have
stayed put. International arrivals fell by 70-75% in 2020, estimates
the unwto, with 1bn fewer travellers and $1.1bn less spending (see
chart). That is ten times the shortfall in travel spending in 2009
after the financial crisis. And recovery looks far off, even with ef-
fective vaccines. The oecd predicts that tourism will be among the
“last sectors of the economy to…recover lost demand”.

It is not all dark clouds, however. Greenhouse-gas emissions by
commercial jets plunged in 2020, intensifying debate about how
to curtail this pollution permanently. Destinations blighted by
overtourism have had a break. And optimists reckon that in the
long run the link between growing wealth and the urge to travel
will remain unbroken. This report will argue that, for all its high
short-term costs, the pandemic may accelerate trends that will
eventually make travel both easier and less damaging. Today’s tra-
vel industry may have taken a battering—but the new one that
emerges could be better than ever. 7

Rising–before the fall
International tourist arrivals and receipts

Source: UNWTO *Estimate
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Economy passengers taking one of the few international
flights still running have had an unusually pleasant experience

of late. Exasperated cabin crew battling to close overhead lockers
full to bursting with wheelie-bags, duty-free booze and laptop
cases have been replaced by masked attendants presiding over
planes two-thirds full at best and often with only a handful of pas-
sengers. Some report sleeping across empty rows of seats. The col-
lapse of passenger numbers and revenues will damage the indus-
try. Yet previous disruptions have shaken up the airlines to the
benefit of the flying public. It could happen again.

The advantages of the previous big interruption to air travel,
the second world war, are debatable. The experience of servicemen

crammed into uncomfortably spartan transport aircraft, argues
Eric Zuelow in his book, “A History of Modern Tourism”, created a
generation without pre-war expectations of air travel as glamor-
ous and luxurious. When those same aircraft were converted for
civilian use, travellers accepted being packed in like sardines. The
cattle-truck economics worked in passengers’ favour when dereg-
ulation brought competition to a previously highly regulated and
often state-controlled industry. Air fares tumbled everywhere. Be-
tween 1995 and 2014 they fell by half in real terms, according to
iata, a club of the world’s airlines.

World wars aside, past crises have passed speedily. The terrorist
attacks of 9/11 and the financial crisis of 2009 were “nasty shocks”,
says Brian Pearce, chief economist of iata, but “small bumps in the
road” compared with covid-19. At its height in April 2020 flying
was down by 94% over a year earlier, measured by total revenue
passenger kilometres (rpks). Current estimates are that rpks in
2020 will be down by 66% on 2019, when (including domestic
flights) 4.5bn passengers took to the skies. Only 1.8bn people buck-
led up last year. By the end of it, some 30% of the global fleet was
still grounded, according to Cirium, an aviation-data firm. And the
sense of optimism that had slowly grown took a fresh hit early in
2021 as more transmissible and dangerous variants of the virus
emerged, leading to renewed border closures and capacity cuts.

The plunge comes after years of bumper growth. In each 15-year
period since 1988 rpks doubled. They were expected to do so again
between 2018 and 2033, according to Airbus, the European half of
the duopoly that builds the world’s biggest passenger jets. Boeing,
its American rival, notes an acceleration over the past decade,
when growth averaged 6.5% per year, above the long-term average
of 5%. Darren Hulst of Boeing is confident of an eventual return to
a growth trend of 5% a year, even if over the decade from 2019 the
number may be closer to 3.7%. In the meantime it will be a rough
ride for airlines. Only 2.8bn passengers are expected to take to the
air this year.

Signs of recovery are scant. Domestic flying in China and Rus-
sia has largely recovered, but in Australia it is still down by 86%
and in America, the world’s biggest domestic market, it has fallen
by 60%. International routes are suffering the most. Despite huge
capacity cuts (only a quarter of the international flights scheduled
a year earlier were still running in January), load factors are still
low. Planes are often taking off a third full at most. 

The opportunity for travellers to stretch out comes at a heavy
cost. Full service will not resume for a long while. Mr Pearce says
the gradual deployment of vaccines merely makes him more con-
fident about his baseline forecast of a return to 2019 levels by 2024.
Not all air travel will recover at the same pace. Domestic flying will
continue its rebound, followed by regional international traffic.
The last part of the industry to refill its seats will be long-haul fly-
ing. This has a disproportionate impact on legacy airlines that still
rely most on long-haul international routes.

All airlines face a bleak period. Rather than increase by 4% on
2019 levels to $872bn, air-transport revenues in 2020 have plum-
meted to $340bn, reckons iata. In a good year the industry makes
an operating profit of $50bn. Losses for 2020 are forecast at $118bn
and, even if the second half of this year sees a recovery, they will
still be around $38bn in 2021.

Airlines have responded by slashing costs, getting rid of staff
and cutting fleets, yet carriers continue to burn cash at a rate of
$5bn-6bn a month. Looking at the cash and liquid assets of carriers
in mid-2020, the median airline had enough funding to last just
eight-and-a-half months (or half way through this month), ac-
cording to iata. Some big names have succumbed. Norwegian Air
Shuttle, one of Europe’s largest low-cost carriers, sought bank-
ruptcy protection in November 2020. Dozens of smaller airlines
including FlyBe, a British low-cost carrier, Virgin Australia and 

No heads in the clouds

Governments’ re-entry into airlines may spur more competition

The airline industry
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Avianca, based in Latin America, have gone to the wall.
Two types of carrier have the best chance of survival. Those

with sound business models and strong balance-sheets, such as
Ryanair in Europe, Southwest in America and AirAsia, are all low-
cost carriers ready for a rebound. And legacy carriers, mostly
propped up by governments, will keep their grip on long-haul fly-
ing when it returns.

Subsidies, subsidies
Support for airlines has been prodigious. Governments are used to
helping airlines for reasons of national pride and to maintain in-
ternational connections. Many countries in the Middle East, India
and Africa cling to ownership of loss-making national carriers.
Others are just returning to the orbit of governments. Bruno Le
Maire, France’s finance minister, has promised to “do what is nec-
essary to guarantee the survival of Air France”. Germany’s Luft-
hansa has had a bumper aid package. America’s airlines, never shy
to extend an upturned palm, benefited handsomely from its cares

stimulus act, signed into law in March 2020, which set aside $25bn
in grants for airlines and the same in loans and guarantees.

The result will be an industry wallowing in debt and beholden
once again to the state. Aviation Strategy, a consultancy, puts the
total in 2020 of government support plus loans from banks, other
investors and aircraft-leasing companies at $600bn, an increase of
$170bn since the end of 2019. Keith McMullen, a partner at the con-
sultancy, points out that most government aid has come in the
form of loans, the terms of which incentivise rapid repayment. But
the fragile state of the industry will make that tricky. European
governments may then be obliged to swap debt for equity.

A return to the days before deregulation and the rise of low-cost
carriers, when governments controlled national flag-carriers, set
(high) fares and decided routes based on national goals rather than
demand, is the fear of Andrew Charlton of Aviation Advocacy, an-
other consultancy. America’s big carriers, Asian giants such as Sin-
gapore Airlines, and Lufthansa and Air France-klm may be subject
to government meddling. The terms of bail-outs for Air France
stipulate that it must no longer compete with high-speed rail on
some routes; Lufthansa’s decide what planes it may purchase. 

That could give the low-cost carriers an
advantage. Michael O’Leary, boss of Ryan-
air, admits to mixed feelings about state
aid. Although it is “hugely distorting”, it is
also likely to “sustain high-cost employ-
ment”, he says. And high-cost competitors
are what he and his kind thrive on. Legacy
airlines, already having to compete harder
on short-haul routes and often weighed
down by heavy pension-fund deficits,
could struggle to adapt to an uncertain fu-
ture that will require flexibility and nim-
bleness as well as lower costs.

Moreover, legacy carriers rely especially
heavily on lucrative business travellers, a
sector that may never recover fully, to sub-
sidise seats at the back of the plane. If busi-
ness customers and feeder routes dwindle,
the complex web of domestic and interna-
tional flights becomes harder to sustain,
reducing connections and forcing up long-
haul prices.

Not all will suffer. British Airways has
slashed costs and raised capital and is fast-
tracking its previous restructuring effort to
compete with low-cost rivals. Other mod-
els look riskier. The Gulf carriers—Emir-

ates, Etihad and Qatar Airways—that have grown swiftly in recent
years may struggle. They lack a large domestic market to fall back
on, unlike their Chinese competitors, and passengers may prefer
not to mix with people from all over the world as they change
planes at vast airports in the Gulf. If their model falters, the sky will
be clearer for China’s state-controlled behemoths, which are al-
ready eating away at long-haul routes. 

Low-cost carriers such as Ryanair and Wizz Air, based in east-
ern Europe, sniff opportunities. Mr O’Leary has promised to slash
fares to rekindle his business. His ability to compete with airlines
under the heavy hand of the state will be helped by several factors.
The availability of bargains from embattled planemakers and leas-
ing companies will help carriers in decent health or with new busi-
ness models. Ryanair confirmed an order for another 75 Boeing
737maxs in December, taking its total to 210. The plane’s grounding
after two fatal crashes had led to cancelled orders, so a big vote of
confidence from Ryanair was surely worth a hefty discount. Wizz
Air, which relies on more robust parts of the market such as youn-
ger flyers and east Europeans going west for work and returning to 

Still lumbering, but where are the passengers?

Up and then down
Worldwide revenue passenger kilometres flown, trn
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visit family, also has big growth plans. Southwest, America’s big-
gest low-cost carrier, is in expansion mode as the country’s legacy
carriers retreat. Tony Fernandes, boss of Air Asia, based in Malay-
sia, is “quietly optimistic” about 2021, and hopes to start three new
airlines in the region. 

A surplus of pilots where there was a dearth and unemployed
cabin crew looking for work could also boost low-cost carriers.
Once-scarce landing slots at busy airports may become more avail-
able. And, if prices rise for long-haul seats, this may rekindle inter-
est in low-cost long-haul services, which have a patchy history.
The demise of Norwegian was largely down to its inability to make
profits on long-haul routes. The business model of short-haul car-
riers does not easily translate to long-haul flights, where fuel is a
bigger share of costs and schedules are compromised by time dif-
ferences and airport curfews that do not affect short-haul travel.
But a new plane, Airbus’s a321xlr, a single-aisle jet with the ability
to fly long-haul routes, could change the equation again.

The commercial-aviation business will be smaller for years to
come. Yet opportunities abound, especially if legacy carriers fail to
adapt. Higher fares and lower costs will attract competitors that
threaten the old guard. In 20 years’ time air travel will be back on
track and growing again but the old names may no longer be on the
tarmac. Just as Pan Am and twa are distant memories, so a clutch
of now familiar airlines may become relics of the past. 7

Skies cleared of much commercial aviation gave plenty of am-
munition to those who see air-travel emissions as one of the

gravest threats to the environment. Travel by commercial jet at-
tracts more criticism than its 2-3% share of global carbon emis-
sions seems to justify. Yet despite this seemingly modest contribu-
tion it is (or was, until covid-19 struck) one of the fastest-growing
sources, the worst contributor of all emissions per kilometre trav-
elled of transport and is likely to continue on its upward path. The
growing ease and falling cost of travel, plus a lack of any regula-
tions to curb emissions, means that unchecked a rise to as much as

9% of total carbon emissions by 2050 has looked plausible.
As far back as 2009 the airline industry pledged to cut emis-

sions from flying by half from levels in 2005 by 2050. More recent-
ly flygskam (flight shame), a Swedish word that sums up a growing
worry about the environmental impact of flying, protest groups
such as Extinction Rebellion, whose followers have blockaded air-
ports, and other anti-flying movements have all reminded the air-
line industry that for too long it has got away with failing to tackle
the growth in carbon emissions.

The industry has adeptly managed to sidestep regulation. Avia-
tion fuel is exempt from taxes on international flights, thanks to
the Chicago convention, still the main rulebook for the industry
even though it was agreed in 1944. In 2013 the eu tried to add inter-
national flights to its emissions-trading system, but the industry
successfully resisted. As a compromise the International Civil Avi-
ation Organisation, a un agency, came up with corsia, a global
scheme to offset emissions. Although criticised for its toothless-
ness—it is voluntary until 2027 and does not include domestic
flights—corsia starts its pilot phase this year.

Yet carbon emissions per passenger have fallen by over 50%
since 1990. New technology serving the commercial interests of
airlines (fuel typically accounts for 15-20% of airlines’ operating
costs) has had the side-effect of lowering emissions. Every gener-
ation of aircraft, such as the newest short-haul planes from Airbus
and Boeing, is typically 15-20% more fuel-efficient than the one it
replaces, mostly because of improvements in engines. Other bits
of kit have helped. Airbus’s “sharklets” or Boeing’s “winglets”, the
specialised wingtip additions on new planes, have improved fuel
efficiency by 3-4%. Better business models, such as low-cost carri-
ers that pack in more passengers, have ensured that aircraft are fly-
ing around with more people on board. Average load factors have
improved by some ten percentage points over the past 15 years to
83% in 2019—though that was pre-covid.

Emissions per passenger will fall further in the next few years,
if only because flying is unlikely to return to levels of 2019 for three
or four years. Cleaner skies will result from the early retirement of
older, less efficient planes as airlines cut capacity. The oldest, most
inefficient models such as the Boeing 747 jumbo jet and the Airbus
a340 may stay on the ground for good. Other older planes will be
retired earlier and replaced with more efficient models.

Rail v air
The pandemic might even see some shift to rail, especially in Eu-
rope where trains and planes compete on international routes and
an established high-speed network can be expanded. China’s do-
mestic market could see similar competition between rail and jet
engine. ubs, a bank, reckons that the use of high-speed trains
could lead to zero growth in air traffic between European destina-
tions from 2018 to 2028. Governments should be keen to invest in
high-speed rail in Europe given their commitments to net-zero-
carbon emissions by 2050. Further liberalisation across the eu will
expose state-run incumbents to more competition.

Yet rail can never compete with airlines on long-haul routes
that traverse large stretches of water. So a bigger leap to net-zero
emissions from aviation has come to the fore. Airbus and Boeing,
the duopoly atop the aircraft supply chain, have been clobbered by
big losses, production cuts and fears for the financial health of
their suppliers and their customers. Boeing’s woes have been com-
pounded by the damage from the grounding of the 737max for al-
most two years after two fatal crashes. The plane was eventually re-
certified for a return to service by American regulators in
November. Yet the pair will continue to sell planes and these will
largely replace older ones rather than expand fleets. So the share of
newer, cleaner planes in the world’s fleets will grow. 

Airbus and Boeing have gone further, with plans for aviation to 

Emission days

How today’s reviled airlines could become greener

The environmental damage

Hot airlines
Global aviation, CO2 emissions*

Sources: “The contribution of global aviation to anthropogenic climate forcing for
2000 to 2018”, D.S. Lee et al., Atmospheric Environment; Global Carbon Project
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clean up its act more comprehensively. The European firm hopes
to have net-zero-emission planes that can ply short-haul routes in
commercial service by 2035. The three concept aircraft it has un-
veiled, including a futuristic “blended wing” design, use hydrogen
as a fuel. In January Boeing said that by 2030 it will start delivering
commercial planes powered entirely by biofuels, another way to
cut emissions. These are already in use in limited quantities by
several airlines, blended with regular fuel, but are still prohibitive-
ly expensive—perhaps twice the price of kerosene.

Scale should bring prices down. And turning plant matter and
waste into fuel has a carbon footprint of its own. Rolls-Royce, a jet-
engine maker, nevertheless reckons a 75% reduction of carbon
emissions is possible, with more to come. Other zero-emissions
technologies are in development. Startups have been testing small
battery-powered planes. Eviation, an Israeli firm, hopes that Alice,
capable of flying nine passengers up to 800km, will fly for the first
time next year. Others, such as ZeroAvia, are trying out fuel cells
that use hydrogen to generate electricity to power engines. 

Airbus expects its new plane to be powered by hydrogen di-
rectly as a fuel in new turbofans of the sort now found in large pas-
senger jets. Big investments will be needed, starting with engine
makers that must work out how hydrogen, which burns at a far
higher temperature than kerosene, can be used safely. Boeing’s
plans require some adaptation of existing engines. Given that new
planes can take seven or eight years to get from drawing-board to
commercial service, that gives Boeing what Robert Spingarn of
Credit Suisse, another bank, calls “breathing room”. Airbus is like-
ly to launch its hydrogen programme formally in 2027. So gradual-
ly, after 2030 if the timetable holds, new planes will have far lower
emissions and after 2035 short-haul jets should have net-zero
emissions. The hydrogen technology could be extended to twin-
aisle planes, all of which should be using more biofuels. No switch
will be flicked but in around a decade the journey to clean up travel
will start in earnest. 7

Business travel is as old as the traders who carted silks and
spices between ancient civilisations. The executive tapping at a

laptop as other flyers recline their seats and settle down with a
glass of wine is a more recent phenomenon. The physical move-
ment of goods on ships and planes and the supply chains that un-
derpin global manufacturing and services firms rely on an army of
businessfolk flying around the planet. But that army is in retreat.

Executives, diplomats and government employees, and ngo

staff still trot the globe. Bosses of big companies often spend more
time in corporate jets than with their families. At lower altitude
workers travel to fit out factories, attend trade shows and confer-
ences, launch new products or meet clients. Business class is a re-
cent arrival. Airlines pitched it between first and economy class
only in the late 1970s. Such travel has grown a lot in the past 25
years. According to Bernstein, an equity-research firm, total
spending on international and domestic travel in 1995 amounted
to $2.1trn, of which $400bn was for business. By 2019 around a
quarter of the total, or $1.3trn, was spent on business travel. 

Covid-19 has hit corporate jaunts hard. A poll in January by the

Global Business Travel Association found that 79% of its members
had cancelled all or most business travel. Credit Suisse reckons
2021 will see 65% fewer international business trips than in 2019.
Bill Gates thinks the shift will be permanent. “My prediction
would be that over 50% of business travel…will go away,” he says.
That may be too pessimistic. The boss of one aviation firm sees a
full return. Bernstein goes for up to 24% never coming back. Credit
Suisse reckons 10-20% will disappear for good. Citi, another bank,
plumps for 25%. Any recovery will be long in coming. McKinsey, a
consultancy, points out that business travel rebounded more
slowly than leisure travel after earlier disruptions, noting that
after the financial crisis the number of international business
trips from America fell by 13% (against 7% for leisure travel) and
took five years to recover, compared with two years for tourism.

Every knock that travel has taken in recent decades has been
followed by similar predictions of permanent decline. Each time it
has failed to materialise. Why is this time different? Vaccines, fast-
testing regimes and the dropping of travel bans might yet open the
door for leisure travel. But Zoom, Google hangouts, Skype and oth-
er video-conferencing services have a better chance of per-
manently replacing business-class tickets, for several reasons.
One is that companies badly hit by covid-19 will be under pressure
to cut costs—and travel is an easy target. Second, a blizzard of
pledges to cut carbon emissions and hit climate-change targets
make cutting flying “low-hanging fruit”, says Paul Flatters of the
Trajectory Partnership, a consultancy. Third, even though vaccines
may reopen borders to many travellers, so long as covid-19 is at
large firms will be reluctant to sanction trips not strictly required. 

Some types of business trip are harder to conduct over a screen
and so likely to revive. Vik Krishnan of McKinsey notes that these
include sales and client meetings. Personal contact, especially
when seeking new business, is hard to replicate digitally. And once
one company resumes meetings in person, so will its competitors.
Manufacturers will struggle to monitor remotely factories in far-
flung corners of their supply chains. Trade shows and conferences
that bring many people together in close proximity are more vul-
nerable, notes Bernstein. Hybrid shows, with some people present
and others joining online may attract a larger audience who might 

Video-conferencing rules

Business travel may never fully recover from covid-19

Business travel

Lecturing from afar
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2 otherwise have neither the time nor the excuse to attend, says Car-
oline Bremner of Euromonitor, a data firm. Plenty of low-level in-
ternal meetings will migrate permanently to the online world. One
executive who has not flown in months happily notes that the sort
of trip that required flying halfway around the world for one short
meeting will go for good. Though the number of trips is likely to
fall, their length may increase as executives try to fit in more, per-
haps visiting several outposts in one country in a single trip. 

If around a fifth of business travel never returns, that will have
big consequences for airlines. Most accommodate some business
travellers. Legacy airlines, which rely disproportionately on long-
haul business customers, will suffer the most. But even low-cost
carriers, which have targeted business travellers in recent years
with flexible tickets at higher fares, will feel the pinch. Some 17m of
easyJet’s 96m passengers in 2019 were flying on business, almost a
fifth of the total and up from 10m in 2012. Southwest is even more
reliant, with two-fifths of passengers paying business fares. But
the mark-up over economy fares is generally lower than a legacy

carrier’s price premium of three- to six-times as much as economy.
For the likes of iag, Lufthansa and Air France-klm, around

25-30% of revenues come from passengers flopping into business-
class seats. A rule of thumb for legacy airlines is that business class
comprises 10% of tickets, but 40% of revenues and up to 80% of
profits. Citi reckons that every 1% fall in business custom knocks
10% off profits. Some airlines are trying to change how they oper-
ate. ba, which is part of iag, is trying to sell business-class seats to
leisure travellers, but it can never charge as much as to a late-book-
ing executive. The secular decline in business travel will mean a
smaller business cabin—and higher long-haul economy fares. 

The likelihood that lucrative business travel will rebound more
slowly than leisure is a blow to airlines that depend disproportion-
ately on companies picking up the tab. A permanent decline will
make life harder still. Yet for the executive who has had to spend
weeks of every year on the road the chance to leave the wheelie-bag
in the cupboard more often and settle down in front of a computer
screen instead may come as something of a relief. 7

High flyers

The wealthy are not bound by airline schedules 

Corporate jets are emerging from
covid-19 in better shape than commer-

cial ones. Bosses of big companies and the
super-rich have long relied on owning or
chartering their own small jets. As Jim
Currier of Honeywell, a conglomerate,
points out, business aviation suffered as
much as commercial airlines at the start of
the pandemic, but recovery has been
“steady, consistent and at a higher pace”.
The number of flights undertaken by
scheduled airlines was down by 49% in
2020 on a year earlier whereas business
flights were down by only 24%, according
to WingX, a private-aviation data firm. Mr
Currier expects a full recovery by
mid-2021.

Economic jolts have taken a toll on
business aviation, which had barely recov-
ered from the financial crisis of 2008-09.
Annual sales of new planes fell by almost
half from a peak of 1,200 in 2008 to 700 a
year, as the mood in boardrooms turned
against corporate jets. But a health crisis is
different to an economic one. Chad An-
derson of Jetcraft, which sells new and
used business planes, notes that second-
hand planes have not been dumped on the
market as in the financial crisis. With so
many international flights grounded,
executives and the ultra-rich may be
joined permanently by the merely wealthy. 

A new class of private traveller has
emerged that Mr Currier characterises as
those who used to fly first class but,
though they can afford it, have not seen
any value in chartering a private jet. It is a
big step up in price, perhaps five to ten
times, says Richard Koe, of WingX. Yet

anecdotal evidence suggests that the
number of “first timers”, who want to
avoid crowds on commercial jets and in
airports, has doubled with covid-19.

Charter companies are doing what they
can to hold onto these new clients by
offering more flexible deals than the long-
term commitments usually required. Mr
Koe reckons that the outcome will be an
industry that provides a more flexible
on-demand service in future. But as priv-
ate jets emit up to 20-times as much car-
bon per passenger as a commercial flight,
the industry will also have to make more
effort to introduce sustainable fuels,
carbon-offsetting programmes, and hy-
brid and electric technology.

The mega-rich may also lead the way to
the next step change in the speed of travel.

Supersonic planes could cut journey
times almost in half. Several are on the
drawing board. Aerion, an American firm,
hopes to have an eight-to-ten-seat su-
personic jet on sale by 2025. Boom Su-
personic plans a larger 55-seat all-busi-
ness-class jet. 

The latest holiday destination for the
ultra-rich may open the door to even
speedier jaunts. Space tourism may
change travel if the technology to take a
few people to the edge of space can be
developed into hypersonic flights at
mind-boggling speeds. Elon Musk’s
SpaceX hopes to use its giant Starship
rocket to fly 100 people around the world
in the blink of an eye: New York to Shang-
hai in 39 minutes, and for less than the
current price of a business-class ticket. 

How to avoid the crowds
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Venetians can be credited with one significant intervention in
the history of travel and one near miss. Disgruntlement over

the constant din led them to consider a ban on wheelie-bags in
Venice’s alleyways in 2014, though it was never enacted. Seven cen-
turies earlier the city pioneered the use of international borders to
stop an infectious disease. The word quarantine is derived from a
requirement for ships to anchor offshore for 40 days if plague was
suspected. Perhaps inconvenient for ancient mariners, the impact
on the travel business of attempts to keep covid-19 at bay has been
greater. Efforts to restore confidence have accelerated moves to
make travel more digital, contactless and seamless.

Reinstating international travel depends on reassuring people
that it is safe and finding ways acceptable to health authorities to
let passengers fly. Long quarantines are almost as much of a deter-
rent to travel as a ban, says Andrew Charlton of Aviation Advocacy,
a consultancy. “The public are not scared of flying, they are scared
of arriving.” Getting people back onto planes is not a problem, if
the rebound in domestic markets where covid-19 persists is a
guide. A poll in July 2020 by ubs found that only 10% of European
leisure travellers and 9% of businessfolk would refuse to fly in the
foreseeable future. In October data collected by iata found that
only 44 out of 1.2bn passengers since the start of 2020 were known
or thought to have contracted covid-19 on a plane. iata’s medical
adviser notes that, even if 90% of cases went unreported, that im-
plies just one infection for 2.7m passengers. 

Commercial jets are fitted with a grade of air filter found in op-
erating theatres. The air on board is replaced 20-30 times an hour.
Seating arrangements help. Boeing reckons that sitting side by
side in an aircraft facing a seat back is equivalent to sitting seven
feet apart indoors on the ground. New measures make flying safer
still. Some airlines are keeping middle seats in economy free. Hy-
giene practices go far beyond the cabin crew sauntering down the
aisle collecting rubbish. Queuing for the toilet is banned on some
flights and airlines have introduced rules to keep passengers apart
by ensuring they get on and off in strict row order. Planes are thor-
oughly disinfected between flights. 

The main obstacles to a rapid rebound are closed borders and
ever-changing regulations for entry, as covid-19 ebbs and flows.
Out of 220 countries monitored by Kayak, a travel firm, 50 remain
closed to air travel, and most of the rest have some restrictions. Ef-
fective vaccines give hope, but Gloria Guevara, boss of the wttc,
says the travel industry “cannot wait”. Her organisation says that
198m jobs are at risk if current restrictions remain in place until
the summer.

The aviation industry has pushed testing to get planes back in
the air. But agreement on how, where and when to test is covered
by such a mish-mash of different requirements as to make flying
even more troublesome. The Centres for Disease Control and Pre-
vention recommends that Americans should have a test one-to-
three days before flying and three-to-five days after a trip abroad,
and also isolate at home for seven days. It also requires travellers
to America to have evidence of a negative test. Many other coun-
tries require a test as a condition of entry. This is often accompa-
nied by checks on arrival and a period in quarantine, sometimes in
a hotel at the traveller’s expense. A pcr test, often required by

countries that insist on a test before travelling, can cost $50-150. 
Until fast, accurate and cheap tests are available or vaccinations

are widespread, the hope is that a standard pre-departure regime
could allow a restart of international travel. Airlines think trials of
different systems may provide evidence that pre-flight testing is
enough to dispense with quarantine rules. iata and aci World, a
global airports association, have called for an internationally re-
cognised pre-flight testing regime to replace quarantine.

If such systems are to work, mutually agreed standards and
some way of showing that passengers are covid-free and/or vacci-
nated will be needed. Qantas’s boss, Alan Joyce, reckons a valid
vaccination “passport” may become a general pre-boarding re-
quirement. This has led to a flurry of activity to develop digital-
health passes. iata is promoting Travel Pass, a digital-health app,
that allows governments to verify tests and identities of passen-
gers presenting a result issued by a recognised laboratory. Free to
travellers, airlines will pay a small fee. A more recent vaccination
credential initiative, backed by tech giants including Microsoft
and Oracle, has a similar aim.

Such technology will become common, reckons Arnaud Vais-
sié of International sos, the world’s biggest travel-security firm.
aokpass, its digital-health pass, is secure and easily readable using
blockchain technology. Apps like this will be the basis for a new fo-
cus on health in travel. Mr Vaissié notes that, after 9/11, security
went from being an obscure corporate function to the main priori-
ty in many boardrooms. Health information will become as vital to
international travel as a passport is today.

The experience of electronic tickets for airlines, which went
from 20% of the total in 2004 to 100% by 2008, shows that digital
data-sharing can cut costs and make travel easier. Technical hur-
dles remain to making different health systems interoperable with
each other and with airlines’ passenger-information systems. Jef-
frey Goh, boss of Star Alliance, the world’s biggest airline alliance,
says the industry is resigned to living with multiple passes. Perso-
nal data will need to be secure but systems must also be flexible

enough to reveal what health data is re-
quired where—lots on arrival in snooping
Singapore but little apart from covid-free
status in America, say. And a way needs to
be found not to discriminate against pas-
sengers who are unable to take a vaccine. 

It helps that the travel industry has long
been working on how to make journeys
more seamless. Steve Peterson of ibm, an-
other company working on a digital-health
pass, says such systems could be the “back-

Well travelled

New health and other apps may make travel easier

Testing and vaccines Slow opening-up
World destinations* by travel restriction type, 2020, %
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bone” for storing more data, allowing a new level of personalisa-
tion in travel. He cites the example of a passenger with a trip from
London to New York that includes a plane ticket, hotel and tran-
sport on arrival. If something changes, such as a delayed flight, an
app loaded with personal preferences can automatically rebook all
these elements. It may eventually book the entire trip, with a trav-
eller just entering where and when to go and letting details of past
journeys and personal preferences guide the choice of flight, hotel
and so on.

Passage through airports may be about to get easier as well. Jeff
Lennon of Vison-Box, a Portuguese operator of automated border
controls, argues that “biometrics is the enabler…the face is the
key”. An app will store a person’s credentials, cameras can then re-
cognise the traveller at security and boarding gates will automati-
cally open. Travel may thus become a more seamless, even person-
alised experience, with business customers greeted by name and
even given their favourite drink. Nina Brooks of aci World reports
that some 50 airports are trying out biometrics. The ideal outcome
would be continued travel without most of today’s hassles. 7

It is an unfortunate fact that the ease of throwing things into a
wheelie-bag and travelling far and wide helped spread covid-19

around the world. The effects on leisure travel and destinations
that rely on tourism will be felt for years to come. But just as the
way we travel may improve as a result, so the chance for countries
to rethink tourism industries could turn a bruised and battered in-
dustry into a better one.

The pursuit of pleasure using cultural pursuits as cover goes
back to the days of the grand tourists, who trawled Europe’s artistic
heritage as well as indulging in more hedonistic activities. As sou-
venirs they returned with paintings, sculptures and sometimes
syphilis. Travel was hard and expensive. The earl of Salisbury spent
the equivalent of nearly £500,000 today on his grand tour in the
18th century, according to mbna, a credit-card firm. Even 50 years
ago foreign travel was a luxury pursuit. In 1970 a return flight from
New York to London cost around $500
(equivalent to $3,500 today). 

Lower fares and the rise of the internet
have made holidays cheaper and easier to
arrange. Airlines, hotel chains, car-hire
firms and other businesses have moved
online. Dedicated internet travel agents
like Expedia and Booking.com have
emerged. Online peer-to-peer review sites
offer a mostly honest assessment of hotels,
restaurants and tourist sites. Airbnb and its
competitors have created a new class of ac-
commodation. The frictional costs of travel
have fallen sharply.

Such is the stunning growth of tourism
that the 72% decline in trips in the first ten
months of 2020 on a year earlier merely
took international travel back to where it
was in 1990. Leisure travel accounts for the

biggest slice but the rest contributes too. Business travellers stay in
hotels, eat at restaurants and hire cars. Some visits to relatives or
friends may be barely distinguishable from a holiday. 

Not only are there more trips, but the world is a bigger oyster. In
1950 the top 15 destinations—with America, France, Italy and Spain
the most visited—claimed 97% of tourist arrivals. By 2015 that
share had dropped to just over half. Europe, with it historic cities,
countryside and beaches, still rules, taking just over half of all in-
ternational travellers. That is twice the share of the Asia-Pacific re-
gion, the next most popular area. Europe rakes in the most re-
ceipts, around 37% of the global total, worth some $619bn in 2019.
France and Spain are the most popular countries for a visit. The top
spots may not have changed, but their arrivals have. Chinese visits
overseas have grown from just 9m trips in 1999 to 150m in 2018.

Travellers’ preference for richer countries has created large in-
dustries. Spain relied on domestic and foreign visitors for 11.8% of
gdp in 2019, France 7.4% and Mexico 8.7%. Poorer countries lean
even more on tourist dollars. America is the biggest country for
travel spending, some $1.8trn in 2019, but overseas visitors have
put tourism at the heart of many economies. In Aruba it accounts
for nearly three-quarters of gdp; in most other small Caribbean is-
lands it is also the main economic activity. Other poorer countries
are less reliant overall but have vast tourist industries. Thailand
welcomed around 10m foreign tourists in 2001. By 2019 it had
grown fourfold (with a quarter of the total coming from China),
bringing in 1.9trn baht ($60bn) and contributing some 18% of gdp. 

The emptying of tourist trails and resorts resembling ghost
towns is causing massive upheaval. unctad estimated that losses
could amount to 2.8% of world output if international arrivals
dropped by 66% in 2020. The oecd now reckons that the drop was
more like 80%. And the expectation is that international arrivals
will probably not recover to pre-covid levels until 2023. 

Tourism is a resilient industry. But it faces a downturn like no
other. Firms reliant on visitors may not be best placed to survive.
According to the wtcc, around 80% of tourist businesses world-
wide, from hotels to restaurants to tour guides, are small business-
es. Large hotel chains may have the balance-sheets to weather the
storm or the management skills to reconfigure their business to
cater more to domestic travellers. Small businesses probably lack
the cash to invest in equipment for contactless payments or better
cleaning and hygiene to reassure returning tourists.

The uncertain path to recovery raises questions over what will
remain. The unwto reckons that countries with a big share of do-
mestic tourism—America, China and India have the largest home
markets—will recover more quickly. Travel restrictions have kept
China’s high-rollers at home, giving its fanciest hotels their best

year ever. But even domestic tourism is far
from a saviour. Britain and Spain, for ex-
ample, reckon on a decrease in domestic
tourism of 45-50% in 2020. 

These problems have prompted various
responses to keep businesses alive. Some
countries such as France, which launched
an $18bn bail-out in May, have aimed cash
directly at tourist businesses. Others are
trying to reassure tourists that their coun-
tries are safe by developing protocols and
guidelines for tourism workers. Luís
Araújo, president of the Portuguese Na-
tional Tourism Authority, says his organi-
sation has arranged training for 60,000
workers at restaurants, hotels and travel
agents to create a safer travel experience.
Finland and Greece are among countries
with new training programmes aimed at 

The holiday only just began

Tourism will rebound, and may even improve

Tourism

In need of tourists
Inbound tourism spending as % of GDP
Selected countries, 2018

Sources: UNCTAD; UNWTO
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improving the digital presence of tourist businesses.
Some parts of the tourist economy will do better than others.

Travel firms have noted a rising preference for self-catering and
private accommodation over hotels. Coastal and rural locations,
far from crowds, will recover faster than cities. Cyril Ranque of Ex-
pedia notes that his customers are more inclined to drive to do-
mestic locations but then to stay longer than before. But these
trends, he believes, are “all temporary”.

Waiting for the rebound
The travel bug seems certain to outlast the virus. Its first manifes-
tation may be “revenge tourism” as people get away after a year of
lockdowns and quarantines. But some things will change for good.
A preoccupation in previous centuries, health and hygiene will re-
emerge as central to holiday planning. Guidebooks from Baedeker,
a German publisher, were never reticent about warning travellers
of the filth they faced in foreign climes even in the early 20th cen-
tury, bemoaning the “evil sanitary reputation of Naples”. Destina-
tions will continue to boast of their scenery, cuisine and beaches
but safety and hygiene will become as important, says Ian Yeo-
man, a tourism academic at Victoria University of Wellington,
New Zealand. This may benefit longer-established destinations,
tilting visitors away from poorer countries.

Those countries will not be deliberately trying to avoid tourists,
even so. Some remote places have used the hiatus to build a better
online presence, says Mr Ranque. He points to other innovations
to make travel less of a bother. Flexibility, to cope with last-minute
changes of plans, will endure. Late or even last-minute bookings
are more common. Josh Belkin of Hotels.com reports that, because
people are taking more staycations and travelling by car rather
than plane, they are booking hotels later, on average 13 days before
a trip rather than the 20 before covid-19. 

Many travel companies and airlines have introduced more flex-
ible rebooking policies. Faced by a wave of cancellations as co-

vid-19 took hold, Expedia introduced “one-click cancellation” to
deal with all elements from flights and hotels to car hire. Firms
that use its platform can deploy new tools to add special offers to
listings to encourage last-minute bookers and manage refunds.
Gathering real-time data on searches, and sharing them with busi-
nesses that relied on information from previous years to set prices,
could also lead to a better match between supply and demand and
encourage more dynamic pricing. In future, personalised custom-
er data should allow travel firms to recommend holidays in a more
focused way.

Covid-19 presents a “once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to move
towards more sustainable and resilient models of tourism devel-
opment”, says the oecd. “Tourism was seen as unambiguously
good 20 years ago...now it’s a double-edged sword,” says Paul Flat-
ters of the Trajectory Partnership. Concerns about the impact of
tourism on the environment predate the pandemic. But tourism
also broadens awareness of different cultures and environmental
issues and helps pay for wildlife conservation, as well as providing
employment and economic development.

Many destinations failed to strike a balance between tourist
numbers and local sensibilities. Venetians have long protested
against vast cruise ships, prompting some firms to drop the city
from their itineraries. Venice also plans to impose a levy on all visi-

tors from 2022. Anti-tourist slogans
daubed on walls have greeted visitors to
Barcelona, which has clamped down on il-
legal holiday letting (as have Berlin and
other places in which holiday lets have re-
placed rental properties, forcing up prices
for residents). Amsterdam is considering a
ban on non-residents buying cannabis in
its notorious coffee shops, to encourage a
better class of tourist. Machu Picchu,
where trails were overrun, imposed a pre-

Correct distancing by the sea

Many destina-
tions failed to
strike a balance
between tourist
numbers and
local sensibilities
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International travel is sure to recover, not least because its
benefits have long been appreciated. “Travel and change of place

impart new vigour to the mind,” is a quote attributed to Seneca, a
first-century Roman philosopher of the Stoic school. That is as
true of the relaxation of a package trip to the seaside or a trek in the
Himalayas as it is of visiting a close friend abroad or of a business
leader seeking new opportunities. The goal of stoicism was to en-
courage virtue and maximise happiness. Travel often brings both
virtue and happiness. It could be a bigger part of the bargain when
the wheelie-bag era resumes.

The urge to travel is unlikely to be permanently dimmed by co-
vid-19 even if the means to do it suffers a long-lasting hit and some
destinations take years to recover. All forecasts reckon on travel
and tourism returning to prepandemic levels over the next few
years and then continuing on a path of growth. Looking back, there
will appear to have been a “blip in demand but no impact over 20
years,” says Michael Khan of Oliver Wyman, a consultancy. Under-
lying motives and the longer-term factors of growing wealth and
increasing leisure time seem certain to reassert themselves. The
rapid growth of Chinese tourism shows the importance that the
newly wealthy place on taking a well-earned break. A growing glo-
bal middle class will see the Chinese joined by Indians, Malaysians
and Indonesians. This could bring significant shifts. Asia’s bur-
geoning middle class and the preference for regional travel could
mean that South-East Asia overhauls the Mediterranean as the

world’s preferred holiday destination.
The hope is that vaccines will bring a return of something ap-

proaching normality despite the emergence of a more transmissi-
ble form of covid-19 in the final weeks of 2020, bringing another
round of travel restrictions as countries rapidly banned visitors
from affected countries. For all such setbacks, a recovery could be-
gin in earnest in the second half of this year as vaccines start to
tame the virus and those in lockdown for many months take ad-
vantage of cheap tickets to get away, events delayed by families
spread around the world are rescheduled and executives take to
the air again. Yet how will travel look different, in both the short
and longer term?

More airlines, the main means of foreign travel, will fail and
others will remain under closer state control. Some long-haul
fares will rise and short-haul carriers go bust. But this should
create new opportunities for low-cost competitors, helping keep
prices in check. Health will become as central to travel as an airline
ticket and passport. The apps and platforms that will keep people
safe by allowing sharing of health status should also help make tra-
vel easier and smoother. Safety will become more of a selling-
point alongside visitor attractions, making for better-trained staff
and richer experiences. Holiday destinations will start to look
more carefully at the drawbacks as well as the benefits of tourism.
New technology and pressure from governments and more envi-
ronmentally aware passengers will eventually result in net-zero-
emissions aircraft. 

Despite recent rapid growth, foreign travel is still an experience
for the few, not the many. As the world gets richer and populations
age, the numbers with the time and the means to take a holiday
abroad will keep growing. As aviation bosses are quick to point
out, there is a vast untapped market: around 80% of the world’s
population has never set foot on an airliner. A trip abroad is still a
rarity for most. A study by Stefan Gossling at Linnaeus University
in Sweden finds that only 11% of the world’s population took a
flight in 2018 and at most 4% flew abroad. Even in rich countries
less than half the population caught a plane. A huge swathe of the
world’s population could be preparing for a holiday.

Further step changes in the price and speed of travel, opening
up more out-of-the-way places and allowing more choice, will
change the whole business yet again. This could come most obvi-
ously from supersonic travel, which despite the commercial fail-
ure of Concorde seems likely to return, lopping several hours off
long flights. Some startups are already developing small super-
sonic corporate jets. And there is potential scope for even speedier
jaunts if space tourism can be successfully brought into play. The
technology to take passengers to the edge of space could produce
hypersonic flights, with the possibility of flying people around the
world in next to no time. The price of travel may not have much
further to fall, but greater speed is certainly on the horizon. And
that will doubtless require another step change in luggage tech-
nology beyond the wheelie-bag. 7

Faster, higher, longer

Travel will return, more exotically than ever

The future

covid limit of 5,000 visitors a day. That will be cut to 675 to ensure
social distancing.

Covid-19 offers the chance not only to reset tourism to reduce
the numbers who spend the least but also to spread them out. Bar-
celona has run a campaign to encourage people to venture away
from the old city. Thailand has a scheme to promote 55 less visited
parts of the country. Concentrating on attracting fewer tourists
ready to spend more is one way to promote a healthier business.
And sustainability may become a more important guide to choices
as awareness of climate change and the less welcome effects of
tourism grow. Getting the right balance between economic, envi-
ronmental and social benefits and costs has seen a new emphasis
on sustainability. Mexico thinks covid-19 will help with its “Mexi-
co Reborn Sustainable” campaign, which aims in part to create
new routes that spread tourist dollars more widely and promote
destinations that tap into fast-growing nature tourism. 

A dynamic tourism economy depends on the availability of a
variety of services, from accommodation and good services to at-
tractions, activities and events. Whether a critical mass of services
will remain everywhere is less clear. Less choice and competition,
if businesses go bust, may mean higher prices. The rapid growth of
tourist economies in recent years suggests they can be rebuilt
swiftly. But for all those governments that redesign their tourism
strategies to keep down crowds and protect the environment, oth-
ers may compete by racing to the bottom, using deep discounts to
fill hotels and planes. Tourist numbers will recover and continue
to grow either way. Greater efforts to manage them carefully
should make for a better experience for everyone. 7
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For the previous two American presi-
dents, the war in Yemen seemed like an

afterthought. Barack Obama backed the
Saudi-led coalition fighting on behalf of
Yemen’s government against the Houthi
rebels. But it was a cynical decision meant
to blunt Saudi anger over the nuclear deal
he reached with Iran in 2015. Then came
Donald Trump, who resisted calls to curtail
American support for the war. Instead he
signed huge arms deals with Saudi Arabia.

Joe Biden has promised a different ap-
proach. In a wide-ranging speech at the
State Department on February 4th, Mr Bi-
den excoriated the “humanitarian and stra-
tegic catastrophe” of the war in Yemen,
now in its seventh year. There was no hy-
perbole in his diagnosis. More than 112,000
people have been killed in the fighting.
With the economy devastated, four out of
five Yemenis rely on aid to survive. Collaps-
ing health and sanitation systems caused a
years-long cholera outbreak; the United

Nations warns of incipient famine.
To take Mr Biden at his word, America

will no longer be complicit in this. It will
continue to sell defensive arms to Saudi
Arabia, which the Houthis have targeted
scores of times with drones and missiles,
including an attack on February 10th that
targeted the airport in Abha. But Mr Biden
pledged to end “all American support for
offensive operations”, including arms
sales. He also reversed the Trump adminis-
tration’s eleventh-hour decision to label
the Houthis a terrorist group and tapped a
respected diplomat, Timothy Lenderking,
to serve as his special envoy for Yemen.

Much will depend on the details of his
policy. If America merely cuts off the flow
of “smart” bombs, the Saudis can continue
dropping dumber ones. If it goes further,
though, it could hobble the Saudi war
machine. Between 2015 and 2019 the king-
dom was the world’s largest arms importer,
according to figures collected by the Stock-

holm International Peace Research Insti-
tute, a think-tank. Around three-quarters
of that came from America, with another
13% from Britain (see chart on next page). 

Years of lavish spending mean the king-
dom has all the tanks and warplanes it
needs. But it still needs other things from
America, such as munitions and spare
parts. Mr Biden has already paused a $478m
deal for 7,500 guided missiles announced
in the waning days of the Trump adminis-
tration. And the Saudis still rely on Ameri-
can help for everything from identifying
targets on the battlefield to keeping their
kit in shape. If America stops maintaining
Saudi jets, half of the kingdom’s air force
could be affected, estimates Tom Beckett of
the International Institute for Strategic
Studies, a think-tank in London.

At best, though, this would ease a con-
flict that had reached an impasse anyway.
The United Arab Emirates (uae) had been
the most effective partner in the coalition.
But it largely withdrew from the war in
2019, leaving the Saudis to muddle along
against an intransigent foe. The Houthis
have been fighting the Yemeni state for de-
cades and have shown little appetite for
compromise. Other Yemeni groups are also
vying for power. Months of un-backed
peace talks have not produced a deal.

America’s about-face on Yemen may
matter more for the future of its partner-
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ship with Saudi Arabia. Forged in 1945,
when Franklin Roosevelt met King Abdul-
aziz aboard an American cruiser in Egypt’s
Great Bitter Lake, it has grown dysfunction-
al since the turn of the century. The attacks
of September 11th 2001—overseen by the
Saudi-born Osama bin Laden and carried
out by mostly Saudi hijackers—led many
Americans to associate the kingdom with
terrorism. Eighteen months later George
W. Bush invaded Iraq, over the objections
of some Saudi officials, who feared (cor-
rectly) that it would destabilise the region.

Still, the Saudis remained friendly with
Mr Bush. Not so with his successor. They
were furious in 2011 when, as revolution
brewed in Egypt, Mr Obama called on
Hosni Mubarak, its longtime dictator, to
step down. It seemed to them a hasty be-
trayal of an American partner—one that
left them worried about their own status. A
far bigger rupture came in 2015, when Mr
Obama signed the deal under which Iran
curbed its nuclear programme in exchange
for sanctions relief. For Mr Obama it was a
legacy-defining achievement. For the Sau-
dis it was a reckless boost to their arch-
nemesis, one that offered Iran the prospect
of legitimacy and economic growth.

No surprise, then, that the Saudis were
happy to see Mr Obama go. They spared no
effort to charm Mr Trump. Unusually for an
American president, he made his first for-
eign trip to Saudi Arabia, where his hosts
feted him with a traditional sword dance
and a bizarre glowing orb. The president’s
decision to withdraw from the nuclear deal
was well received in the kingdom. After the
murder in 2018 of Jamal Khashoggi, a Saudi
journalist dismembered by Saudi agents
inside the kingdom’s consulate in Istan-
bul, Mr Trump helped shield the govern-
ment from consequences.

Yet Mr Trump was hardly a reliable
partner either. The Saudis (and other Gulf
states) were shaken in 2019 when he did not
retaliate for an Iranian attack on their oil
facilities. And his embrace turned Saudi
Arabia into a partisan issue in Washington.

Many Democrats, and some Republicans,
want to see the kingdom punished for the
carnage in Yemen and Mr Khashoggi’s mur-
der. Mr Biden himself said in a presidential
debate that he would treat it like a “pariah”.

That is unlikely. Americans may be ex-
asperated with Saudi Arabia, but it remains
a big oil producer and a useful intelligence
partner. Mr Biden cannot simply cut ties.
Nor, however, can he avoid confrontation.
He plans to re-enter the nuclear deal with
Iran. And he will probably keep up his criti-
cism of the kingdom’s human-rights re-
cord, as it seems to have produced a result:
the release on February 10th of Loujain al-
Hathloul, a women’s rights activist. Mr Bi-
den’s challenge will be to find a path that
neither indulges the kingdom’s worst im-
pulses nor reinforces its worst fears. 7

The king’s arms suppliers
Arms exporters to Saudi Arabia
Trend indicator value*, bn

Source: SIPRI
*Measures value of arms transfers, adjusted
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The drive from Benghazi to Tripoli, Lib-
ya’s capital, should take ten hours. But

the coastal road connecting the two cities
has been impassable for most of the past
decade because of an on-and-off civil war.
Since Libyans toppled Muammar Qaddafi,
their old dictator, in 2011, various groups
have fought for control of the country—
and for parts of the road. Today, near the
road’s mid-point outside Sirte, militias,
boulders and landmines block the way.

Opening that road is one of many tasks
facing the new Libyan administration un-
veiled in Geneva on February 5th. Holding
presidential and parliamentary elections
in December is its primary job. The body,
led by a three-person presidential council
and a prime minister, was chosen by 74 Lib-
yans in a forum representing the country’s
regions at talks sponsored by the United
Nations. It was the un’s fourth attempt to
establish a unified government in Libya
since the revolution. But the new adminis-
tration faces some old problems. 

The biggest of these is meddling by for-
eign powers. Turkey and Qatar back the
Government of National Accord (gna) and
its allied militias, which control the west
(see map). The gna was the un’s third at-
tempt at a unified government. But it has
been challenged by the self-styled Libyan
National Army (lna) led by Khalifa Haftar,
a renegade general who dominates the
east. He is backed by Egypt, France, Russia
and the United Arab Emirates. Even so, the
general’s siege of Tripoli was broken last
year by forces loyal to the gna, which then

pushed the lna back to Sirte.
Some of these foreign powers probably

do not want the new administration to suc-
ceed. But there has been cause for hope in
the past six months. A ceasefire negotiated
by the un in October has largely held and
prisoners have been exchanged. In Sep-
tember General Haftar lifted a blockade on
oil exports, the country’s main source of in-
come. A separate government in the east,
allied to the general, agreed with the gna

on a single exchange rate for the Libyan di-
nar and the resumption of flights between
east and west. Countries are reopening
their embassies in Tripoli.

When the un created the gna in 2015, it
met behind closed doors and imposed
Fayez al-Serraj, a largely unknown politi-
cian, as prime minister. It was more inclu-
sive and transparent when setting up the
new administration. The proceedings of
the 74-member forum were broadcast live
on the un’s website, as were interviews
with candidates for the presidential coun-
cil and prime minister, who ran on four-
person lists (and who agreed not to stand
for office in December). “When we began
the process in November, the delegates
were cursing each other,” says a un official.
“By February they stayed up after midnight
laughing and chatting together.”

The delegates took observers by sur-
prise, rejecting a list of powerful politi-
cians from east and west in favour of peo-
ple who had never held high office. The
presidential council will be led by Muham-
mad al-Menfi, a former diplomat. The new
prime minister is one of the country’s rich-
est men, Abdul Hamid Dabaiba. During the
Qaddafi era he ran the state-owned Libyan
Investment and Development Company,
responsible for some of the country’s big-
gest public-works projects. His brother-in-
law, Ali Dabaiba, has been investigated for
allegedly embezzling millions of dollars
from public funds, perhaps with the help of
his family. Ali sat on the forum and is ac-
cused of trying to buy votes for Abdul Ha-
mid. He denies all of these claims.

Can a new administration reunite
war-torn Libya?
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Critics of the Dabaiba family believe it
will use its influence to hog contracts and
increase its wealth. “He’ll try to get as much
as he can,” says a un official, referring to
Abdul Hamid. Others, though, liken him to
Rafiq al-Hariri, the businessman who led
and rebuilt Lebanon after its long civil
war—and who also was dogged by corrup-
tion allegations.

General Haftar and militia leaders in the
west encouraged their representatives on
the forum to choose the winning list be-
cause they reckoned it would make for a
weak administration. It will certainly
struggle to persuade the warlords to give up
their arms. It may also have trouble win-
ning over Libyans in the east, many of
whom distrust the new prime minister be-
cause he comes from the western city of
Misrata. Abdullah al-Thani, head of the
eastern government, says he is waiting for
instructions from the old parliament,
which sits in the eastern city of Tobruk.

The foreign powers pay lip-service to
the political process, but they ignored the
un’s deadline of January 23rd to withdraw.
Turkey wants to maintain influence in Lib-
ya. In 2019 it signed a deal with the gna that
supposedly gives Turkey the right to drill
for oil and gas in waters off Greek islands. It
views Mr Dabaiba, who has business inter-
ests in Turkey, as an ally.

Russia, meanwhile, wants to preserve
its access to air bases and ports facing
nato’s underbelly. It dispatched more mer-
cenaries to Libya shortly after the new gov-
ernment was voted in. And it continues to
help General Haftar dig his “Maginot line”,
a fortified trench running from Sirte into
the desert. That will not make the new gov-
ernment’s job any easier. 7

The narrow waters separating the Ara-
bian peninsula from the Horn of Africa

have never served as much of a moat.
Goods and people routinely cross. Iran and
the United Arab Emirates (uae), in particu-
lar, are increasingly active in the Horn.
Tensions between them rose after the uae

established diplomatic ties with Israel last
year, a move that Iran furiously con-
demned. A string of recent arrests shows
how the rivalry between the two is adding
volatility to an already unstable region.

In recent weeks Ethiopia arrested 15
people for allegedly plotting to attack the
uae’s embassies in Ethiopia and Sudan.

The authorities said that those arrested
were working for a “foreign terrorist
group”, but did not say which. Around the
same time Sweden said it was holding two
men, a Swede and an Eritrean, on suspicion
of planning a terrorist offence in an un-
named foreign country. Western intelli-
gence sources say the arrests were linked
and Iran was behind the planned attacks.

That would be nothing new for Iran. It
has a history of plotting attacks in Africa,
often unsuccessfully. Western spies be-
lieve it may be looking for soft targets so
that it can retaliate against its rivals, name-
ly America, Israel and the Gulf states.

Iran is destabilising the Horn in other
ways, too. Since 2013 un experts have
voiced concerns to the Security Council
about a flow of weapons from Yemen and
Iran into Somalia. In recent years as many
as four shipments every month have been
arriving. Western and local forces have in-
tercepted several boats heading for Soma-
lia and Yemen, loaded with weapons made
in Iran or North Korea. Some of these arms
may go to al-Shabab, a Somali jihadist
group. Others may be destined for Houthi
rebels in Yemen. Last June, for instance,
Saudi Arabia seized a dhow carrying anti-
tank missiles and thousands of assault ri-
fles made in Iran on their way to Yemen via
smuggling networks in Somalia. 

In January al-Shabab released a video
commemorating its attack last year on an
American air base in Manda Bay on Kenya’s
coast. Its fighters can be seen carrying Ira-
nian-made rocket launchers. But they are
also carrying rifles stolen from the Somali
army—originally supplied by the uae.

From 2014 to 2018 the uae trained part of
Somalia’s army. But the countries fell out
after Somalia resisted Emirati pressure to
cut ties with Qatar following a dispute be-
tween the Gulf states. Somalia, for its part,
was angry with the uae for making deals
with Somaliland, a breakaway region.

Nowadays the uae is more active in Eri-
trea and perhaps Ethiopia. It has provided
weapons to Eritrea’s army in defiance of a

un arms embargo. And it has used an air
and naval base in the port city of Assab to
launch air strikes in Yemen. That base,
claim Ethiopian rebels, has also been used
to launch drone attacks against them. Eri-
trea is fighting alongside Ethiopia’s gov-
ernment against the Tigrayan People’s Lib-
eration Front (tplf), the ousted rulers of
Ethiopia’s northern Tigray region. 

Iran and the uae are not the only Middle
Eastern powers operating in the Horn. Is-
raeli journalists have long reported the ex-
istence of secret Israeli intelligence facili-
ties in Eritrea, which occupies a strategic
position, overlooking the Bab al-Mandab
strait at the mouth of the Red Sea.

Is any of this good for the Horn? Soma-
lia’s fragile attempts at state-building were
set back earlier this month, when presi-
dential elections were indefinitely de-
layed. Ethiopia, meanwhile, is at risk of
splintering into warring ethnic groups.
The region needs outsiders to douse these
flames. Instead, many are fanning them. 7
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north-eastern Africa
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In the lawless eastern parts of the
Democratic Republic of Congo, nomads

and sedentary folk often clash. Cattle-rear-
ing groups rub up against crop-growers
over access to land. In the absence of a
strong state, disputes can quickly turn viol-
ent. By contrast another type of nomadism
obsesses the population in Gombe, the
wealthy core of Congo’s capital, Kinshasa:
that of elected officials. 

Few politicians are loyal to ideas or peo-
ple. Instead they head for the best grazing.
“The Congolese politician is the most un-
stable human ever to exist,” says Félix Mo-
mat Kitenge, until recently a government
minister. “He will change with the breeze.”
Others call it, in French, transhumance pol-
itique (political nomadism).

On January 27th several hundred mem-
bers of Congo’s parliament put on their
metaphorical walking boots and took a
hike. They left the majority political group-
ing, the Front Commun pour le Congo
(fcc), which is affiliated with Joseph Ka-
bila, Congo’s president until 2019. Most
joined two of the largest opposition parties
in supporting a new majority called the
“Sacred Union” set up by Félix Tshisekedi,
who has been president for the past two
years. The prime minister, Sylvestre Ilunga
Ilukamba, an ally of Mr Kabila’s, resigned.
So did his ministers, including Mr Momat. 

K I N S H A S A

Félix Tshisekedi cuts free of his
would-be puppetmaster

Congolese politics

The president
pounces
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Ivan freeman runs a 20-hectare rose
farm at the foot of Mount Kenya right

by the equator, where the soil is fertile
and the sun shines all the year round. His
business, Uhuru Flowers, exports to
some 49 countries, including China,
Nigeria and parts of eastern Europe.
Some of his buds reach the shop window
within four days of being cut.

That finely tuned business came to a
halt when the pandemic struck. Celebra-
tions were cancelled, florists shut and
aeroplanes were grounded. Uhuru
halved workers’ hours and destroyed
1.2m unsold stems, about a month’s
harvest. Supply chains have slowly been
rebuilt since then, and the 350 staff are
back full-time. Now Mr Freeman, like
many farmers, is speeding up produc-
tion, hoping to recoup last year’s losses
with sales on February 14th. “Valentine’s
Day for most farms is a huge deal,” he
says. “Everyone is feeling positive and
ready to take advantage of it.”

After the initial disruption, countries
have reopened their borders. Florists

have gone online and Kenya’s flower in-
dustry has come up roses. The sector
employed more people last month than
before covid-19 began to spread, according
to a survey of producers in the Rift Valley
by Kenya’s central bank. Production and
exports are at 90% and 95% of their levels
in February last year, respectively.

Farmers say demand has recovered
surprisingly well. The global economy
may have wilted and consumers may be
penny-pinching, says Anna Barker at the
Fairtrade Foundation, but “a bunch of
flowers on the table does wonders when
you’re in lockdown.”

That is good news for Kenya’s economy.
The flower industry usually contributes
around 1% of gdp and is a source of foreign
exchange. It employs more than 500,000
people, including 100,000 directly in
farms. Debate about flower farms once
focused on poor conditions for workers,
who are on their feet all day and exposed to
all sorts of chemicals. The focus now is on
keeping these workers, including lots of
unskilled women, in jobs.

A big problem that hasn’t gone away is
transport. Fewer passenger flights than
usual ply the crucial route from Africa into
Europe. And freight capacity has fallen as
planes have been redirected to moving
medical equipment around. Richard Fox at
Flamingo Horticulture, a big flower pro-
ducer with farms in Timau, reckons the
cost of air freight has jumped from $1.90 to
almost $3 per kilo in the past year.

Such disruption has hurt the smaller
farms a lot more. Flamingo, which pro-
cesses a mammoth 780m stems every year,
has a long-term agreement with a logistics
provider. Its supply chain has barely been
disrupted. But smaller farms are busy
negotiating with freighters. Competition
for slots on planes is particularly fierce
ahead of the peak season, which begins
with Valentine’s Day and extends to Moth-
er’s Day weeks later. “The big guys always
win,” sighs Mr Freeman.

Flower power
Kenya’s rose-tinted spectacle

T I M A U

Covid-19 wilted Kenya’s floral farms. Now they are blooming again

Little luxuries for lockdown lovers

A new government will now be appointed
that will be closer to Mr Tshisekedi. 

Mr Tshisekedi’s ascent to the presiden-
cy, in rigged elections at the end of 2018,
was unexpected. For much of his adult life
he had lived in Belgium. He was given a
place on the ballot largely because of the
reputation of his late father, Étienne, a fire-
brand opposition leader who died in 2017.
Electoral tallies compiled by the Catholic
church suggested that Mr Tshisekedi came
second, with under 20% of the vote, well
behind Martin Fayulu, a charismatic anti-
corruption campaigner. Yet Mr Tshisekedi,
to the astonishment of many Congolese,
was declared the winner, seemingly as part
of a last-minute deal with the former presi-
dent. The quid pro quo, allegedly, was that
Mr Kabila kept control of much of the state.

Yet power has steadily flowed to Mr
Tshisekedi as he has appointed allies to key
posts. He appears to have routed Mr Kabila
more quickly and comprehensively than
almost anyone predicted. “We thought it
would be closer to 50/50,” says Manya
Riche, a Congolese political analyst. “This
totally surpassed that.” 

Exactly how Mr Tshisekedi achieved
this is unclear. Supporters of Mr Kabila (or
at least those who did not swap sides) mut-
ter that bribery must have been involved.
There are whispers that some mps took
payouts of $7,000-15,000 to join the new
coalition. One leading mp who changed
sides admits that although “money circu-
lated”, people were offered much more to
stay. Other mps may simply have been un-
nerved enough to change their allegiance
by Mr Tshisekedi’s threat to call new elec-
tions. He has also targeted allies of Mr Ka-
bila with an anti-corruption drive. Faced
with the chance of lucrative positions un-
der Mr Tshisekedi on the one hand, and
prosecution on the other, many opted to
migrate to the president’s greener pastures. 

Mr Tshisekedi made big promises on
coming to office, including providing free
primary schooling, building infrastructure
and reforming the electoral system. Al-
most none of that has happened. Most
Congolese remain extremely poor. In a
park near the parliament, a group of men
playing backgammon with bottle tops say
that jobs remain scarce. “The poor in Congo
still suffer, while the rich continue to eat,”
complains Eric Kayado, a petrol vendor.
(“Eat”, in Congo, implies “embezzle”.)

Mr Tshisekedi has long argued that Mr
Kabila’s control of parliament was a pro-
blem. “The system of Mr Kabila was to
block [progress],” says Jacquemain Sha-
bani, an official in Mr Tshisekedi’s party,
the udps. Outside the party’s offices, a
crowd of his supporters argue that their
president has “chased away” Mr Kabila and
will now bring them the changes they hope
for. “Now he can work for the people,” says
Darcin Mukendi. 

Yet a new majority may not make re-
form easier. The new government will not
necessarily be stable, notes Ms Riche. The
president’s new allies will be competing for
ministerial positions. Not every aisle-
crosser will stay loyal. The economy re-
mains weak and, for the moment, Mr Ka-
bila retains his grip on a large part of it.

Some fear that Mr Tshisekedi may end
up emulating Mr Kabila, whose final years
in office were characterised by grotesque

corruption and the suppression of dissent.
On coming to office Mr Tshisekedi released
political prisoners and promised freedom
of the press. Now he appears to be back-
tracking. On January 28th Human Rights
Watch, a watchdog, accused Mr Tshise-
kedi’s government of having arbitrarily de-
tained and prosecuted journalists and ac-
tivists. It is too early to conclude that the
new boss is the same as the old boss. But or-
dinary Congolese have cause to worry. 7
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Education and covid-19

A tale of two colleges

No one is ever truly ready for lockdown.
But when the Netherlands closed its

schools in December, the Herman Wesse-
link College, a high school in a well-off
suburb of Amsterdam, was readier than
most. About half its students have parents
who completed higher education. Nearly
all have their own bedroom to study in. The
school has given its pupils laptops for
years, and during the first lockdown last
spring switched smoothly to remote learn-
ing. The director says students have not
fallen behind a whit in terms of content,
though their study skills have languished.

The Mundus College, a trade school in a
poorer Amsterdam neighbourhood, has
had it rougher. About a third of its students
are new immigrants or refugees. Vocation-
al education is hard to do remotely. Classes
have stayed open at half-size under an ex-
ception for vulnerable students, but it is
impossible to follow social-distancing
rules for subjects like nursing, says Diana
Brummelhuis, the director: “You can’t
teach someone to handle a wheelchair by

lecturing.” She estimates that her pupils
are lagging at least a quarter behind their
normal pace.

Such contrasts are playing out all over
Europe. On a continent famous for its wel-
fare systems, school closures threaten to
widen divisions of education, ethnicity
and class. Compared with the rest of the
world, Europe has not done badly during
the pandemic. Most of its schools re-
opened in the autumn, while in South
America and South Asia they largely stayed
shut. But covid-19’s second wave has forced
many European schools to close again.

This hurts all pupils, but it hits the poor
and vulnerable ones harder. France’s edu-
cation ministry says that last spring’s lock-
down increased the gap in exam scores be-
tween normal schools and ones in hard-up
areas by several points. In Germany, that
first lockdown cut studying time from 7.4
hours per day to 3.6. An analysis of last
year’s national exam results in the Nether-
lands came up with the depressing finding
that during the spring lockdown the aver-
age pupil had learned nothing at all. Those
whose parents were poorly educated did
even worse: they emerged from their first
two months of schooling by internet
knowing less than when they started.

France has been the most determined of
any European country not to let schools
close, arguing that the risks to educational
attainment and social cohesion are greater
than those to public health. Last spring
President Emmanuel Macron overrode ad-
vice from epidemiologists and ordered
schools reopened. They have stayed that
way, though since November most high
schools have worked in shifts. Germany
closed its schools from December 16th un-
til at least February 15th. Its state govern-
ments would like to start reopening them,
but Chancellor Angela Merkel wants to
wait until covid-19 caseloads fall by half
from current levels. Northern Europe has
roughly followed the German pattern
(apart from contrarian Sweden, which
closed only briefly in January).

AMSTE RDAM

Covid-19 school closures are widening Europe’s class divisions
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In southern Europe closures have been
less widespread. Spanish schools have
stayed open since the autumn, though
most high schools use some distance-
learning. Some 35,000-40,000 new teach-
ers and assistants have been hired to re-
duce class sizes. In Italy primary schooling
has not been interrupted. High schools,
shut in November, have reopened for most
classes. Both countries have struggled with
remote classrooms, thanks to dodgy inter-
net connections and a lack of computers
among poorer pupils. 

Similar tech problems plague the conti-
nent’s poorer east. Nevertheless, the clo-
sures there have been stricter. In Poland
schools have been shut since late October;
schools for those aged up to eight reopened
on January 18th. A survey of Polish teachers
last summer found that most knew of pu-
pils who had not turned up since instruc-
tion went online. Romania’s schools were
shut almost continuously from March un-
til they reopened on February 8th, yet more
than a quarter of the country’s children are
not equipped for online education, accord-
ing to Save the Children, a charity. By Janu-
ary the government had distributed
around 250,000 tablets, but said 287,000
more students still needed one. 

Many experts worry about the emotion-
al and developmental damage of lock-
downs. But the data are ambiguous. A sur-
vey of Dutch social workers last year found
that emotional neglect of the children they
were responsible for was much more com-
mon than in the same period in 2017. But
even though some children report less af-
fection from their families, others say they
are getting more, including a rise in hugs.
Others worry about working parents forced
to stay at home to care for children. About
150,000 Polish women have dropped out of
the labour force since last March, says Piotr
Lewandowski, an economist. 

One issue has been what to do about Eu-
rope’s all-important national examin-
ations. Germany is pressing ahead with the
Abitur to ensure that this year’s graduates
get equal respect. Dutch high schools have
stayed open for students in their final year
before the eindexamen. In France, the
dreaded four-hour baccalauréat exams
have been cancelled, apart from bits the
country considers essential: French litera-
ture, the final oral exam and, of course, the
written exam in philosophy.

At least the gravity of the threat to edu-
cation has sunk in. Austria, Denmark and
the Netherlands reopened their primary
schools on February 8th; Romania reo-
pened primary and most high schools as
well. The question is what governments
will do if infection rates rise in the spring:
close schools again, or find other painful
measures (such as curfews or bans on
house visits) to compensate for keeping
children in class. 

France

The president’s dilemma

In february 2016, just 14 months before
the most recent French presidential elec-

tion, not a single opinion poll of potential
candidates bothered to test the name Em-
manuel Macron. Weak party allegiances,
anti-establishment distrust, a bold cam-
paign—and a generous dose of luck—car-
ried the electoral novice from nowhere to
the presidency in record time. As France
now turns its mind to the presidential con-
test in 2022, all polls and predictions
therefore deserve caution. Yet the contours
of the next campaign are beginning to
emerge, and they present a peculiar chal-
lenge to Mr Macron as he thinks ahead to
his re-election bid.

Two new polls suggest that 2022 will
bring a repeat of the run-off between the
centrist Mr Macron and the nationalist Ma-
rine Le Pen. But each also points to a far
tighter race than in 2017, when Mr Macron
beat Ms Le Pen squarely by 66% to 34%.
One poll reduces the sitting president’s
margin to 12 points. The other gives him an
even narrower victory of 52% to 48%. The
French, prone to malaise even in good
times, give little credit to their president
and are feeling anxious: about a possible
third lockdown, the spread of le variant an-
glais, the reliability (and now the availabil-
ity) of vaccines, the well-being of the
young, and the livelihoods of all those fur-

loughed chefs and waiters who sustain the
French art de vivre.

Apprehension, as well as disease con-
trol, has bred a politics of reassurance and
caution. Whereas once Mr Macron stood in
an army tent and declared war on the virus,
covid-19’s long effect on politics has been
to emphasise protection. He promised to
do “whatever it costs” to save jobs and
lives. His government maintains a gener-
ous furlough system for millions of em-
ployees, as well as loans and grants to keep
businesses afloat. It is shielding its super-
markets from foreign predators, has raised
health workers’ salaries and has all but
shelved its controversial pension reform.
A nightly national curfew has been in place
since mid-December. Even France’s glacial
vaccine roll-out is justified as a measure to
build trust in a vaccine-sceptical country;
Britain’s approach, said a minister, carries
“enormous risks”.

Such prudence may be justified by the
pandemic, and in many ways matches the
new global orthodoxy. Yet the broader
message also works against Mr Macron’s
reflexes, and what he stood for during his
bid for the presidency in 2017. The candi-
date’s campaign then was based on an at-
tempt both to free up initiative and risk-
taking, and to build a modern system of
rules and protections to encourage this to
happen. Mr Macron’s defiant, disruptive
side—reforms to the labour market,
schools, training, the railways and taxes—
marked his initial years in office. Covid-19
is crushing this flat.

“In all our societies the pandemic is
leading us to protect more; that’s normal,”
Mr Macron told The Economist at a recent

PARIS

The pandemic favours the politics of caution over risk

Not bad, considering
France, confidence in presidents, % responding
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meeting with foreign reporters, arguing
that if he had not carried out his liberalis-
ing reforms before the pandemic the coun-
try would be less well placed to finance
protection today. The recovery plan based
on common European Union borrowing is,
he pointed out, oriented towards invest-
ments that “build the future, and not from
a perspective of protection”. But Mr Ma-
cron does not deny that the balance has
shifted: “Two years ago I was told, ‘You are
freeing up more than you are protecting’;
today I am told, ‘You are protecting more
than you are freeing up.’”

This poses a particular challenge in
France, a country that has long had a strong
central state and that has tended to long
spells of conservatism interrupted by
bursts of rebellion, some of them rather
dramatic. Protection is in some ways the
country’s default mode, and that mindset
can be hard to alter. Mathieu Laine, a liber-
al writer and the author of a new book, “In-
fantilisation”, argues that the French state
is now acting to entrench a dangerous
form of risk aversion. All those rules and
forms devised by overzealous bureaucrats
during the pandemic—no more than one
hour of exercise a day, at no more than one
kilometre from home—are teaching peo-
ple, he says, how to “unlearn what it means
to exercise freedoms”. 

It may yet be that this shift towards the
politics of protection could in fact provide
Mr Macron, a former investment banker,
with a form of defence. The most disillu-
sioned of his former supporters are on the
left. Last year he lost his absolute parlia-
mentary majority when a group of left-
leaning deputies quit his party, La Répu-
blique en Marche. Instead of a nod in their
direction, he then replaced one centre-
right prime minister (Edouard Philippe)
with another (Jean Castex). Some inside
the party now want Mr Macron to tilt to-
wards the left to recover such voters. If
faced with another second-round choice
between him or Ms Le Pen, they might oth-
erwise abstain. Polls suggest that this is
part of the reason for the closer run-off gap.

The chances are that Mr Macron, whose
adage is en même temps (at the same time),
will seek to forge a fresh balance in the
run-up to 2022. He has shown that he is
still ready to take risks, says one of his
presidential aides, by keeping schools
open since last May, and refusing—against
scientific and ministerial advice—to put
France into a third lockdown right away.
Partly as a result, his poll rating among the
young has risen 11 points in three months.
For now, his greatest asset is that no single
credible alternative candidate has yet
emerged, on either the left or the right. But
these are uncertain times. And nobody
knows more about the volatility of electo-
ral politics than the former outsider whom
polls overlooked, Mr Macron. 

Arthur schopenhauer owned a
succession of pet poodles. Franz

Kafka maintained that “all knowledge,
the totality of all questions and all an-
swers is contained in the dog.” Frederick
the Great exclaimed: “The more I see of
men, the better I like my dog.” Pets have
been deeply embedded in Germanic
culture for centuries, but never more so
than now. As people seek a cure for co-
vid-induced solitude and angst, demand
has surged for dogs, budgies, snakes and
even cats. 

The German Kennel Club says dog
sales increased by 20% in 2020. Prices
for puppies sold on pets4homes, Bri-
tain’s largest online ad site for pets, more
than doubled. A Yorkshire terrier pup can

set you back £1,500 ($2,050), and some
breeds cost twice that. Some dogs are no
doubt enjoying the pandemic, since their
owners are always home. Many are being
pampered. The share price of Chewy, an
online pet-supplies store, rose by more
than 260% in 2020 as owners splurged
on posh toys and organic food. Zoo Zajac,
a huge pet shop based in Duisburg, says
January was probably the best month in
its 45-year existence.

Soaring profits, alas, attract crooks.
The unspeakable crime of “dognapping”
is on the rise. Pedigree pooches are pre-
ferred. The German Animal Welfare
Federation (dtb) registered 75 illegal
trades between January and October last
year, more than in all of 2019, involving
more than 800 animals (mainly dogs).
The true number is surely much higher.
Many take place online and are hard to
spot. Puppy farms are mass-producing
dogs, often in poor conditions. Thomas
Schröder of the dtb demands a ban on
the online sale of animals. Other activists
argue that the internet helps find good
homes for many pets, though they ad-
vocate stricter regulation of online sales. 

When covid-19 eventually recedes,
animal shelters expect another problem.
Some new owners will tire of their lock-
down pets and want to return them.
Others will go back to work and find they
have no time to look after them. Europe’s
biggest animal shelter, in Berlin, which
is the size of 22 football pitches and
houses some 1,300 animals, including
apes and a pig called Tinkerbell, is brac-
ing for a post-pandemic crush. 

Pets and covid-19

Canine crushes
BE RLIN

Pets have made lockdown more bearable. What happens when it ends?

He’s got the answers 

Turkey 

Lesbian, gay, bi
and terrorist?

Squadrons of armed policemen block
the entrance. Metal barriers line the ave-

nue leading up to the campus. Snipers oc-
casionally emerge on nearby rooftops. Bo-
gazici University has long been considered
one of Turkey’s most prestigious. Today it
resembles a besieged terrorist hideout.

That, believe it or not, is how Turkey’s
president, Recep Tayyip Erdogan, sees it.
On February 1st police stormed the campus

and detained dozens of students who were
protesting about his appointment of a gov-
ernment loyalist as their rector. The pro-
tests have taken place regularly for over a
month. They escalated after the arrest of
four students who had organised an art
show that included a rainbow flag along-
side an image of the Kaaba, the black cube
at the heart of Mecca. Turkey’s interior
minister called the students “lgbt per-
verts”. Mr Erdogan compared the protes-
ters (at least 600 of whom have been de-
tained) to terrorists. “There is no such
thing as lgbt,” he said on February 3rd.
(Why he is so upset about something he
doesn’t think exists remains a mystery.) 

Mr Erdogan tends to inflame protests.
He often depicts them as part of an existen-
tial struggle between pious and secular,
conservative and degenerate, patriotic and

ISTANBUL

Recep Tayyip Erdogan takes on a top
university and the LGBT movement
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Italian politics

No time for
foot-Draghing

Behind that woeful performance lies an ar-
ray of obstacles to growth, held firmly in
place by vested interests.

In consultations with the various par-
ties, Mr Draghi has hinted at how he in-
tends to deal with both the challenge and
the opportunity. The priority areas he indi-
cated were health (a central aim must be to
speed up vaccination); education (he has
suggested that the school year be extended
to allow students to catch up); the protec-
tion of individuals and enterprises from
the effects of the pandemic; and, less obvi-
ously, the environment (which squares
with the priorities of the commission and
the m5s). The prime minister-designate’s
targets for reform are said to include Italy’s
tax regime, its stultifying bureaucracy and
a slow, unpredictable civil-justice system
that discourages both domestic enterprise
and foreign investment.

But these are tasks for a period of years,
so the first question that arises is how Mr
Draghi’s long-term aims can be reconciled
with the eu’s exacting deadlines and—a
point largely overlooked in the euphoria
surrounding his appointment—the short
life expectancy of his government. Con-
tracts for 70% of the recovery funds must
be awarded and signed by the end of 2022
and the remainder committed within the
following year. In the meantime, a general
election must be held by early 2023. But,
given the parties’ aversion to winter cam-
paigning, it is more likely in the first half of
next year. Mr Draghi may want to step
down even sooner if he is to run for presi-
dent in a separate election due in February
2022. “I think he’ll set a working method
for the next government,” says Veronica De
Romanis, who teaches European econom-
ics at luiss, a university in Rome. 

A second question is how much unpop-
ularity Mr Draghi is prepared to risk. When
the outgoing government suggested a
longer school year, it prompted an outcry
from the unions. Tax reform usually fa-
vours some parts of society at the expense
of others. And Mr Draghi’s approach to
safeguarding enterprises may also prove
controversial. Last year he co-chaired a
working group of the Group of Thirty, an
informal body of bankers and officials,
that looked at restoring the corporate sec-
tor after the pandemic. It concluded that
governments should focus on supporting
viable firms and managing the pace of
what his co-chair called “the needed cre-
ative destruction”.

Mr Draghi is popular. But Italy’s electo-
rate and parliament are notoriously fickle.
“If he starts immediately with these re-
forms we have been speaking about for 20
years, he will have a chance of success,”
says Giuliano Noci, professor of strategy
and marketing at Milan’s Politecnico Uni-
versity. “But if he waits for more than a
month, the sentiment will change.” 

ROME

The prime minister-designate will have
to move fast

In a hole
Italy
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Was there ever a luckier prime minis-
ter than Mario Draghi? Or an unluck-

ier one? He looks set to come into office
with around €200bn from the eu’s recov-
ery funds to spend. But he will also take
over Europe’s worst-performing economy
in a pandemic and with a parliamentary
majority hard put to agree on anything, let
alone on controversial structural reforms
the European Commission wants to see
implemented as the largesse is disbursed.

By February 12th only the far-right
Brothers of Italy party had declined the
chance to climb aboard the “Super Mario”
bandwagon, though the backing of the ide-
ologically variegated Five Star Movement
(m5s), the biggest group in parliament, was
still in doubt. Faced with a grass-roots re-
bellion, its leadership was putting support
for Mr Draghi’s government to an online
vote. Even the hard-right Northern League
hastily renounced its Euroscepticism to
book a place in Italy’s next parliamentary
majority, and perhaps its cabinet.

The former president of the European
Central Bank faces both a daunting chal-
lenge and a unique opportunity. The chal-
lenge is to cope with the effects of covid-19
in a country hard hit by the virus; Italy is
fourth in the eu in terms of deaths relative
to population. Its economy shrank by 8.8%
last year, compared with 5% in Germany. If
a ban on sackings is lifted at the end of
March, an estimated 250,000 more people
will be dumped onto the labour market. Mr
Draghi’s opportunity, though, is to use the
recovery funds to start reversing two dec-
ades of economic decline. Even before the
pandemic, Italians’ real gdp per person
was lower than at the start of the century.

foreign—and crushes them. This tactic
worked in 2013, when a small protest in de-
fence of a small park snowballed into
countrywide demonstrations after Mr Er-
dogan referred to the protesters as looters
and had them sprayed with tear-gas and
rubber bullets. Dozens were later rounded
up and indicted on coup charges. 

Mr Erdogan is doing something similar
today, while attempting to seize control of
Bogazici, a rare bastion of liberalism in a
country increasingly under the sway of na-
tionalists and Islamists. Sexual minorities
make a perfect target. Homophobia in Tur-
key is a chronic condition. With the excep-
tion of the country’s main Kurdish party,
no political group in Turkey has embraced
lgbt rights, out of both conviction and fear
of a conservative backlash. 

After an abortive coup in 2016, Mr Erdo-
gan redoubled his attempts to bring educa-
tion into line with his vision of a more pi-
ous, prouder Turkey, a country looking in-
ward rather than westward. Under an
emergency law, he sacked over a thousand
academics accused of terrorist sympathies
(with scant evidence) and gave himself the
power to appoint university rectors. His
choice of Melih Bulu, a longtime member
of the ruling party, as Bogazici’s president,
has gone down particularly badly. Since be-
ing parachuted in, Mr Bulu has had to con-
tend with claims that he plagiarised parts
of his dissertation. Condoning the arrests
of hundreds of his students has not made
him popular on campus.

Once again, Turkey’s president has de-
liberately turned a local crisis into a na-
tional one. Once again, he seems poised to
prevail through a combination of division,
intimidation and force. But all this comes
at a price. In a poll published last year, over
62% of young people in Turkey said they
would prefer to live abroad if they had the
means. If the country’s best and brightest
start leaving, Mr Erdogan will have no one
to blame but himself. 

The latest enemy 
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They told you so

When robert conquest, a historian, was working on a new
edition of “The Great Terror”, his seminal text on Stalin’s

crimes, he was told to come up with a new title. The book had de-
scribed the horrors of the Soviet Union at a time when apologism
for it was still rife. By the time of the new version, freshly opened
archives had vindicated Conquest’s account. His friend Kingsley
Amis, a novelist, suggested a pithy new title: “I told you so, you
fucking fools”.

Head east in Europe today and it is easy to find similar senti-
ments about Russia. The Baltic states and Poland warned Josep
Borrell, the eu’s foreign-policy chief, against visiting Moscow in
the wake of its imprisonment of Alexei Navalny, Russia’s leading
opposition politician. They were right. Mr Borrell was humiliated.
In a press conference Sergey Lavrov, the Russian foreign minister,
dismissed the eu as an “unreliable partner”, while Mr Borrell
stood alongside. European hypocrisy was mocked as he brought
up the treatment of Catalan politicians by Spanish authorities,
knowing that Mr Borrell is a staunch opponent of independence
for the region. Mr Borrell did not even insist on visiting Mr Naval-
ny in jail. While he was there, news leaked that the Russian gov-
ernment had expelled diplomats from Germany, Poland and Swe-
den for attending pro-Navalny rallies. Diplomats from eastern Eu-
rope may be politer than Amis, but the message is the same. 

Dealing with Russia is the most pressing foreign-policy prob-
lem facing the eu. It is also where the bloc is least coherent. While
national capitals may not always agree on how best to handle Chi-
na or how close to remain to America, on Russia they are hopeless-
ly split. Russia can be a potential or even necessary ally, a business
opportunity or an existential threat, depending on whether you
are in Paris, Berlin or Warsaw. The notion of an eu foreign policy is
flimsy at the best of times, but especially on this topic. “Everybody
knows that the big boys freelance on anything that matters,” says
Radek Sikorski, a Polish mep and former foreign minister. And
Russia is among the things that matter most. 

Doveish attitudes are based on pragmatism, pessimism and
cynicism. France puts its accommodating strategy down to cul-
ture and geography: Russia is too large to push around and too
near to ignore. It emphasises patience and engagement—a tactic

its critics label “doing nothing”. When it comes to Russia, Emma-
nuel Macron, the French president, talks in terms of decades, and
doubts whether tough action would do much good. Whereas such
remarks may be wise from a policy wonk, they are less comforting
coming from the mouth of the eu’s only hard power.

In Germany economics trumps geopolitics. Nord Stream 2, a
pipeline running from Russia to Germany, undercuts the eu’s
wider strategy of trying to rely less on Russia for energy but retains
the support of the German government. (The fact that Gerhard
Schröder, a former German chancellor, is the chairman of the
scheme does not help.) Angela Merkel surprised critics by shep-
herding through—and sticking with—sanctions on Russia over its
actions in Ukraine. Yet she is soon to leave office. Armin Laschet,
the new leader of her Christian Democratic Union, is more dove-
ish. Even direct attacks, such as Russian hackers breaking into the
Bundestag’s computers in 2015, failed to budge opinion. Unfortu-
nately for the eu’s band of eastern hawks, France and Germany are
not alone. Spain and Italy, the eu’s other big countries, are similar-
ly meek when it comes to Russia.

Each approach shares an assumption that there is not much
the eu can do about Russia. But the eu forgets its power. It is a bloc
of 450m people with a gdp that is nine times larger than that of its
Russian neighbour; Russia’s economy is slightly larger than
Spain’s and smaller than Italy’s. Collectively, eu countries spend
almost three times as much as Russia on defence. Just France and
Germany together spend roughly two-thirds more. Yet when deal-
ing with Russia, the eu behaves like a supplicant. What Russia
lacks in relative means, it makes up for in motivation: from the Sa-
hel to Belarus, Russia is an enthusiastic troll, causing no end of
trouble for the bloc. European governments have the tools to take
a firmer line with Russia, whether sanctions on those close to Mr
Putin, or scrapping Nord Stream 2. What they lack is the will to use
them. In one multilingual intervention, Assita Kanko, a Belgian
mep, asked of Mr Borrell: “Dónde están los cojones de la ue?”

When doves cry
The ill-fated Moscow trip caps off a period in which Russia’s gang-
sterism has become impossible to ignore. Until recently, it was
possible to argue that it was open to a constructive relationship
with Europe. Now it is not. Sanctions require the unanimous sup-
port of all governments, which is tricky, even with new eu legisla-
tion that makes it easier to punish human-rights abusers. But
such measures are more likely thanks to Russia’s recent actions.
“Russia is usually its own worst enemy,” says one official from an
eastern country. 

This clarity leaves Europe’s doves in a bind. Their vision of a
better relationship with Russia, working together on matters like
climate, is appealing. In this world, Russia could be a well-be-
haved g8 member. Unfortunately, that Russia does not exist. In-
stead, European powers face a government that tries to murder its
opponents, stokes proxy wars and hacks its neighbours. It is a
country that deliberately chooses confrontation rather than part-
nership, and the eu—both its national capitals and its institu-
tions—must recognise this. 

The real Russia is much closer to the way it is described by the
eu’s eastern countries than to the benign image conjured up by
western ones. No one can force Mr Macron to give up his hope that
Russia will eventually be a partner. Likewise, no one can force Ger-
man politicians to take a short-term economic hit for geopolitical
gain. But they cannot say they were not told. 

Charlemagne

The European Union must face up to the real Russia
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Once upon a time, an ambitious young
Tory mp could write columns mocking

bien-pensant pieties about the health ser-
vice—dinner-party attendees who thought
“how maahvellous it was that the duke and
dustman were treated alike in our glorious
New Jerusalem, watching the same tv, eat-
ing the same spotted dick, attended by the
same starch-bosomed nurses.” When that
was written, in 2004, Tories liked to flirt
with the idea of adopting the social-insur-
ance systems seen in much of Europe. At
the very least, they would argue, the health
service’s internal market ought to be sharp-
ened to raise standards and cut costs.

Now that mp is the prime minister, he
treats the nhs with rather more reverence.
The health service is, Boris Johnson says,
“the beating heart of this country...It is
powered by love.” His government’s pre-
scriptions for it also differ. A white paper,
due to be published as The Economist went
to press but leaked beforehand, sets out
plans for the first major nhs legislation in a

decade. They would put the final nail in the
coffin of the internal market—competition
will no longer be the “organising principle”
of the health service—and would give min-
isters more direct control over the nhs. 

The country’s current rulers believe
they express the will of the British people,
and are therefore justified in grabbing
power from any institution that gets in
their way, whether the eu, the courts or bu-
reaucrats in the civil or health service. But
politicians mess with the nhs at their peril.
Although health outcomes are below par
for the rich world, Britons love the health
service with a deep and abiding passion.
This gives medics enormous power.

The fate of the last politician to try to re-
form the health service serves as a warning.
In 2011 Andrew Lansley, health secretary in
the Tory-Lib Dem coalition, set out to abol-
ish almost all national and regional man-
agement by extending the use of market
mechanisms, and to take oversight of the
system out of political hands. Although the

legislation he promoted eventually passed,
it met strong opposition. Mr Lansley was
sacked, and the officials put in charge of
the nhs largely ignored the changes his
legislation sought to introduce.

The Conservative party has taken a
more cautious approach to the health ser-
vice of late. At the general election in 2019,
Mr Johnson promised the nhs lots of mon-
ey to build hospitals and hire nurses. There
was no mention of traditional Tory cost-
cutting demands. The reforms in the new
white paper are happening partly in re-
sponse to the requests of nhs bosses.

Although the internal market helped
cut waiting times, there is not much evi-
dence it improved the quality of care. And
the split between purchasers (mostly gps)
and providers (mostly hospitals) makes the
health service unwieldy. As the population
ages, fewer patients go to hospital for a sin-
gle operation, and more need care for a
complex set of problems. The hope is that
integrated care, of the sort pioneered in
Singapore and by Kaiser Permanente in
America, will serve them better than the
fragmention of an internal market.

Integrated care’s introduction to the
nhs has been driven by Sir Simon Stevens,
the health service’s boss, who has brought
purchasers and providers together to plan
care for areas covering 1m-3m people. The
white paper suggests sweeping away re-
maining barriers, such as procurement 

National Health Service

Hands on

The first major reform of the health service in a decade seeks to reduce
competition and give politicians more control over it
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2 rules and regulation, and giving the centre
powers to overcome local resistance. 

Health wonks mostly approve of the di-
rection of travel. Worries, where they exist,
are about details. The most concerning,
says Nigel Edwards of the Nuffield Trust, a
think-tank, is that the proposals may end
up creating unaccountable local monopo-
lies. Jeremy Hunt, a former health secre-
tary, suggests setting up a body along the
lines of Ofsted, which inspects schools, to
guard against this; others would like more
performance data published so that offi-
cials can be held to account.

But while those in the business mostly
approve of the first part of the govern-
ment’s plans, they do not like the second.
Mr Lansley’s reforms created a clear divi-
sion between politicians and the nhs. The
government sets the priorities and ap-
points the boss; the technocrats are left to
work out the details. 

Nicholas Timmins, a historian of the
health service, thinks the set-up has led to
more consistent policymaking: “There
have not been endless announcements in
recent years, ‘Oh well, we’re going to spend
£40m ($55m) on dementia or £60m on can-
cer because the minister needs to say
something.’” Supporters of the nhs’s inde-
pendence point out that organisations un-
der ministerial control—such as Public
Health England and the test-and-trace sys-
tem—have not had successful pandemics.
The nhs has done a better job.

The white paper would put the govern-
ment back in control, giving it, among oth-
er things, the ability to abolish or alter the
arm’s-length bodies that make up the
health service without new legislation. The
political rationale is that since the state
spends more than £160bn a year on health
care, around 7% of gdp, ministers (or, as
they prefer to put it, taxpayers) should have
more say over how it is run. A cruder expla-
nation is that the government is annoyed
that Sir Simon runs rings around it, wheth-
er in funding negotiations or questions of
data access, and gets credit when things go
well. Politicians also like to be able to influ-
ence decisions that matter to voters—over,
for instance, the fate of an inefficient hos-
pital in a marginal constituency. Shutting
it may be the right decision for health care,
but the wrong one for a government cling-
ing to power. 

Knowing how fraught any legislative
process involving the nhs can become, the
government has played down the signifi-
cance of these new powers. Mr Johnson
will be loath to get into an argument with
medics, so he will hope they do not rally to
the defence of the officials who run the
health service. At times, the nhs really is
powered by love. But it can also run on an-
ger—a frightening prospect to any politi-
cian, especially one who came to power
posing as its protector. 7

Alex, a crypto-currency trader in east
London, is a party animal. For a while

covid-19 put a brake on his hedonism, but
during this lockdown the boredom got too
much, so he has started attending cocaine-
and spirit-fuelled parties once more. At the
last bash, in January, there were 40-50 peo-
ple. He is not surprised it was so well-at-
tended: his friends, he says, are “a bunch of
degenerates…Liberal progressive people
don’t give a toss anymore.” One such soirée
was so raucous that it exploded onto the
street, where two guests scrapped. Alex
says the neighbours did not call the police
because they host similar gatherings. 

When the pandemic began Britons em-
braced a wholesome 1950s-style of living.
Sales of board games and bicycles soared,
while social-media feeds were swamped
with photos of homemade sourdough
bread. Most people may have stuck to such
blameless pastimes. In a survey by Ipsos
mori in January, 78% of Britons claimed to
follow the government’s rules. 

But Robert Dingwall, professor of social
sciences at Nottingham Trent University,
reckons a parallel society is emerging. It is,
he says, “very much like eastern Europe in
the old days... not entirely secret but care-
fully organised so not to come to the atten-
tion of the authorities.” 

Despite an £800 ($1,100) fine introduced
in January for anyone attending a gather-
ing of more than 15 people, police regularly
break up large house parties. Last month, a

raid on an upmarket party in Knightsbridge
saw two officers injured as attendees fled.
Security-conscious promoters are doing
their best to avoid unwanted publicity.
Some use Telegram, a secure messaging
app, to advertise exclusive parties. “No
photos or videos,” read one flyer for a party
held on February 6th with an entrance fee
of £10. Cannabis cafés and poker clubs have
also been shut down. 

Sport has gone underground, too.
Across Britain, youths have been scaling
fences to break into skateparks—often
abusing officials who try to stop them. But
skaters are also disappearing into the shad-
ows, says an enthusiast, by building their
own skateparks in wasteland and wood-
land areas, some from concrete. Amateur
footballers have broken into pitches for
kickabouts. On January 31st police stopped
a football game involving more than 20
people in Dartford, Kent. Meanwhile, po-
lice in Shropshire say car races are taking
place on farmland. Hare-coursing—setting
greyhounds to chase hares, which is ille-
gal—is all the rage in the Midlands. In Janu-
ary, a large gathering was broken up by po-
lice in Peterborough and fines were issued.

Another marginal pursuit that has
flourished during lockdown is group sex in
outdoor locations, or dogging. Locals who
live near notorious sites have reported in-
creased activity in lockdown; in Birdlip, a
Gloucestershire village, there was even a
report of goings-on at lunchtime. On Feb-
ruary 4th, Police Scotland dispersed over
50 doggers from a Paisley car park; which,
given the chilly northern temperatures,
showed an impressive level of commit-
ment. It is such a problem in Hampton-in-
Arden, a West Midlands village, that a secu-
rity gate has been installed to close off a
popular lane. “It is just not what you’d ex-
pect from an affluent village in Solihull,”
says a councillor. 7
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Sometimes fictional characters are so vivid that they cannot be
confined to the page. Augustus Melmotte began life as a villain

in Anthony Trollope’s 1875 masterpiece “The Way We Live Now”.
Seventy years later he escaped into the real world in the form of
Captain Robert Maxwell, a Czech war hero whose extraordinary
rise and fall is the subject of a new book (see Books & arts section). 

Melmotte is a large man with heavy eyebrows and a “wonderful
look of power about his mouth and chin”. Nobody knows where he
came from, and nobody knows why he’s so rich, though there are
rumours of chicanery in Paris and Vienna. But none of this is a bar-
rier to his social ascent. He sets up a company that promises to
build a railway linking Utah with Mexico and throws lavish parties
at his rented house in Grosvenor Square. The Emperor of China
comes to dinner along with various ministers and “a prince of the
blood royal”. He swiftly becomes a Conservative mp for the plum
seat of Westminster.

Melmotte and Maxwell are doppelgangers all the way down to
the heavy eyebrows. But the most important similarities between
the two lie not in their physiognomies but in the way they are
treated by British society. The real target of Trollope’s novel is not
the monstrous Melmotte but the even ghastlier “we” of the book’s
title—the Lords and Ladies Monogram with the grandest of pedi-
grees and the basest of motives. Impoverished aristocrats promise
to marry Melmotte’s daughter for “half a million down”. Dissolute
young men who know nothing about either railways or Utah ac-
cept well-paid seats on his board. The Conservative Party takes
him up in return for “fiscal assistance” and, as a newly minted mp,
he enters Parliament on the arm of the prime minister. And they do
all this while privately despising the newcomer who doesn’t un-
derstand the secret codes that hold British society together. (A par-
ticularly excruciating passage describes Melmotte’s confusion
about when to wear a top hat in the chamber.)

The British establishment prides itself on openness to foreign
talent. Look at the City of London: Rothschild’s bank has occupied
the same spot in New Court, St Swithin’s Lane, since 1809. Or look
at the world of learning: while Maxwell was swindling share-
holders imported geniuses were revolutionising almost every
branch of learning from English history (Lewis Namier) to archi-

tecture (Nikolaus Pevsner) to the history of ideas (Maxwell’s neigh-
bour in Oxford, Isaiah Berlin). When Berlin died in 1997 William
Waldegrave, a man at the heart of the British establishment who is
now provost of Eton, wrote that “if you had asked me to show you
what I meant by the ideal of Englishness…I would have taken you
to see Isaiah Berlin.” 

But the stories of Melmotte and Maxwell reveal a darker side to
British openness. The apparently generous welcome is actually
the offer of a deal: social position, and the stamp of respectability
that goes with it, for cash. 

Consider the transatlantic marriage market: in the late Victor-
ian and Edwardian era great British aristocrats responded to the
agricultural depression by marrying their sons to the daughters of
American plutocrats. By 1914, 60 peers and 40 younger sons of
peers had married American heiresses, most notably the ninth
Duke of Marlborough who married Consuela Vanderbilt. Or con-
sider political funding. Lloyd George’s great honours fire-sale of
1916-1922, when he sold 91 hereditary peerages and 1,500 knight-
hoods, ground to a halt only when he tried to ennoble Joseph Rob-
inson, a South African gold and diamond magnate whose reputa-
tion was so unsavoury that George V objected. Harold Wilson’s
resignation honours list in 1976 included the names of several
businessmen who may have taken buccaneering to unusual
lengths. Joseph Kagan, for example, a Lithuanian-born textile
maker who funded Wilson’s private office for years and provided
the prime minister with his trade-mark Gannex raincoats, was
awarded a peerage, only to end up in prison for tax fraud.

Thanks to globalisation, the trade in cash for respectability has
boomed since the demise of Maxwell, who disappeared off his
yacht in 1991. Oliver Bullough, the author of “Moneyland”, points
out that Britain, particularly London, is home to the world’s largest
collection of insecure plutocrats: not just attention-seeking Rus-
sians who buy flashy toys like football clubs, but also the more
self-effacing Chinese. They have spawned a vast industry of people
who do their best to make sure that, in Boris Johnson’s phrase, Brit-
ain is to the billionaire what the jungle of Sumatra is to the orang-
utan: City panjandrums who list foreign companies on the London
Stock Exchange; lawyers who protect their reputation with fear-
some libel suits; public-relations consultants who burnish their
image; family offices that not only look after their cash but also
help open the right doors; public schools that furnish their chil-
dren’s brains, polish their manners and get them admitted to the
best universities. Residency in Britain is for sale: a Tier One Invest-
ment visa is available for a minimum investment of £2m in the
country—a very reasonable price given the many social and eco-
nomic advantages that it confers. 

Britain’s political establishment remains as venal as it was
when Trollope skewered it a century and a half ago. Sometimes the
greed is Lloyd-Georgian in its crudity: last year Lubov Chernukhin,
the wife of a former Russian finance minister, paid tens of thou-
sands to play tennis with Boris Johnson. Usually it relies on a nod
and a wink. Evgeny Lebedev, the son of a former kgb agent and a fa-
miliar figure in Tory circles, until recently employed George Os-
borne, a former chancellor, as editor of the Evening Standard, and
has entertained Mr Johnson at his “party-castle” in Italy. He was re-
cently elevated to the peerage as Lord Lebedev of Hampton and Si-
beria. The Melmottes and Maxwells of this world may come and
go. But the British upper classes go on forever, shape-shifting but
sempiternal, sponging but self-satisfied, lethargic but opportu-
nistic, the world’s most cynical and accomplished free-loaders. 7

The price of acceptanceBagehot

The British establishment is one of the most open in the world—for a consideration
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Freedom of speech

Inconvenient truths

During his final days Mohamed Monir,
an Egyptian journalist, was so short of

breath he could barely speak. In a video re-
corded in July last year, as his final hours
approached, he begged for oxygen. He died
in a hospital isolation unit after contract-
ing covid-19 in prison while awaiting trial.
He had been arrested the previous month
after, among other things, writing an arti-
cle lambasting the Egyptian government’s
response to the pandemic. He was charged
with spreading false news, misusing social
media and joining a terrorist group.

Covid-19 has indeed unleashed a flood
of misinformation. But it has also given
governments such as Egypt’s an excuse to
crack down on their critics using the pre-
text of restricting the spread of fake news.
Between March and October last year 17
countries passed new laws against “online
misinformation” or “fake information”, ac-
cording to the International Press Institute
(see map on next page). Among those lead-
ing this charge are such guardians of free
speech as Vladimir Putin, Viktor Orban and
Rodrigo Duterte. Other authoritarians,
such as Nicaragua’s Daniel Ortega, have

followed since then. Hong Kong’s chief ex-
ecutive, Carrie Lam, is keen to pass a law to
stop the dissemination of fake news after
the protests that roiled the city in 2019. 

Governments have always regulated
speech. And the spread of disinformation
is indeed a serious and growing problem. If
politicians are enacting laws against fake
news to catch people spreading deliberate
lies, “that’s one thing”, argues Marko Mila-
novic, an expert in international law at the
University of Nottingham. If, however,
they are putting in place broad, vague mea-
sures that are in fact intended to curb the
freedom of the press and free speech more
widely, “that’s a huge problem.”

Some governments have cited the pan-
demic as justification for new laws. Under
legislation introduced in March 2020 in
Russia, media outlets found guilty of de-
liberately spreading false information
about matters of public safety, including
covid-19, face fines of up to €117,000
($140,000). Russia already imposed fines
on people for spreading “false informa-
tion” but the new regulations fall under the
criminal code which means the puni-

shments can also include time in jail. The
editor of one website was fined 60,000
roubles ($810) for reporting that 1,000
graves had been dug for potential victims
of covid-19. Tatyana Voltskaya, a freelance
journalist, was fined 30,000 roubles in De-
cember for a radio report that included an
interview with an anonymous health
worker, who described the shortage of ven-
tilators in Russian hospitals and other dif-
ficulties faced by doctors battling covid-19.

Other governments are reviving obso-
lete legislation, ostensibly to combat fake
news related to covid-19. Their true aims,
however, are to hamper independent jour-
nalism or “retaliate against those doing re-
porting that they don’t appreciate”, says
Courtney Radsch of the Committee to Pro-
tect Journalists, a New York-based ngo. In
March the Jordanian government used a
“defence” law from 1992 that permits the
declaration of a state of emergency in ex-
ceptional circumstances to do so as part of
its efforts to stem the spread of covid-19.
The law allows the government to monitor
the content of newspapers and censor or
shut down any outlet without giving any
reason. On Christmas Eve Jamal Haddad,
the Jordanian publisher of a news website,
was detained after publishing an article
asking why officials had received vaccina-
tions against covid-19 when these were not
yet available to ordinary citizens.

And some authorities are invoking laws
that may not even exist. Hopewell Chin’o-
no, a journalist in Zimbabwe, was arrested
in January for tweeting about police vio-

Governments keen to muzzle journalists are abusing laws against “fake news”
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lence while enforcing lockdowns. The gov-
ernment says that “anyone who spreads
false news will be charged in terms of Sec-
tion 31 of the Criminal Code”, according to
Doug Coltart, one of Mr Chin’ono’s lawyers.
But the section of the law criminalising the
dissemination of “falsehoods” had been
struck down in 2014 by the Zimbabwean
constitutional court.

Some of the new laws are temporary.
But their creators appear in no hurry to lift
them. Mr Orban imposed a state of emer-
gency in Hungary in March last year.
Among other measures it made the dis-
semination of “misinformation” punisha-
ble by up to five years in prison. The state
of emergency ended in June, but Mr Or-
ban’s government reimposed it in Novem-
ber as the country faced a second wave of
covid-19 cases. 

South Africa also introduced temporary
legislation in March 2020, as part of a pack-
age of measures to limit the spread of co-
vid-19. It stipulated that those publishing
falsehoods about the disease could face
fines or up to six months in prison. Only a
handful of people have been arrested.
Those who have been prosecuted were so-
cial-media users charged with promoting
unscientific nonsense, such as a man who
claimed that covid tests spread the disease.
So far, journalists have been fairly relaxed
about the restrictions, in part because the
government listened to their concerns,
reckons Izak Minnaar, a former broadcast-
er who works on disinformation issues as
part of the country’s National Editors’ Fo-
rum. Fact-checking of contentious social-
media posts is done by an independent
body rather than one run by the govern-
ment, for instance. But the law has set a
precedent for tighter curbs on the press.
“We cannot make it permanent,” says Siya-
vuya Mzantsi, editor of the Cape Times.

Even as free-speech campaigners in
rich democracies offer support to those
fighting censorship in poorer, less free
places, their own governments are provid-
ing the would-be censors with cover, even
inspiration. Germany’s Network Enforce-

ment Law (Netzdg), passed in 2017, is
meant to protect readers from fake news
and hate speech by requiring social-media
platforms to remove material deemed in-
cendiary. More than a dozen countries,
from Russia to Turkey, have copied this
legislation as a way to suppress dissent on-
line. Many of these countries expressly re-
ferred to the German law as justification
for their repressive legislation. Turkey’s al-
lows the government to remove online
content and reduce the bandwidth of so-
cial-media sites so much that they become
unusable. Jacob Mchangama and Joelle
Fiss of Justitia, a Danish think-tank, have
described the Netzdg as “the Digital Berlin
Wall” because it has accidentally become a
“prototype for global online censorship”. 

None so zealous
Converts to the cause of tackling fake news
are often guilty of peddling the stuff them-
selves. Brazilian politicians are in the proc-
ess of passing a law against fake news. But
the president, Jair Bolsonaro, has down-
played the dangers of covid-19 and touted
ineffective pills. Though he was infected in
July last year, he says his background as an
athlete helped him shrug it off. He is cool
on the law because he worries it will affect
his supporters, some of whom are also
quick to spread misinformation. Alexan-
der Lukashenko, the president of Belarus,
has prescribed saunas and hockey as cures
for covid-19. In a survey of 1,406 journalists
conducted by the International Centre for
Journalists, a non-profit organisation in
Washington, 46% said that elected offi-
cials were the source of misinformation
relating to covid-19 that they had encoun-
tered. They also blamed government agen-
cies and networks of trolls linked to vari-
ous states.

These laws are making journalists’ jobs
harder. In Hungary they have made report-
ing more arduous. Sources are less willing
to talk. Atlatszo, an independent news site
established in 2011, has three lawyers who
do a legal check of articles to make sure
that everything complies with the regula-

tion. Mr Orban’s government has become
more secretive. It is more reluctant to an-
swer questions from independent media
outlets. It has established a central “Oper-
ative Unit” to deal with journalists’ inqui-
ries. As a result questions to local hospi-
tals, schools and municipalities are now
handled by national authorities. In Myan-
mar the “True News Information Team” ex-
ists largely to suppress reports about
crimes committed by the army, which
since February 1st has been in charge of the
whole country.

In desperation some have gone into ex-
ile. Belarusian journalists have fled to Po-
land. Many Nicaraguan reporters have
moved to Costa Rica. After Lucia Pineda, a
Nicaraguan journalist, was arrested and
held in prison for six months in 2019, she
moved her news website, 100% Noticias,
there. Gerall Chávez, another Nicaraguan
hack, co-founded a website called Nicara-
gua Actual but works out of Costa Rica, too.
He still worries that his work puts him in
danger. Last summer he received death
threats on Facebook, including a cartoon
showing him being killed. His parents,
who are still in Nicaragua, were sent the
same animation on a usb stick.  

Others are censoring themselves. In
countries that have had such laws on the
books for a while, this is already apparent.
Bangladesh’s Digital Security Act, passed in
2018, imposes hefty fines on journalists or
individuals found guilty of “cyberterro-
rism”. It has created a culture of fear, one
journalist explains, which silences report-
ers. The government does not need new
laws to do so. “Our legal system, our judici-
ary is so fragile that…if the government
wants to harass someone, they don’t need
any piece of legislation,” he says.

Such repression is changing how jour-
nalists publish and where people seek
their news. Some media outlets are mov-
ing onto new platforms, such as Telegram,
an online-messaging service. In Belarus
the government responded to big protests
over a contested election in August by
shutting down the internet and arresting
scores of journalists. Between mid-August
and mid-November subscriptions to the
Telegram channel for Tut.by, a news web-
site, grew by 28%.  In Hungary many pub-
lishers are controlled by the government.
During the pandemic they have published
nothing but articles praising the effective-
ness of the state’s response, says Tamás Bo-
doky, the editor of Atlatszo. His site, by
contrast, has reported on controversies
concerning the government’s handling of
the crisis. He reckons that explains the rise
in its average monthly views from around
182,000 in 2019 to over 285,000 in 2020:
“People were actively looking for articles
about the pandemic which were not gov-
ernment propaganda.” No laws can stop
them doing that. 
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Corporate earnings

Harbingers of boom

Before the covid-19 pandemic inves-
tors favoured companies with strong

sales growth, low debt and high return on
assets. In the past three months, they have
been ploughing money into smaller, un-
derperforming firms that have barely sur-
vived the coronavirus recession. A robust
economic recovery, Wall Street seems to
think, will pull the most covid-impaired
away from the abyss and towards financial
outperformance. Right now, says Jonathan
Golub of Credit Suisse, an investment
bank, “the market is rewarding failure”. 

The bet on weaklings is the latest sign,
if more were needed, that 2020 marked a
weird year in corporate history. Far from
imploding, as many feared after the virus
clobbered stockmarkets in March, America
Inc is looking astonishingly healthy. It did
not take long for analysts to start revising
their profit forecasts back up (see chart 1).
Even then, four in five big firms that have
reported their latest quarterly results beat
projections. Their aggregate earnings ex-
ceeded estimates by nearly 17%. 

The losers—chiefly in industries like

hospitality, travel and energy, which rely
on people mixing or moving about—lost a
lot. Of the 311 s&p 500 firms that have pre-
sented full-year results, 42 ended 2020 in
the red, up from 17 the year before. Their

losses added up to $173bn, nearly five times
as much as the comparable figure in 2019.
But the winners won big: $832bn, all told,
just 13% below last year’s profit pool. The
tech titans without whose products social-
ly distant shopping, work, socialising and
entertainment would be tough made more
money than ever (see chart 2 on next page).
Wall Street is wagering that both winners
and losers have room for improvement.

Big firms are the most bullish. A survey
last month by Corporate Board Member, a
trade publication, found that overall confi-
dence has risen at public companies. Two
in three board members rated their firm’s
outlook “very good” or “excellent”. Three-
quarters of chief executives expect reve-
nues and profits to increase, compared
with less than two-thirds in December.
Half predict increased investment. 

Lacking the access to capital enjoyed by
bigger firms, smaller ones in the Russell
2000 index were bleeding red ink mid-
pandemic. Now things are looking up even
for them. In the last quarter the Russell
2000 posted a gain of 31%, against 12% for
the s&p 500. The latest survey by Vistage,
an executive-coaching outfit, found that
64% of bosses at small and medium-sized
firms plan to expand their workforce this
year, up by a fifth from the previous quar-
ter. Two-thirds think sales will increase in
2021. Over half expect profitability to rise. 

There are two main reasons for this per-
kiness. First, investors are pricing in the
successful rollout of vaccines in America

NEW YORK

America Inc has survived the weirdest year in modern corporate history. 
What next?
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by the summer, which would help reopen
the economy. Citigroup, a bank, calculates
that Americans have squirrelled away
$1.4trn in unspent income over the past
year. All told, $5trn or so is sitting idle in
money-market funds which could be
spent—on everything from a new pair of
shoes to new shares. Second, it is widely
assumed that Democratic control of the
White House and Congress will mean con-
tinued fiscal and monetary stimulus that
could fuel demand further still.

This has led forecasters to project that
s&p 500 revenues in 2021will match or sur-
pass those in 2019 for most sectors, accord-
ing to Goldman Sachs, an investment
bank. By 2022 everyone bar America’s oil-
men should be in rude health. Gregg Le-
mos-Stein of s&p Global, a ratings agency,
now foresees a speedier revival in health
care, building materials, business services
and non-essential retail (see chart 3). On
this view, share prices have room to soar.

Two dangers lurk. If President Joe Biden
fails to get something like his proposed
$1.9trn stimulus through Congress, inves-
tors and bosses may start panicking, re-
gardless of the views of economists, many
of whom worry the plan is excessive. Given
the uncertainty over post-pandemic de-
mand for large industries such as air travel,
now that ceos can see that Zoom is often a
decent alternative, understimulation is a
bigger risk than overstimulation, says the
boss of a big private-equity firm.

The other danger is the vaccine rollout.
American states are jabbing arms at a de-
cent clip; only Britain has done a better job
so far among big countries. But nine in ten
Americans have yet to receive a single
dose, let alone the full two. A large share
may refuse to be vaccinated. And the emer-
gence of virulent new viral strains could
mean the transition from pandemic to no
pandemic will not be binary but gradual.
American business may need to cope with
a messier scenario of partial lockdowns

and endemic disease for years.
In 2020 a strong stockmarket sat awk-

wardly on top of a sickly economy. In 2021
the opposite may be true, thinks Michael
Wilson, of Morgan Stanley, a bank. The re-
covery will be “extraordinarily robust”, he
believes, with both gdp and earnings
growing briskly. But, he warns, the stock-
market has “already priced in too much
good news”. Last year’s corporate cham-
pions may find that their sales included a
lot that were pulled forward. The strag-
glers’ valuations already look rich. Disap-
pointment is all too conceivable.

If the recovery slows, the gulf between
Wall Street and Main Street may become
untenable. Tobias Levkovich of Citigroup
is confident that firms will find opportuni-
ties even under conditions of continued
topsy-turviness. As for investors, the best
ones “don’t try to predict the market”, says
the private-equity boss. “They adapt quick-
ly.” This year will offer them plenty of op-
portunities to shine in that department. 

Returns to health
S&P 500*, net profit/loss, 2020, $bn

Source: Bloomberg
*311 companies that have reported

results at February 10th 2021
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Unions v big tech

Labour coders

For decades America’s labour move-
ment has been losing steam. Trade

unions represent only 7% of private-sector
workers. No significant piece of pro-union
legislation has passed in recent years.
Right-to-work laws, which undermine the
clout of organised labour, have spread to 27
states. Now the union movement has been
showing signs of life in, of all places, the
technology industry. 

Last month software engineers and oth-
er workers at Alphabet, Google’s parent
company, announced a new Alphabet
Workers Union (awu), to “protect…work-
ers, our global society, and our world”. The
union has not sought official status but
charges 1% of total compensation and has
just collected the first round of dues from
its 800 or so members—given their plush
salaries, a good-size pot to spend on law-
yers. And on February 8th union-eligible
workers at an Amazon warehouse in Alaba-
ma were mailed 5,800 ballots. If a majority
back the creation of a union by late March,
the facility will become the e-commerce
giant’s first unionised one in America. 

Amazon’s and Alphabet’s unions seem
worlds away. The warehouse staff hark
back to labour’s blue-collar roots. The awu
looks to some as a vehicle for wokeness; it
is certainly a rarity in computing (see chart
on next page). But the two strands of
unionisation are interwoven. Google’s
coddled coders are intent on improving
conditions for lower-paid data-centre
workers and other tvcs (temps, vendors
and contractors). “No lone wolf should
howl alone without a pack,” declares a de-
veloper on awu’s website. On February 5th
the union filed a labour complaint against
Modis, an outsourcing unit of Adecco. awu
alleges that Modis illegally suspended a
data-centre worker for questioning a ban
on discussing pay.

Alphabet can afford to improve the lot
of tvcs if it has to. It can also, up to a point,
humour its progressive software engi-
neers; no serious financial harm has come
of having to abandon bidding for contracts
such as one to provide cloud-computing
services to the Pentagon, to which some
peacenik Googlers objected. 

Amazon has more to lose. A good deal
for Alabaman workers may inspire others
to clamour for the same rights. Collective-
bargaining demands, on the timing of
shifts, expanding capacity or automating
jobs, may dent Amazon’s flexibility and

An old force takes root in a younger
industry
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Privatisations in India

Flogging the
family lead

The hindu pantheon of gods has no
shortage of deities with multiple arms.

India’s government, with a hand in indus-
tries from energy and steel to finance and
travel, would fit right in. A long infatuation
with central planning transformed state-
run business into a sprawling industrial
empire encompassing 5% of the economy.
But acquiring appendages is easier than
managing them. Profits as a percentage of
revenues are just over 1% at state-run com-
panies, compared with 7-9% for the private
sector. Many are a loss-making burden on
the public purse—more family lead than
family silver.

In 2016 the Indian government under
the then newish administration of Naren-
dra Modi reviewed the 331 firms under cen-
tral-government control. It prepared a list
of 28 that it believed could be sold without
controversy. The most prominent were Air
India, the flag carrier, steel- and cement-
makers, big energy companies, a hotel op-
erator and an assortment of entities whose
time had passed, such as Scooters India
(which last produced a scooter in 1997). 

Five years later the number of compa-
nies controlled by the state, far from
shrinking, has swelled to 348. In January
Scooters India did fall off the list—by final-
ly shutting down. The value of most survi-
vors has shrivelled. State banks are saddled
with bad loans. State energy companies
have fallen victim to the shale and renew-
ables revolutions. Air India’s rotten service
has turned off customers. A note buried in
the government’s 816-page survey of its
holdings disclosed that production at the
state-run condom-maker fell from 1.85bn
units in 2018 to 820m in 2019. 

This month India’s finance minister,
Nirmala Sitharaman, has pledged to start
offloading the leaden assets—in earnest
this time. The initial list to be put on the
block contains 13 companies, including
two unnamed state banks. The biggest are
Air India, Life Insurance Company of India
(lic, often seen as the government’s emer-
gency bail-out provider) and Bharat Petro-
leum, a large refiner. Unviable companies
that cannot be sold, Ms Sitharaman prom-
ised, will be shut down.

Such commitments make longtime In-
dia-watchers roll their eyes. Trade unions
and bureaucrats have little to gain from
transactions which undermine their jobs
and authority. On the rare occasions where
a past sale actually generated returns for

The state promises to unload its dusty
companies. For real this time

speed, says Mark Shmulik of Bernstein, a
broker. That could eat away at its already-
thin profit margins on retail operations,
possibly forcing it to pass extra costs onto
customers, who could shop elsewhere.

awu and the Alabaman workers are
spurring others. “Workers across the digi-
tal economy are feeling the moment,” says
Tom Smith, national organising director
for Communications Workers of America
(cwa), an 83-year-old union. The cwa re-
cently formed the Campaign to Organise
Digital Employees. code-cwa, as it is
known for short, is targeting all of tech, in-
cluding notoriously harsh conditions in
the video-game industry, where 60-hour
“crunch” weeks ahead of big releases are
common. Mr Smith says more tech work-
ers will unveil union labour efforts shortly.
Geeks of the world are, it seems, uniting. 

Computer says organise
United States, workers represented by a union
Selected occupations, %

Source: US Bureau of Labour Statistics
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Anglo-German business ties

From bad to wurst

“We feel betrayed,” laments Petra
Braun, a southern German who

with her partner, Peter Wengerodt, runs
Hansel & Pretzel, a German deli and bakery
in Richmond, a suburb of London. Since
leaving the European Union just over a
month ago, Britain’s once-welcoming gov-
ernment has made it hair-raisingly com-
plicated and costly to import sausages,
marzipan, quark cheese, apple sauce and
other authentic staples. This year she has
yet to receive any of the weekly deliveries
of goods from her homeland.

The flipside of headaches for the likes
of Ms Braun, whose small business em-
ploys 15 people, is a migraine for big Ger-
man exporters, some of which furnish the
ingredients for her fare. Deutschland ag

was never a huge fan of Brexit. But the trade
deal rushed through before the transition
period ended at midnight on December 31st
put German bosses’ minds at ease. A
month into the new regime, “supply-chain
problems are hitting German companies
very hard”, says Joachim Lang of the bdi,
the main association of German industry. 

And it will get worse. Trade has slowed
because of covid-19. As soon as it picks up
again, commercial ties are in for a “mas-
sive stress test”, warns Mr Lang. In April
British customs will introduce new rules
(such as pre-notification and health paper-
work for products of animal origin), fol-
lowed in July by physical checks.

On February 9th the Association of Ger-
man Chambers of Industry and Commerce
said that 60% of the 1,200 German compa-
nies trading with Britain it surveyed con-
sider their current business situation in
Britain to be bad. Nearly as many expect
further deterioration this year. One in six
have either already shifted investments
away from Britain or are planning to do so.
They see the bureaucracy related to cus-
toms as their biggest business risk, fol-
lowed by logistics and legal uncertainty.

Were it not for the pandemic these
problems would make headlines in Ger-
many, says Ulrich Hoppe, head of the Ger-
man-British Chamber of Industry and
Commerce in London. In January db
Schenker, a German logistics giant, stop-
ped shipping consignments to Britain for a
week. About 90% of them had incomplete
or inaccurate customs forms, explains
Maximilian Floegel of db Schenker. The
main stumbling block has been the proof
of origin from the eu required under the
trade agreement between the bloc and Bri-
tain. This is finicky to get for, say, a shoe
made in Italy with a sole imported from
China. db Schenker set up a Brexit task-
force to help clients with the customs bu-
reaucracy. But, says Mr Floegel, “the prob-
lem remains acute.” 

In December bmw, which pre-emptive-
ly moved engine production from Britain
to Germany in 2019, warned that a no-deal
Brexit would cost hundreds of millions of
euros, which the carmaker would pass on
to clients in Britain and on the continent.
At least bmw had the resources to prepare
for January’s customs checks and to stock-
pile car parts in Britain. The pocket multi-
nationals of Germany’s Mittelstand face an
even bigger cross-channel struggle. 

Take Schott, a 250-year-old maker of
sheet music for which Britain is the sec-
ond-biggest market. The family company
started to get anxious at the end of last year
about tariffs levied on each classical piece.
Delays at the border could leave British or-
chestras that rent its sheet music unable to
get the scores in time for rehearsals, once
these resume. This won’t be the last of
Brexit’s unintended consequences. 

BE RLIN

Deutschland ag tries to get to grips
with Brexit
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It has been a year since the pandemic
started to affect Western societies.

Here is how one columnist coped as the
months unfolded.

February/March: In the beginning,
all was confusion. In the early stages a
“last days of Saigon” feel pervaded the
city centre. The trains and offices became
steadily less crowded; more and more
shops closed for lack of staff. Parents
turned into hunter-gatherers, desperate-
ly foraging in the supermarket aisles for
the last supplies of pasta. Successful
scavengers’ trolleys overflowed with
rolls of toilet paper. People were braced
for dystopia.

Office workers hastily caught up on
the disaster-recovery plans they had
previously ignored and were grateful if
they were able to get a good broadband
connection. Bartleby remembered that
he had left all his research back at the
office and made a sheepish return to a
near-empty building. Heading back out
with a rucksack of books and papers, he
felt like a very nerdish barbarian partici-
pating in the sack of Rome.

April: Some individuals were still
struggling to master Zoom etiquette.
Faced with an editorial meeting on a
bank holiday, Bartleby combined it with
a soothing river walk. At some point, his
phone (while still in his pocket) became
unmuted, meaning that his heavy trudge,
and heavy breathing, was audible to
every other participant on the call. In
blissful ignorance, he returned home to a
blizzard of emails, tweets and WhatsApp
messages telling him to shut up. Sure
enough, “you’re on mute” and “please
mute yourself” became the breakout
phrases of 2020.

May: Perhaps the best month of the
lockdown. The British weather was good,
with the sunniest spring on record,

making it possible to work in the garden.
The novelty of working from home had yet
to wear off, and the absence of the daily
commute was still a blessing. 

June: A “Groundhog Day” syndrome
had set in. Every day seemed the same;
weekends lost their meaning. The main
dilemma for the month was whether to
cancel the summer holiday, or to hold on
in the hope that the decline in covid-19
cases was permanent. The prospect of any
break in routine seemed absurdly alluring.

July: Foreign holiday cancelled. Start to
fantasise about ways of shortening Zoom
meetings. How about a countdown clock,
like the ones on television game shows, as
speakers approach the one-minute mark,
with a loud buzzer at the end? Hint to all
participants: when the person chairing the
meeting asks, “Does anyone else have any
comments?”, the correct answer is invar-
iably “No”.

August: Rain ruins short domestic
holiday. Restaurants reopen and Britons
recreate the feasts of Bacchanalia. “Eat,
drink and be merry for tomorrow we get
locked down” seems to be the (prescient)

motto. Meetings no shorter on return to
work. More extreme measures clearly
required: a mild electric shock for those
who speak for more than two minutes?
Or the “raise hand” button could be
converted into a “thumbs down” func-
tion. If more than half the participants
press it, the speaker is cut off.

September: Just as The Economist
organises weekly in-person gatherings
so staff can start the process of returning
to work, cases begin to rise. Tip for read-
ers: if Bartleby is invited to a summer
party in 2021, it is a sign of the impend-
ing apocalypse.

October: Head back to now-empty
office to pick up more books. Feel like
archaeologist analysing ancient civ-
ilisation. In this era, humans sat in glass
booths so they could be observed at all
times. They also gathered in “meeting
rooms” to take part in religious ceremonies
conducted by a priest known as the “man-
ager”, who recited a long list of meaningless
tasks penitents must undertake.

November: British government im-
poses new national lockdown on No-
vember 5th. From this year on, the date
will no longer be commemorated as “Guy
Fawkes night” but as “Boris Johnson
day”. All citizens will celebrate by wear-
ing masks, washing their hands obses-
sively and avoiding their neighbours.

December: The house has lights, and
a tree. But the real meaning of Christmas
now becomes clear: no more Zoom meet-
ings for at least a week. Not just silent
nights, but silent days as well.

January: The vaccines are on their
way to save us. Perhaps at some point in
2021 Bartleby will be back on the London
underground, crammed in like a sardine
while waiting for the platform to clear at
Earl’s Court. Suddenly, social isolation
doesn’t seem so bad after all.

A columnist confronts the pandemic

BartlebyDiary of a plague year

the buyers, the bankers and officials in-
volved were hauled before the authorities
and grilled about selling too cheaply. Ms
Sitharaman’s announcement has already
led to an outcry from Mr Modi’s political
opponents, for whom state ownership of
the economy’s commanding heights is a
point of pride—never mind that those
heights look distinctly unHimalayan. 

Government officials have been meet-
ing business groups to say this time is dif-
ferent. People close to those encounters
say the effort could be charitably described
as sloppy. But that it is being done at all

suggests a degree of sincerity on the part of
Mr Modi’s administration that previous ef-
forts lacked. The reason is India’s covid-
battered finances. Without the $24bn Ms
Sitharaman hopes to raise from the asset
sales, the central government’s fiscal gap
would expand from about 9.5% to 12% of
gdp, putting India’s sovereign rating at
greater risk of a downgrade. 

Between lic and Bharat Petroleum,
which has a market capitalisation of $12bn
and is half-owned by the state, the govern-
ment could be two-thirds of the way to-
wards its goal, bankers in Mumbai report.

An accounting firm has been engaged to
prepare lic’s books, a necessary first step
for a planned initial public offering. Tata
Sons, a big conglomerate, is said to be in-
terested in Air India, which it used to own
before nationalisation in the 1950s. Three
bidders have their eyes on Bharat, includ-
ing two global private-equity funds. 

The first buyer in the new era of privati-
sation could be inadvertent. There is some
speculation that the cash-strapped govern-
ment may grant Cairn Energy, a British
firm, a state-owned oilfield as part of a set-
tlement over retroactive taxes. 
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Alpha pipers

“Iam become meme, Destroyer of shorts.” This recent tweet by
Elon Musk struck a messianic tone that his disciples lap up.

The past month has boosted the cult status of the uber-entrepre-
neur. The GameStop saga gave him ammunition in his long-run-
ning battle with short-sellers, while also positioning him as a
champion of the little guy taking on Wall Street. This week fans
were spellbound by the announcement that Mr Musk’s electric-car
maker, Tesla, had invested $1.5bn in bitcoin and would start ac-
cepting the cryptocurrency as a form of payment. Earlier, a barrage
of cheeky tweets from Mr Musk about dogecoin (“the people’s
crypto”) had sent serious investors scrambling to learn more
about a digital currency that started as a joke.

Impish humour is a Musk hallmark, but the impact of his mis-
sives is no joke. They can set herds stampeding. His bitcoin an-
nouncement propelled it to new heights. Tesla’s market value
briefly climbed above $830bn, near its peak. The history of busi-
ness is littered with Pied Pipers but, as Peter Atwater, a social psy-
chologist, points out, none has matched Mr Musk for the number
of things he has helped turn red-hot, from cars and crypto to space
travel and Clubhouse, a live-podcasting app he appeared on. That
invites two questions. What makes the Musk scent so intoxicating
to so many? And what are the pros and cons of being a cult ceo?

Larger-than-life business figures enjoy various degrees of ce-
lebrity. One category includes chief executives of big firms who,
while charismatic, fail to inspire feverish devotion. Jeff Bezos,
Amazon’s outgoing boss, commands admiration on Wall Street
and envy in other corner offices, but is too restrained to attract
drooling groupies. Similarly, in his 20 years running ge, Jack
Welch earned a reputation (since disputed) for red-toothed suc-
cess, but was too cold-blooded to mesmerise the masses. 

The second group comprises tycoons who achieve cultlike sta-
tus but whose businesses scarcely warrant the adulation. Their
trademark is often shameless self-promotion. Richard Branson
has spent decades cultivating an image as a corporate hippy-cum-
pirate who takes on complacent incumbents in industries from
aviation to finance. Donald Trump touted himself as the arch-
dealmaker. Both have hordes of wide-eyed fans. Neither has built a
business that comes close to $10bn in value or is built for stability.

The third category is more exclusive: those who build both
cults of personality and huge businesses. Joining Mr Musk in this
club is Jack Ma, the founder of Alibaba, China’s tech titan. Millions
of Chinese college students and other wannabe entrepreneurs
bought into the image he cultivated, of a humble teacher turned
philanthropic tech titan with a splash of cultural cool (he once ap-
peared as a tai chi master in a martial-arts film). Admiration of Mr
Ma has often verged on religious fervour. In 2015 a group of online
merchants created a shrine to him, to bring them good luck on
“singles day”, an e-shopping festival. 

Messrs Musk and Ma walk a trail blazed by an Indian business
legend: Dhirubhai Ambani, who founded Reliance Industries, a
petrochemicals-to-telecoms conglomerate. The son of a village
schoolteacher who cut his teeth trading polyester yarn, Ambani
pioneered the equity cult. His trick, in a country where companies
had long relied mostly on banks for funding, was to see the un-
tapped potential lower down the pyramid. He toured India, con-
vincing middle-class savers that they, too, could join the capitalist
class. When Reliance went public in 1977 it attracted 58,000 punt-
ers. The shareholders he drew in have done well: the share price
has gained 275,000% since the flotation. When 30,000 of them
turned up to pay homage at one general meeting, it had to be
moved to a park. These days only Warren Buffett attracts zealots in
such numbers (or did before covid-19).

Cult status confers perks. Equity is cheaper when those buying
it are devout retail investors, not hard-headed institutions. Small
investors are also more patient, heeding calls to “keep the faith”
during profitless investment splurges. Marketing costs are low;
Mr Musk can use social media to burnish his (and Tesla’s) brand
for nothing. Fans are willing to overlook flaws that more dispas-
sionate consumers won’t. Tesla’s build quality is hardly world-
class and regulators, most recently China’s, frequently flag up
concerns. Yet it is hard to see that reflected in the firm’s sales or
share price. Lastly, mass appeal means political clout. Ambani’s
popularity helped him bend India’s trade policy to his advantage.
Mr Musk’s helps explain soft treatment by governments and regu-
lators, over rogue tweets or reopening factories in the pandemic.

But combining star power and scale is not risk-free. Mr Musk
forged his reputation as a David, fomenting rebellions against De-
troit and Wall Street elites. But now he is a Goliath: the world’s
richest man who runs its most valuable carmaker. Playing both
roles is a dangerous game. This is made more so by being a cultural
icon, which leaves him more vulnerable to changing social taste—
and taste can change in a trice online. 

Ye shall fund you no idols
Sentiment could turn if his devotees start to doubt he has their in-
terests at heart. Ambani was able to bat away repeated allegations
of financial manipulation; he beat back short-sellers with help
from a group of brokers known as “Friends of Reliance”. Mr Musk
may not be so lucky. Acolytes who piled into GameStop stock after
his “Gamestonk!!” rallying cry on January 26th were buying near
the top. His recent crypto-talk looks self-serving in light of Tesla’s
bitcoin move. 

Finally, political advantage can turn into a bane. Just ask Mr
Ma, who, overestimating his power, publicly chided Chinese regu-
lators last year. Irked, Beijing scuppered the planned listing of Ant,
Alibaba’s financial affiliate, and is forcing it to restructure. Joining
the ranks of cult ceos may lower your cost of funding. But it raises
the cost of miscalculation. 

Schumpeter

The cult of an Elon Musk or a Jack Ma has its perks—but also perils
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Teegarden’s star is a tiny, dim object in
the zodiacal constellation of Aries. It

has a tenth of the sun’s mass and emits
most of its light in the infrared part of the
spectrum. That makes it too faint to see
with the naked eye, even though it is only 12
light-years away. So far, so unremarkable.
But when astronomers at Calar Alto Obser-
vatory, in Spain, started scrutinising it,
they spotted tiny wobbles in its motion. In
2019, after three years of careful measure-
ment, they concluded that these are a con-
sequence of the gravitational fields of two
planets tugging the star around. The inner-
most, Teegarden b, has roughly the same
mass as Earth, receives a similar amount of
illumination from its host star and is prob-
ably rocky. 

At the moment, Teegarden b tops the
Habitable Exoplanets Catalogue (hec), a
list of planets beyond the solar system
maintained by Abel Méndez and his col-
leagues at the University of Puerto Rico,
Arecibo. They are looking for Earthlike
worlds which, among other things, lie in

the zones around stars that might support
terrestrial-type life. This means, in prac-
tice, planets that are the correct distance
from their parent stars to be able to main-
tain liquid water on their surfaces without
that water either freezing or boiling. For
water, the medium in which biochemical
reactions take place on Earth, is assumed to
be a precondition for the existence of life
elsewhere, too. 

Warm bodies
The existence of the hec, compilation of
which began in 2011, is one manifestation
of a renewed surge of interest in answer-
ing, once and for all, the question of wheth-
er life is a phenomenon that exists only on
Earth, or is widespread. Until recently, that
question was unanswerable. But astrobiol-
ogists, as the diverse band of scientists
now trying to do so describe themselves,
are increasingly confident that an answer
will be found within a couple of decades.

There are, broadly, three ways of doing
this. One is to look from a distance, using

telescopes to examine systems such as that
orbiting Teegarden’s star. The second, if the
object of interest is close enough, is to visit
it, as is happening with the arrival this
month of Mars-bound craft launched by
America, China and the United Arab Emir-
ates. And the third is to search for radio sig-
nals or other signs of technology, on the as-
sumption that at least some life elsewhere
has followed the trajectory of life on Earth
and generated technically adept species. 

The first two exoplanets were discov-
ered in 1992. Now, more than 4,000 are
known. It seems likely that every one of the
billions of stars in the Milky Way, Earth’s
home galaxy, is the centre of a system that
includes one or more planets, and also that
lots of these planets orbit in habitable
zones. Because they are big, and therefore
easy to spot, a lot of the planets discovered
so far are gas giants larger even than Jupi-
ter. These seem unlikely places for life to
establish itself. But an increasing number
of bodies close in size to Earth are turning
up, too (see chart on following page). 

A study published recently in the Astro-
nomical Journal suggests that about half of
the sun-like stars in the Milky Way are cir-
cled by at least one rocky planet capable of
sustaining liquid water on its surface. This
amounts to 300m potentially habitable
worlds. That calculation implies the pres-
ence of at least four such favoured orbs
within 30 light-years of the solar system,
with the closest at most 20 light-years 

Come out, come out, wherever you are!

If life exists beyond Earth, science may find it soon

Briefing Astrobiology
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away. There is, then, plenty to study. 
Just because a planet is a rocky world or-

biting within its star’s habitable zone does
not, though, automatically make it a good
candidate. Some such, for instance, are
known to be “water worlds”, with deep
oceans and no continents. These might
support life if it arrived from elsewhere,
but the chances that biology could start
from scratch in such a place seem slim.
How life begins is unknown. But it is a fair
bet that it needs the concentration of cer-
tain chemicals in a way that is difficult to
achieve in the swirling volume of an ocean. 

Similarly, just because an object could
have liquid water on its surface in a habit-
able zone does not mean such water actual-
ly exists. Earth’s moon, for example, is
within the habitable zone of the sun and
yet is almost waterless.

An important task, then, is to under-
stand not only where a planet is in its star
system, but what it is made of—whether it
has an all-covering ocean, an ocean inter-
spersed with continents, a covering of ice,
or is all dry land. Also, whether it has an at-
mosphere. And that will be done by a new
generation of instruments.

Chart toppers
The first of these, the James Webb Space
Telescope, is the creation of nasa, Ameri-
ca’s space agency. It has a mirror 6.5 metres
across, which gives it a light-collecting
area more than six times greater than that
of the Hubble Space Telescope, currently in
orbit, which has a mirror a mere 2.4 metres
in diameter. The plan is to launch it into or-
bit this October and to use it for detailed
spectrographic observations of exoplane-
tary atmospheres. It will hunt, in particu-
lar, for molecules such as oxygen and
methane that are produced by biological
processes on Earth. 

Teegarden b is a prime candidate for
such study, but is by no means the only
one. Potentially habitable planets within
telescope range are turning up thick and
fast. In 2020 alone, four new Earth-size
exoplanets entered the hec top ten.

In January of that year, for example, as-
tronomers using another nasa instru-
ment, the Transiting Exoplanet Survey Sat-
ellite (tess), announced the discovery of
that probe’s first entry into the hec. This
planet, toi-700d, is one of three orbiting a
star called toi-700, which has 40% of the
mass of the sun and is 100 light-years away.
toi-700d is 20% bigger than Earth, com-
pletes an orbit every 37 days and receives
86% of the energy from its star that Earth
gets from the sun. It currently sits in sec-
ond place on the hec list. And in March two
further top-tenners were added by astrono-
mers using the European Southern Obser-
vatory’s instruments at La Silla, in Chile.
They were orbiting in the habitable zone of
a star called gj 1061, which, like Teegar-

den’s, is 12 light-years from Earth.
The fourth of 2020’s additions to the

hec top ten was announced in April. It was
the result of reanalysis of measurements
taken by Kepler, a now-defunct nasa space
telescope (it operated from 2009 to 2018)
that, in its heyday, found more than 2,000
new planets. This re-examination uncov-
ered a hitherto-overlooked body, dubbed
Kepler-1649c, which is almost the same
size as Earth, takes 19.5 days to orbit its star,
and receives 75% of the light that Earth gets
from the sun. Kepler-1649c jumped straight
into the charts at number five.

Other top-tenners have been on the list
for longer. One of particular interest is
Proxima Centauri b (number six). It weighs
in at 1.3 times Earth’s mass and has an 11-day
orbit around its star, Proxima Centauri,
which, at a mere 4.2 light-years away, is the
sun’s closest stellar neighbour. But the
most striking star to supply hec candi-
dates is trappist-1. This is 41 light-years
from Earth and is orbited by seven poten-
tially habitable planets of similar density
to Earth, one of which, trappist-1d, is in
the hec top ten, at number four. 

At its most recent update, the hec listed
60 worlds, some two dozen of which are
thought to be of rocky composition and
similar in size to Earth. The rest are so-
called “super Earths”, which have masses
larger than Earth’s but less than those of the
solar system’s ice giants, Uranus and Nep-
tune. There are doubts about the habitabil-
ity of super Earths, since they probably
have thick atmospheres and may even be
composed almost entirely of gas. For the
moment, though, it seems sensible to keep
them under scrutiny.

Because of the limits of current observ-
ing technology, which finds it easier to see
signs of planets when they circle dimmer
stars, almost all these promising exopla-
nets orbit what are known as m-type
stars—or, colloquially, red dwarfs. Red
dwarfs are smaller and dimmer than f-, g-
and k-types, known as orange and yellow

dwarfs (the sun is g-type). They are by far
the most common stars in the Milky Way
(some estimates suggest they make up
three-quarters of the total), so the easy suc-
cess in finding so many potentially habit-
able worlds circling them suggests that
these sorts of planets are abundant.

Atmospheric conditions
Astrobiologists are already making simple
follow-up measurements of some planets.
In 2015 a super Earth called k2-18b turned
up. It is 124 light-years away, has nine times
Earth’s mass and orbits its m-type star once
every 33 days. In 2019 the Hubble Space
Telescope looked at starlight streaming
through this planet’s atmosphere. Spectro-
scopic analysis indicated the presence
there of a fair amount of water vapour—a
first for an exoplanet in a habitable zone. 

That was a useful start, says Giovanna
Tinetti, an astrophysicist at University Col-
lege, London who led the study. But, as she
observes, “current instrumentation is just
not good enough really to go beyond say-
ing, ‘Oh, there is some water vapour in the
atmosphere’.” That leaves plenty of ques-
tions. What type of object is k2-18b? Is it a
world covered by an ocean, or perhaps a
thick layer of ice like the icy moons of Jupi-
ter and Saturn? Is the atmosphere pure wa-
ter vapour or mostly hydrogen with a dash
of water and perhaps some other elements? 

Future observations with the James
Webb telescope will fill in some of these
gaps. However, Dr Tinetti highlights the
need for catalogues of the properties of ex-
oplanetary atmospheres, against which as-
tronomers can compare their latest finds.
To this end she is working on ariel, a mis-
sion planned by the European Space Agen-
cy (esa) to characterise the properties of a
set of around 1,000 diverse exoplanets. 

Once a potentially habitable planet is
found, life on Earth provides clues about
how to detect life on it. For example, as
James Lovelock, a British chemist, pro-
posed in 1965, the presence of gases in 

Habitable-zone exoplanets

Sources: Abel Mendez; “Habitable zones around main-sequence stars”, by R.K. Kopparapu et al., Astrophysical Journal Letters
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chemical disequilibrium with their sur-
roundings could be a sign of life. Oxygen is
a reactive gas that would not build up in
Earth’s atmosphere in normal conditions.
As a by-product of photosynthesis, how-
ever, it is being replenished continuously.
Given the presence of so much oxygen, the
simultaneous persistence of methane in
Earth’s atmosphere is also inexplicable
without lifeforms that keep producing the
gas. Normal abiotic chemistry would oth-
erwise quickly deplete it. 

Other gases likely to be biosignatures
include nitrous oxide, methyl chloride,
isoprene, ammonia and phosphine. In-
deed, Sara Seager, an astrobiologist and as-
trophysicist at the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, has identified more than
14,000 small, volatile molecules, of which
a quarter are produced by life and others
potentially so. This greatly increases the
number of potential quarry for future as-
trobiologists to hunt. Meanwhile, laborato-
ry experiments and computer models that
can characterise the sources and life cycles
of these gases in different types of atmo-
spheres will help the understanding of fu-
ture data collected about exoplanets.

The edge of reason
Other biosignatures might come from a
planet’s surface. On Earth, a phenomenon
called the red edge is a sign of oxygenic
photosynthesis. Chlorophyll, the plant
pigment that captures the light which pro-
vides the energy for photosynthesis, ab-
sorbs most visible frequencies emitted by
the sun but reflects the longer wavelengths
of infrared light. This sharp change in re-
flectance can be spotted easily from space. 

With due acknowledgment that photo-
synthetic life on other planets would al-
most certainly employ other pigments,
tuned to absorb the electromagnetic fre-
quencies emitted from their parent stars in
the way that chlorophyll is tuned to sun-

light, this method could be adopted to look
for “plants” elsewhere. Near an m-type star,
for example, some astrobiologists’ models
suggest that planetary vegetation tuned to
local conditions could reflect yet longer
wavelengths than those reflected by Earth.
Alternatively, a planet might be dominated
by light-harvesting organisms similar to
Earth’s purple bacteria, which thrive in an-
oxic conditions and produce sulphur as the
waste product of their photosynthesis,
rather than oxygen. Yet other pigments,
each with its own spectral signature, might
have jobs beyond photosynthesis, such as
protection against harsh radiation.

None of this study will be easy, particu-
larly when the molecules under investiga-
tion are dozens or hundreds of light-years
away. The James Webb telescope will begin
by looking for biosignatures in the atmo-
spheres of planets around m-type stars, but
may struggle to do the same for those orbit-
ing brighter g-types. Examining the sur-
faces of planets, understanding atmo-
spheric dynamics, looking for continents
and detecting surface biosignatures will
have to wait until direct-imaging technol-
ogy is sensitive enough to reach across the
light-years and record something useful. 

That might happen by the mid 2030s,
when three ground-based telescopes with
mirrors 25-40 metres wide, which should
start operating later this decade, get into
full swing. These are the Giant Magellan
Telescope, in Chile, the Extremely Large
Telescope, also in Chile, and the Thirty Me-
tre Telescope, proposed for Hawaii. Their
observations may be complemented by im-
ages taken by two proposed nasa space-
craft, luvoir and HabEx. If approved, these
could fly in the late 2030s. luvoir would be
a general-purpose successor to the James
Webb. HabEx would be designed specifical-
ly to take pictures of habitable planets.

Finding one particular chemical on an-
other planet will never be a clear cut indica-

tor of life. Volcanoes also produce some of
the molecules associated with biology, so
the risk of false positives is high. Even oxy-
gen is not foolproof. It can be generated
abiotically when water molecules are split
into their constituents by high-energy ra-
diation from a parent star. Conversely, a
planet with life on it may not yet have de-
tectable levels of oxygen in its atmosphere
(which was indeed the case with Earth for
much of its early history). For astronomers,
this means placing potential detections of
biomolecules into the wider context of the
planet under study.

Building catalogues of non-biological
sources of gases will help to fine-tune
models and give astrobiologists a better
chance of weeding out false positives. But
Charles Cockell, an astrobiologist at Edin-
burgh University, says a more robust ap-
proach would be to collect spectrographic
data from lots of exoplanets and thereby
create better statistical confidence in indi-
vidual detections. If astronomers had at-
mospheric data from tens of thousands of
them, for example, and a thousand showed
strong signals for oxygen, that would build
confidence about the oxygen being from
biological sources, rather than the results
simply being false positives.

This, though, is to assume the process
of detection itself is robust. An instructive
tale here is the recent debate over whether
or not there is phosphine in the atmo-
sphere of Venus—for this is a gas which, on
Earth, is created only by living organisms
(some of them, admittedly, human chem-
ists). In September, a group of astronomers
announced that Venusian air contained 20
parts per billion of phosphine. Others who
subsequently scrutinised these results
raised red flags. Some questioned the way
the original team had processed the data.
Some tried to find evidence for phosphine
in independent data sets, and failed. Partly
in response to those criticisms, the origi-
nal team later reanalysed the data them-
selves, and concluded there was, after all,
only a tentative detection of one part per
billion of phosphine present on Venus.

Venus sky trap
Spectroscopic analysis of Venus’s atmo-
sphere in this way can be viewed as a test-
bed for the harder task of doing the same to
the atmospheres of exoplanets. In the case
of Venus, though, if the signs do end up
looking good, it will be possible to go and
check directly—the second of the broad ap-
proaches to astrobiology. That the Venu-
sian atmosphere may have a biomarker in
it came as a surprise even to those optimis-
tic about finding life elsewhere. Most such
eyes are turned to Mars, with a side-bet on
the icy moons of Jupiter and Saturn.

Mars has already generated a couple of
intriguing results. One was from the so-
called labelled-release experiments car-

The geysers of Enceladus
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2 ried on board Vikings 1 and 2, which landed
successfully on Mars in 1976. These mixed
samples of Martian regolith with organic
compounds of the sort consumed by mi-
crobes on Earth. Those compounds were
labelled with radioactive carbon atoms,
and any gas evolving from the experimen-
tal mixture was tested for radioactivity, to
see if those compounds were being meta-
bolised. The results suggested metabolic
activity in the regolith at both landing
sites, which were over 6,000km apart.
They were discounted at the time as being
the product of some unknown abiotic reac-
tion, because other experiments showed
no sign of organic compounds in the rego-
lith. But they have never been explained.

The other result that has not quite gone
away was the analysis in 1996 of a meteorite
blown off the surface of Mars by an asteroid
impact and collected in Antarctica. This
contained several features, including puta-
tive microfossils, unusual grains of mag-
netite of a type made biologically on Earth,
and organic compounds, that were taken at
the time as possible signs of life. All are
now known to have alternative, and more
widely believed, explanations. But, at the
time, the meteorite’s discovery stimulated
interest in the possibility of life on Mars.

Wild rovers
And there has, indeed, been an intensive
programme of investigation of the place
since the 1990s, using orbiters, landers and
wheeled surface vehicles known as rovers.
This has followed up the discovery by the
Viking missions of what looked like water-
carved topography, by showing that parts
of Mars are covered with sedimentary
rocks, and that these include clay minerals,
which, on Earth, often form in the presence
of water. This demonstrates, to most peo-
ple’s satisfaction, that the planet did once
play host to bodies of liquid water. 

nasa’s next Mars rover, Perseverance,
scheduled to arrive there on February 18th,
will look in some of the rocks it encounters
for fossilised remnants of microbial mats
called stromatolites. It will also, by collect-
ing and bottling for future retrieval the
most interesting samples it finds, be the
first step in a decade-long multi-agency
mission to bring samples of Martian rock
back to Earth. Then, in 2023, Perseverance
will be followed by a rover from esa called
Rosalind Franklin. This will drill a few me-
tres under the Martian surface to search for
microbes, both fossilised and living.

The idea of life on Mars goes back at
least as far as 1877, when Giovanni Schiapa-
relli, an Italian astronomer, thought he saw
dark lines on the planet, which he inter-
preted as water-carrying channels with ve-
getation growing along their banks. These
turned out to be optical illusions, but the
idea stuck. That there might be life on some
of the moons of Jupiter and Saturn is a

more recent suggestion, stimulated by the
discovery by probes sent to orbit those
planets that some of their ice-covered
moons appear to have subsurface oceans of
liquid water.

This thought is taken seriously enough
for nasa to be laying plans for missions to
Europa, a moon of Jupiter, and Enceladus, a
moon of Saturn. The idea is to sample water
in the plumes of geysers erupting from
these moons (see picture on previous
page), and test it for chemicals that might
indicate life. nasa also plans to launch a
drone called Dragonfly on Titan, another
moon of Saturn, to search its surface for
molecules that might be life’s precursors.

If it turns out that somewhere else in
the solar system either has, or had, life, one
further question needs to be answered.
This is, is it the same as life on Earth? One
school of thought, known as panspermia,
suggests that life might not have evolved in
situ everywhere that it is found, but could
instead spread from place to place. This
would be easier within systems of planets
than between them. If organisms live on
other bodies in the solar system it should
be possible to work out from their bio-
chemistry whether they share an ancestor
with those on Earth—and it might even be
possible to do this with fossils, if enough of
their chemical structure is preserved.

Either answer to the panspermia ques-
tion would be interesting. If any life on Ve-
nus, Mars or the Jovian or Saturnian moons
had separate origins from life on Earth, it
would suggest that biology starts up easily.
If it started on only one of them, and then
spread from place to place within the solar
system, that would give a boost to the idea
of it spreading between star systems, too,
since two examples are now known of
rocks from elsewhere entering and then
departing from the solar system, either of
which might have carried bacteria-like or-
ganisms deep within it, in cold storage.

The third approach to astrobiology, be-
sides looking for biosignatures and visit-
ing promising planets and moons, is to
scan the cosmos for signs of technology
elsewhere. This is, perhaps, the most flaky
tactic. But it is also the most far reaching. It
is flaky because the history of life on Earth,
at least, suggests that the path from pri-
mordial soup to engineering prowess is a
long and winding one. It is far reaching be-
cause such prowess might manifest itself
in ways such as radio signals that can be de-
tected at greater distances than any natural
sign of life.

People have been listening for radio sig-
nals from et almost since the invention of
radio telescopes. There have been a couple
of false alarms, but nothing definite. The
use of lasers for communication on Earth
has raised suggestions of looking for sig-
nals from these, too—or even taking the
initiative and beaming messages by laser
towards promising nearby planetary sys-
tems. And real optimists wonder whether
super-advanced civilisations might engage
in engineering projects large enough to
leave a footprint in the spectrum of their
home stars. Again, there have been false
alarms provoked by this thought. But noth-
ing concrete.

Hope springs eternal
For the moment, then, sheer weight of
numbers suggests that the most likely
place to find evidence of alien life remains
the Habitable Exoplanets Catalogue or
some future, similar, compilation. Num-
bers increase the chance of a lucky strike.
They also allows the application of statis-
tics to the problem, for it is likely that, rath-
er than looking for yes/no answers to the
question of life elsewhere, researchers will
have to search for probabilities. This could
mean measuring the levels of several gases,
each with a different likelihood of having
come from a biological source, and com-
bining those data with an understanding of
environmental context. The hope would be
that life-bearing anomalies would stick out
like sore thumbs, in the manner of Dr Cock-
ell’s putative oxygen-rich planets.

As to whether astrobiologists actually
believe life exists elsewhere, that is not ex-
actly a scientific question, but it is perti-
nent to their motives. David Grinspoon, a
veteran of the field who is part of the Plane-
tary Sciences Institute, an American re-
search organisation, puts it thus: “I think
there’s widespread belief in extraterrestrial
life now among scientists, even though we
don’t have specific evidence for it.”

Dr Grinspoon observes that astrobiolo-
gy is where exoplanetology was when he
was a student in the 1980s—patiently wait-
ing for the right tools to become available.
Exoplanets made the transition from belief
to reality with aplomb. Whether et will fol-
low suit remains to be seen. 7
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Emerging economies

Some pleasant fiscal arithmetic

Finance ministers of yesteryear would
have been shocked by the amount of

borrowing their successors must now con-
template. But they would have been just as
gobsmacked by how cheap that borrowing
has turned out to be. In many countries,
the interest rate on government debt is ex-
pected to remain below the nominal
growth rate of the economy for the foresee-
able future. In other words, the “growth-
corrected interest rate”, as some econo-
mists call it, will be negative. That will be
the case in all rich countries in 2023, ac-
cording to projections published earlier
this month by s&p Global, a rating agency.

This scenario has prompted some econ-
omists, such as Olivier Blanchard, a former
chief economist of the imf, to rethink the
fiscal limits of countries like America, Ja-
pan and the euro members. Governments
should not “focus on some magic number
for the debt-to-gdp ratio”, Mr Blanchard
said last month in a lecture hosted by Ash-
oka University in India. These numbers
“have been counterproductive in the past;
they would be even more [so] now”.

It is not only in rich countries, however,

that the fiscal arithmetic looks topsy-tur-
vy. In 53 of the 60 biggest emerging econo-
mies, the interest rate is likely to fall short
of the growth rate. In some cases, spectac-
ularly so. s&p expects the growth-correct-
ed interest rate in 2023 to be -3.6% in India,

-6.5% in China and -33.8% in Argentina
(see chart 1). 

That raises an obvious question: should
emerging economies also rethink their fis-
cal limits? Some have been quick to do so.
India’s budget this month envisaged a def-
icit of 9.5% of gdp this fiscal year (the over-
all deficit, which includes state finances,
could reach 15% of gdp, reckons JPMorgan
Chase, a bank) and offered no plan to bring
it below the 3% limit prescribed by past fis-
cal rules. The latest economic survey by the
government’s chief economic adviser
points out that India’s interest rate has
been below its growth rate “by norm, not
by exception”. Quoting from Mr Blan-
chard’s work, the survey tries to “provide
the intellectual anchor for the government
to be more relaxed about debt and fiscal
spending during a growth slowdown or an
economic crisis”. But although doveish fis-
cal maths is the norm in many emerging
economies, finance ministers must also
worry about the exceptions to it. 

When interest rates fall short of growth
rates, the budgetary algebra becomes a lit-
tle contrary. Governments can keep debt
steady, relative to the size of the economy,
even if they consistently overspend, as
long as their budget deficits are not too
large. If their deficits (excluding interest
payments) exceed this limit temporarily,
their debt ratio will rise temporarily. But it
will then gradually decline to its previous
level. If their deficits move to a permanent-
ly higher level, the debt ratio also settles at
a higher level. But it will not snowball, be-
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the government spends on investment.
(India’s central government, for example,
has budgeted a 26% increase in capital
spending in the coming fiscal year.) It is al-
so less of a worry if the economy is operat-
ing below capacity: public spending can
then “crowd in” additional investment by
improving incomes and profit prospects.

But before embarking on a spending
spree, a conscientious government must
bear other considerations in mind. Is the
economy below capacity because of a lack
of spending, rather than public-health re-
strictions? Are inflation expectations con-
tained? Is monetary easing unable to revive
demand instead? If the answers are yes,
governments can spend with greater con-
viction. But in fact the answers vary across
the emerging world. China is probably
near full capacity. Inflation is too high in
Argentina and Turkey. Most central banks
have room to cut interest rates (though In-
dia worries that cuts will not work until its
troubled banks regain their footing). 

Crowding out, if it happens, is probably
more damaging in emerging markets. They
have less capital per person than richer
economies, which should leave them with
more rewarding investment opportuni-
ties. The low interest rate paid by their gov-
ernments is not necessarily a sign that the
return on capital is low. It may also reflect
regulations forcing banks to load up on
government paper. This kind of financial
repression, once widespread, persists in
places like India and Argentina.   

Mr Blanchard seems more cautious
about emerging markets than some of
those who cite his work. His Ashoka lec-
ture showed a “prudent level of tentative-
ness that I find very appealing”, said his
host, Arvind Subramanian, himself a for-
mer adviser to India’s government. Mr
Blanchard thinks policymakers in the rich
and poor world alike should ask them-
selves two hard questions: how high might
interest rates rise, relative to growth rates,
in a plausible stress case? And how tight a
budget would be politically possible in re-
sponse? The answers give a rough indica-

cause the power of compound interest is
offset by the power of compound growth.

To grasp the weirdness, ponder the fol-
lowing scenario. Suppose a government
can keep debt stable at 60% of gdp with a
deficit, before interest payments, of 3%.
Then suppose a pandemic strikes, pushing
debt to 80% of gdp. You might think that
this higher debt is harder to sustain, re-
quiring a tighter budget than before the
pandemic. You would be wrong. To stabil-
ise the new debt ratio, the government
needs a 4% deficit instead.

Although this fiscal mathematics is pe-
culiar, it is not novel. The growth-correct-
ed interest rate has been less than zero in
emerging economies 75% of the time, ac-
cording to Paolo Mauro and Jing Zhou of
the imf, who have looked as far back as the
data allow. Economists have nonetheless
been wary of taking this arithmetic too lit-
erally. Emerging economies have tradi-
tionally borrowed in hard currencies, such
as the dollar. If their exchange rate weak-
ens, their foreign-currency debts can in-
crease sharply, relative to the size of their
economies, even if interest rates remain
modest. The cost of borrowing can also rise
quickly if investors fear default, a fear that
can become self-fulfilling. And this rise in
interest rates may not be gentle or early
enough to provide much prior warning. 

In recent decades, most emerging econ-
omies have found it easier to borrow in
their own currencies. That makes their
debt safer because their central banks can,
in theory, print the money owed to cred-
itors if need be. But the fear of some kind of
default still lingers. Wenxin Du of the Uni-
versity of Chicago and Jesse Schreger of Co-
lumbia University have compared the
yields on local-currency bonds to those on
American Treasuries “swapped” into the
same emerging-market currency via deriv-
atives. This allows them to disentangle
credit risk from currency risk. They find
that emerging-market bonds typically pay
a premium, which presumably represents
compensation for the risk of default (or
some other form of expropriation, such as
new taxes or capital controls). This premi-
um spiked in March 2020 before returning
to less alarming levels (see chart 2). 

Borrowing in rupiah or pesos introduc-
es other dangers. If investors fear a fall in
the currency, they demand a higher inter-
est rate. This is especially likely if the in-
vestors are foreigners with obligations in
other currencies. Countries like Indonesia
borrow mostly in their own currency (over
60% of government debt is in rupiah) but
not from their own people (over half of its
debt is owed to non-residents).

Even if government debt is sustainable,
it may not be desirable. Economists have
long worried that public borrowing can
crowd out private investment (or hurt the
trade balance). That is less of a concern if

tion of the debt ratio a country can com-
fortably expect to sustain. 

That ratio is likely to be lower for many
emerging economies than for advanced
ones, he believes. They may find it harder
to rustle up tax revenue in a pinch. And
their interest rates have a higher possible
peak, even if their average is lower once
growth is deducted. In the past, conven-
tional wisdom maintained that the safe
debt limit was 60% of gdp for advanced
economies and 40% for emerging ones.
“These were nonsensical numbers,” Mr
Blanchard said after his lecture. “But the
inequality was right.”  

Default settings
Emerging markets, local-currency 
sovereign-credit spread*, %

Source: Wenxin Du and Jesse Schreger *Median of 12 countries
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Twin peaks

Oil is making a comeback, at least on
the face of it. On February 8th the price

of Brent crude rose above $60 a barrel for
the first time in more than a year. Battery
metals, too, are enjoying a run-up. The
prices of cobalt, lithium and some rare-
earth metals have soared since late 2020,
with copper and nickel enjoying a longer
climb. It is tempting to see the surge as evi-
dence of competing bets about the fuels of
the future. For both oil and battery metals,
the reality is more complex. 

Some of the rise in oil prices is, of
course, linked to expectations about de-
mand. Oil investors have taken hope that
rising Chinese demand might be matched
elsewhere. In India, consumption of lique-
fied petroleum gas, widely used as a cook-
ing fuel, is up. In America, President Joe Bi-
den’s proposed stimulus of $1.9trn may
bring a jump in economic activity and
therefore oil demand. However, the pace of
economic recovery is not assured. The fal-
tering roll-out of vaccines and the emer-
gence of new, more contagious strains of
covid-19 continue to weigh on oil markets.
Indeed climbing oil prices have much
more to do with constraints in supply than
with confidence in demand. 

Most important, Saudi Arabia, the de
facto leader of the Organisation of the Pet-
roleum Exporting Countries, looks deter-
mined to support prices. In January the
kingdom said it would cut production by
an additional 1m barrels a day in February
and March. Elsewhere, output continues to
be restrained. Among some African pro-
ducers, supply is starting to suffer from de-
ferred investment in new projects and de-
clining output from existing ones. In
America, crude output in January was 13%

NEW YORK

Why the prices of both oil and the
metals that seek to replace it are rising
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lower than a year before, according to
Goldman Sachs, a bank. Exports from Iran
seem unlikely to pick up quickly. In an in-
terview with cbs News aired on February
7th, Mr Biden said he had no immediate
plans to lift sanctions on the country.

For battery metals, demand has helped
boost prices. Much of the interest is com-
ing from China: in December sales of plug-
in electric vehicles there surpassed
224,000, a record high and 9.4% of total ve-
hicle sales. That has supported demand for
cobalt, lithium and rare-earth minerals
such as neodymium and praseodymium.
But constraints on supply have played an
important role, too.

Covid-19 disrupted ports in South Afri-
ca, from where much of the world’s cobalt
is shipped, and in China, the world’s big-
gest miner and exporter of rare-earth met-
als. Nickel mines in Indonesia were also
pandemic-struck. In New Caledonia, a
small group of Pacific islands that is the
world’s fourth-biggest producer of nickel,
protests in December demanding public
control of national resources blockaded
several mines that are part-owned by for-
eign firms.

As the 2020s continue, you might ex-
pect the prices of oil and battery metals to
diverge, as demand for crude ebbs and that
for electric cars and other green technolo-
gies jumps. However, there may well be a
period when supply constraints mean that
the values of oil and battery metals contin-
ue to rise in concert. 

Start with oil. In the past, higher prices
prompted more spending on projects,
which increased production and lowered
prices. There are already signs that this
mechanism is breaking down. In recent

years dismal returns and fear of regulation
have made investors wary of capital expen-
ditures. Their disdain for spending has in-
tensified, thanks to covid-19’s rapid de-
pression of demand and the election of Mr
Biden. Since taking office in January, he
has announced a temporary moratorium
on new drilling leases on federal lands, as
well as plans for stricter regulation of me-
thane emissions and greater scrutiny of
pipelines. None of this has a huge, imme-
diate effect on oil supply, but serves to
make investors even more sceptical of any
big increase in companies’ capital pro-
grammes. In January BlackRock, the
world’s largest asset manager, urged com-
panies to disclose how their strategies
align with a carbon-neutral economy by
2050. Little wonder that in recent weeks
ExxonMobil and other oil supermajors,
shaken by large annual losses, have reiter-
ated pledges of capital discipline.

Meanwhile a wave of green enthusiasm
is sweeping the markets. Tesla, an electric-
vehicle maker, is more valuable than the
eight next-biggest carmakers combined.
JPMorgan Chase, a bank, reckons the share
of electric vehicles (excluding hybrids) in
global new vehicle sales will rise from 3%
in 2020 to 15% in 2030. Electric cars ac-
count for about a quarter of demand for co-
balt, a similar share for neodymium and
praseodymium, and nearly half of the de-
mand for lithium, according to cru Group,
a consultancy. Other green technologies
are supporting prices, too. Copper is essen-
tial not only for electric cars, but also for
solar panels, wind turbines and 5g infras-
tructure. The recent rally may therefore be
a sign of a strange pattern to come: higher
prices for both oil and the metals that may
help replace it. 

All charged up

Sources: CRU Group; Bloomberg *Rare-earth metals
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Picking up pace

Inflation is likely to jump in the coming months, as last year’s oil-price drop falls out of
the annual comparison. Prices spiked in the euro area in January, owing in part to the
expiration of a temporary value-added-tax cut in Germany. Will the pickup be sus-
tained? Investors are bullish in America, where a huge stimulus package is in the
works. In the euro area and Japan, though, inflation is expected to stay subdued. 

Gaining purchase

Sources: Refinitiv Datastream; Bloomberg *Estimate
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Bank bosses

Fresh blood

European banks’ fourth-quarter earn-
ings, releases of which are clustered

around early February, have been surpris-
ingly perky. Those with trading arms, such
as ubs or bnp Paribas, rode on buoyant
markets. State support helped contain bad
loans; few banks needed to top up provi-
sions. Markets should keep them busy and,
as the economy recovers, loan volumes
should rise. Many banks plan to resume di-
vidends this year.

Yet the chronic illness that has dogged
the industry for years remains. Interest
rates are rock-bottom, compressing lend-
ing margins. Lenders must set aside lots of
capital to placate watchdogs, which de-
presses returns. Costs are sky-high; hard-
hit by the financial and euro-area crises,
lenders have under-invested in digitisa-
tion. And Europe has too many banks,
which constrains scale and profits. ubs
forecasts the European sector’s return on
tangible equity (rote) will hit 8% by
2022—above last year’s 5.6%, but still be-
low its cost of capital of 10%. Its price-to-
book ratio hovers around 0.5, below its
lowest point in 2009.

Much of that has been outside bosses’
control. The current cohort, drafted in to
restore lenders to health in the 2010s, has
also managed to lift core capital ratios. But
reviving profits and valuations—a must if

Europe’s banks need new chiefs. Where
to find them? 
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He now runs a chain of hotels in his
native Ghana. But in the 1990s Tony

Yeboah played football at a high level, his
two seasons at Leeds United sandwiched
between longer spells in the Bundesliga.
In England he is fondly remembered for a
wonder-goal against Wimbledon fc.
Watch it on YouTube. Trapping a high
ball expertly on his chest, he juggles
between defenders before smashing the
ball off the crossbar into the net.

Great goals stay in the mind long after
the game-to-game grind of a champion-
ship win fades from memory. So it is
with investing. Success often comes
down to the compounding of incre-
mental gains over time. The trades that
capture the imagination, though, are the
bold ones with big payoffs. Among the
biggest and boldest was “The Big Short”, a
bet against subprime mortgages before
the 2008 crash, and also the title of a
book by Michael Lewis (and, later, a film).

That episode feels relevant again. The
recent spectacular run-up in stock prices
and the attendant mania in pockets of
the financial markets have the word
“bubble” on many investors’ lips. A new
paper* by Aaron Brown of New York
University and Richard Dewey of Royal
Bridge Capital, a hedge fund, re-exam-
ines the Big Short and sounds a note of
caution. It argues that the bet against
subprime mortgages was far riskier than
is often appreciated. The paper has a
subtler message, too: the way in which a
trading idea is expressed is as important
as the insight that underpins it.

People who lived through it can
scarcely forget the subprime crisis. Still,
here’s a recap. In the mid-2000s, house
prices were rising rapidly in many rich
countries. In America, much of the
growth in mortgage lending was to “sub-
prime” borrowers with low credit scores.

These mortgages were pooled and turned
into securities. The riskiest tranches of
these pooled mortgages took the first
losses, providing a buffer for the aaa-rated
tranches. Such was the demand for aaa
bonds that standards slipped. Just about
anyone could get a subprime mortgage.

America’s housing boom had all the
hallmarks of a bubble: cheap money, a
build-up of debt and a belief that there was
no risk. If you were so minded, how could
you bet against it? A handful of clever
people worked out that subprime bonds
were likely to suffer a higher rate of de-
fault than was suggested by their price or
credit rating. So they bet against the risk-
iest tranches of the worst pools. They
entered into agreements with banks,
called credit-default swaps (cds), which
insured specific mortgage bonds against
default. In 2007 and 2008, default rates
soared. The cds insurance was triggered.
The payoff was as spectacular as a Tony
Yeboah goal.

Why didn’t more people bet this way?
Mr Brown and Mr Dewey spoke to in-
vestors who considered the short sub-

prime trade, but passed on it. One turn-
off was the Big Short’s steeply negative
“cost of carry”: the premium on cds
insurance was high. Moreover, mortgage
cds were illiquid instruments, making it
tricky to get out of the trade. A high cost
of carry is a big bar when the payday
might be years away—if it comes at all.
The banks that were the counterparties
to the cds could be dragged under. May-
be the government would make good all
mortgage-holders when the bust came.
History did not play out this way. But
investors could not be sure at the time.

Traders found other ways to bet
against the bubble. One was to sidestep
the negative-carry problem by buying
risky tranches of subprime securities,
with double-digit yields, and at the same
time taking out insurance on “safe” aaa
tranches using cds with a fairly low
premium. The bet here was that a hous-
ing bust would blow up both risky and
safe tranches; but while waiting for the
apocalypse you could benefit from posi-
tive carry. Perhaps the safest way to profit
from a bubble is the pick-up-the-pieces
trade, in this case buying mortgage
bonds at fire-sale prices after the bust.

A subtext of the Brown-Dewey paper
is that conviction can be your enemy.
Knowing for sure that something is very
askew may not be enough to make you
money. Still, the precariousness of the
Big Short is a big part of its legend. Yes,
things might have played out differently.
And if Tony Yeboah’s shot were an inch
higher, then it would not have been a
goal. But it was not a fluke. He had scored
an equally spectacular goal against Liver-
pool a month earlier. That one went in
off the crossbar, too.

Crossbar challengeButtonwood

Lessons in betting against bubbles from the Big Short

..............................................................
* “Toil and Trouble: Don’t Get Burned Shorting
Bubbles”, February 2021.

banks are to raise capital on public mar-
kets—requires a strategic rethink that
“wartime” ceos have shown little will or
skill for. A growing chorus of pundits, in-
vestors and board members want fresh
faces to embrace the mission. 

This is not to say that Europe’s bank
bosses are entrenched (save some excep-
tions: Frédéric Oudéa has run Société Gé-
nérale, a French lender, for 12 years). The
average boss at a big European bank has
been in post for four years, compared with
seven in America. Succession planning at
some banks, including Standard Char-

tered, is said to be under way. But the same
tired cast seems to be shuffled around. Of
the nine European banks that changed
chiefs in 2020, seven picked either a male
insider or a male banker from a local rival.
Andrea Orcel, chosen to lead UniCredit, an
Italian bank, last month, helped build it up
decades ago. Ralph Hamers, ubs’s new
boss, came from ing, a Dutch bank.

One problem is that the pool of candi-
dates is drying up. When Mary-Caroline
Tillman of Russell Reynolds Associates, a
headhunter, worked on bank ceo searches
ten years ago, her shortlists included 15-20

qualified candidates. Today she typically
finds five or six. A lot of industry stars are
now too old; a few others have lost their
sheen. Many suitable executives do not
want the top job, which comes with more
scrutiny from the press than elsewhere. It
is also less richly rewarded. Last year James
Gorman, who runs Morgan Stanley, an
American bank, was paid $33m. ing faced
public criticism in 2018 when it proposed
raising Mr Hamers’s pay to €3m ($3.6m). 

Recruiting outsiders is also hard. Aspir-
ing ceos must be vetted by European regu-
lators, implying a ton of banking experi-
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ence, says Elena Carletti of Bocconi Uni-
versity, who also sits on UniCredit’s board.
In America Wells Fargo is the only big bank
subject to such rules. Language can create
barriers, too. After falling out with Jean
Pierre Mustier, its French boss who is due
to step down in April, UniCredit’s board is
said to have favoured Italian-speakers. 

There is hope, however. Industry veter-
ans praise a class of bankers climbing up
the ranks, including Slawomir Krupa (head
of Société Générale’s markets unit), Chris-
tian Meissner (Credit Suisse’s new wealth-
management chief) and Nicolas Namias

(the new boss of Natixis, an investment
bank). Headhunters, meanwhile, are
grooming bright executives in adjacent in-
dustries, such as payments or insurance.

Whether they make it to the top or not
largely depends on banks’ boards, many of
which pay lip service to transformation but
plump for boring candidates. That partly
reflects their own staid composition. Ca-
reer bankers with little tech nous often
dominate, even though regulators do not
necessarily require that non-executive di-
rectors have banking expertise. To cure ail-
ing banks, boards too need new blood. 

Trade policy in America

Rinse and repeat

American washing-machine makers
received a parting gift from President

Donald Trump. Days before leaving office,
he extended tariffs on imported machines
by two years. The move was a victory for
Whirlpool, an appliance-maker that has
sought protection for nearly a decade. The
saga is a case study of the impact of protec-
tionism on competition at home.

American businesses can ask the gov-
ernment for three types of protection from
foreign rivals: anti-dumping duties, if im-
ports are being sold below cost; counter-
vailing duties, if foreign competition is
subsidised; or safeguard tariffs, if imports
are surging. Petitions succeed around 60%
of the time; in 2016 just over 7% of Ameri-
ca’s product lines were affected by a tem-
porary trade barrier. (That compares with
about 4% in the European Union.)

When Whirlpool first sought help in
2011, it accused its South Korean competi-
tors, Samsung and lg, of selling at prices
that were too low. (Its rivals said its failure
to innovate was the problem.) The United
States International Trade Commission
(usitc), which follows trade-remedy law
written to protect producers, not consum-
ers, found for Whirlpool. That led to tariffs
of up to 82% on some washing machines
from South Korea and Mexico (where Sam-
sung had a factory).

Only six years before that, Whirlpool
had used the promise of competition from
Samsung and lg to justify consolidation at
home. Trustbusters had been suspicious of
its acquisition of Maytag, an American ri-
val, which united more than 70% of do-
mestic production of household washing
machines. But, partly because they were
assured of stiff foreign competition, they
let the deal go ahead. William Kovacic,

then a member of the Federal Trade Com-
mission, was so peeved by the case that he
now argues that merger approvals should
require companies to waive their right to
seek tariff protection.

But the duties Whirlpool had secured
were easy to dodge. When Samsung and lg
started sending machines from their facto-
ries in China to America, Whirlpool asked
the usitc to hit imports from there, too.
Accused of undercutting again, the South
Korean firms protested that “bundled pric-
ing” distorted the facts. Washing machines
often looked like they were sold at low
margins, but in fact were being bundled to-
gether with driers, which were sold at high
margins. When seen as an integrated unit,
an apparently low-return washing-ma-

chine business could in fact be making ad-
equate profits. But the commission ruled
in favour of Whirlpool again. 

The source of imports had already
changed, though—to Thailand and Viet-
nam. So, rather than continue with the
game of whack-a-mole, in 2017 Whirlpool
made a bolder request: for a safeguard tar-
iff, which hits imports whatever their
source. (It is also temporary, to give domes-
tic firms time to become competitive.) The
usitc recommended tariffs of 20%, rising
to 50% above a quota of 1.2m units in the
first year, with the protection fading over
three years. Presidents can veto such re-
quests, but Mr Trump did not. 

The new restrictions were implement-
ed in February 2018. As the law intended,
imports fell, and American production
rose. According to a study by Aaron Flaaen
of the Federal Reserve and Ali Hortaçsu and
Felix Tintelnot of the University of Chica-
go, retail prices of washing machines also
rose, by 12%—with those of dryers rising in
step. Whirlpool made some investments,
including in a new training centre in
Clyde, Ohio. A review of the tariffs in 2019
found that its profitability increased.

Yet Whirlpool came back for more. In
November last year its lawyers complained
that the tariff was meant to give it three fat
years of profits to recover from the harm
caused by imports. But Samsung and lg
had brought in machines before the tariff
came in, dampening its effect. Then came
covid-19. Had the usitc known what mar-
ket conditions would be, Whirlpool’s law-
yers argued, it would surely have recom-
mended greater protection. 

By then Samsung and lg had opened
factories in America. (How much of this,
and the resulting jobs, reflects the tariff is
up for debate, but it may have speeded up
the decision to set up shop in America.)
The Korean firms argued that they were
now part of the domestic industry—and
did not need tariffs. They pointed out that
the domestic industry was clearly thriving:
around 80% of washing machines bought
in America were now home-made. Still,
the usitc decided that, without an exten-
sion, cheap imports would flood in. Mr
Trump did not disagree, so the tariffs will
remain until 2023. (Whirlpool says the de-
cision reflects its efforts to ensure fair
trade and to protect employees.)

The result will be close to a decade of
protection, arguably at the cost of custom-
ers’ wallets. But Whirlpool has little re-
course for protection left, and now faces
stiff competition at home. In November a
representative of lg said its new factory in
Tennessee had in some cases shrunk the
gap between order and delivery from 12
weeks to a few days. Canny use of tariffs
might help some producers some of the
time. But competition cannot be avoided
for ever. 

WASHINGTON, DC

What washing machines tell you about the links between tariffs and competition

Heavy-duty machines 
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Targeting practice

In economics textbooks, central banks wield power by raising
or lowering interest rates. That depiction, always a little simplis-

tic, is now badly out of date. Since the financial crisis of 2007-09,
and especially since the onset of the covid-19 pandemic, central
bankers have dramatically expanded their arsenals. They have
bought trillions of dollars in assets—mostly government bonds—
to keep economies and financial systems from freezing up. And
they have become more hands-on, trying to steer cash to “real”
businesses, not just to markets. These actions reflect both the se-
verity of the economic shock and the constraints on monetary
policy in rich countries, where short-term policy rates are already
at or below zero. But when it comes to unconventional interven-
tions, it is a central bank in a very different situation—managing
the world’s strongest major economy—that is by far the busiest.

In contrast with other central banks, the People’s Bank of China
(pboc) has refrained from expanding its balance-sheet. Yet it is ev-
er more determined to guide money flows. Since 2014 it has intro-
duced at least ten separate targeted tools to that end, and tweaked
them constantly. There have been credit facilities for small busi-
nesses and farmers, new money for the construction of affordable
housing, adjustments to banks’ required reserves if they lend to
favoured sectors, plus caps on loans to risky industries from prop-
erty to steel. Such is the scope of activity that economists in China
now distinguish between two kinds of monetary policy: “aggre-
gate policies”, like interest rates, that affect the whole economy
and “structural policies” that support this or that sector. As central
banks elsewhere gravitate towards more targeted actions, China’s
record with structural monetary policy deserves attention.

The pandemic has illustrated the merits of targeted monetary
policy. Back-stopped by central-bank facilities, Chinese banks de-
ferred loan repayments for millions of companies and issued
credit to those on the frontlines, such as makers of medical sup-
plies. A similar response has been seen in the rich world. But in
China the point of targeting goes beyond emergency relief. It is
used to achieve other goals: in a report published on February 8th
the pboc said structural policies were like “drip irrigation” for the
economy, helping channel financial support towards technologi-
cal innovation and environmental protection.

The big attraction of structural monetary policy for China is
that, in theory, it tackles a dilemma at the heart of the financial
system: credit growth is needed to sustain rapid economic
growth, but overall debt levels are already very high, particularly
among state-owned companies. In explicitly encouraging banks
to lend to less-indebted companies in promising sectors, policy-
makers have a set of three objectives: generating more growth,
with less debt, while also modernising the economy. 

To hear it from the pboc, the experience has been a resounding
success. It says it has catalysed 15.1trn yuan ($2.4trn) in “inclusive
loans” (credit to very small businesses), more than double the
amount three years ago, reaching some 32m firms in all. The aver-
age interest rate on these loans in December was 5.1%, not much
higher than the interest rate on government debt. Small business-
es, left to fend for themselves, would never enjoy such good terms.

But a closer look at the data raises questions about the efficacy
of targeting. The overall shape of the economy has changed little.
The liability-to-asset ratio for state firms—a measure of their in-
debtedness—is only slightly lower than it was five years ago, when
the pboc ramped up its structural policies. Moreover, the jump in
“inclusive loans” is misleading. Small firms, broadly defined, ac-
count for just a quarter of overall bank lending, little changed over
the years. Without targeting, perhaps the imbalances would have
been even worse. But it is hard to escape the conclusion that the
practice has had a marginal impact on financial flows.

Despite the pboc’s official bluster about structural monetary
policy, many economists who work in its regional branches are
more sceptical. They have started to crank out research papers,
mostly in Chinese, on the topic. Fu Hongrui and Zhong Zhenzhen
argue that communication is a stumbling block. For central banks
to hit their mark, it helps if companies and investors understand
their intent, so that they have the confidence to push in the same
direction. The pboc, however, provides only basic information
about its targeted operations, with scant details about who actual-
ly receives its credit. This, argue the researchers, blunts the bene-
fits. In another paper Yin Xingshan and two other pboc econo-
mists argue that structural monetary policies do not get at the
roots of China’s problems. True solutions would include trans-
forming state-owned companies into profit-focused entities and
increasing competition in the banking sector. The central bank on
its own will struggle to cure the economy’s “chronic disease”.

Structural weaknesses
The pboc, which lacks formal independence, cannot very well say
no when the government wants it to be more activist. It has taken
to describing “precision” as one of the core aims of its policies. But
some of its economists worry about the consequences. Chen Ge, a
central-bank researcher, enumerates a series of risks. To obtain
special loans from the pboc, banks need to post collateral. There is
little to stop them throwing ineligible loans into the mix. The cen-
tral bank thus faces balance-sheet hazards if some of the dodgier
assets go bad. Moreover, it is hard to monitor whether banks use
the credit as promised. And if companies and banks become more
reliant on the pboc for direct support, it will grow progressively
harder to unwind the interventions.

The answer, Mr Chen concludes, is for the government to step
in and do more with its fiscal space, taking weight off the pboc—a
prescription that will sound wearily familiar to central bankers
elsewhere. The pboc may be following a different path. But it is ar-
riving at a similar destination. 

Free exchange

China leads the world in precision-guided central banking. Does it work?
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The American Association for the Advancement of Science

Both ends against the middle

“Ithink it’s unlikely that any condition
in the body is one where the micro-

biome isn’t involved.” That is the consid-
ered opinion of Iain Chapple, one of the
speakers at this week’s meeting of the
American Association for the Advance-
ment of Science (aaas), held online this
year instead of in Phoenix, Arizona, as
originally planned. Dr Chapple was, until
2020, head of dentistry at Birmingham
University, in Britain, and is still an active
researcher in the field. Mouths are noto-
rious breeding grounds for hostile bacte-
ria, as anyone who has ever had a tooth-
ache can attest. But even a healthy mouth
is inhabited by lots of bugs (see above).

Meanwhile, at the other end of the ali-
mentary canal, the large intestine contains
so many microbes that they probably out-
number the cells of the human body. Both
bacterial populations have coevolved with
their hosts for millions of years, so Dr
Chapple is almost certainly right about the
intimate connection between them and
the body. A pair of sessions at the aaas dis-
cussed some of the latest relevant findings.

Dr Chapple has been seeking a link be-

tween gum disease and rheumatoid arthri-
tis. In periodontitis, to give gum disease its
proper name, the number of bacteria in the
crevice between a tooth and its surround-
ings rises from thousands to millions. The
gums being well supplied with blood ves-
sels, such bacteria can hitch a ride to the
rest of the body. This fact has been linked
not only with arthritis, but also with dia-
betes, Alzheimer’s disease and, according
to Purnima Kumar of Ohio State Universi-
ty, who helped to organise the session in
question, over 50 other conditions.

Gummed up
Rheumatoid arthritis comes in many
forms, but all involve the immune system
attacking the body’s joints. Dr Chapple’s
studies indicate that Porphyromonas gin-
givalis, one of the hitchhiking bacteria, can
provoke such a reaction. The next step, he

suggests, is to look at a group of arthritis-
free individuals who have periodontitis
and see whether they subsequently devel-
op arthritis more frequently than average
members of the population.

The arthritis link is still tentative. That
with diabetes is not. Bacteria associated
with periodontitis have long been known
to disrupt the body’s ability to absorb glu-
cose, resulting in the heightened levels of
that sugar in the bloodstream which are
diabetes’s distinctive feature. The connec-
tion seems to work the other way around,
too. High glucose levels disrupt the body’s
inflammatory system, leading to a host of
complications, including gum disease.

In new research, Dr Kumar has mapped
networks of connections between various
bacterial species and the components of
the immune system with which they inter-
act. She has done this in three groups of
people: those with periodontitis, those
with both periodontitis and diabetes, and
those with neither. Her work has shown
that these networks break down complete-
ly in people with both diseases. That limits
the immune system’s influence and pre-
vents it cleaning house. Treating people’s
periodontitis boosted their networks, but
did so more slowly in those with diabetes.

Both the arthritis and the diabetes con-
nections are interesting. But the most in-
triguing possible connection of all is that
between periodontitis and Alzheimer’s
disease. Mark Ryder of the University of
California, San Francisco, thinks they are
linked by substances known as gingipains.

CYBE RSPACE

This year’s meeting of the aaas included sessions on the microbes in mouths and
intestines, precision treatments for cancer, and skyscrapers made of wood

→ Also in this section
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These cause the entanglement of neuronal
proteins called tau. Tau tangles are a symp-
tom of Alzheimer’s, and people with this
illness have high levels of gingipains in
their hippocampi, a pair of brain regions
involved in memory formation. Small-
scale trials suggest that gingipain inhib-
itors may improve cognition, but bigger
samples are needed for conclusive results.
Dr Ryder has therefore launched a trial in-
volving 570 patients, the results of which
are expected by the end of the year.

An army marches in its stomach
At the other end of the alimentary canal,
evidence is accumulating of a connection
between the microbiome and another
neurological illness, Parkinson’s disease.
This started with the observation that
many people who develop Parkinson’s first
experience digestive difficulties such as
constipation. That prompted the discovery
that certain species of gut bacteria are of-
ten present in abnormally large numbers
in those with Parkinson’s.

One such species is E. coli (see below).
This is a common bug, but according to
Timothy Sampson, a researcher at Emory
University School of Medicine in Atlanta,
Georgia, only in Parkinson’s patients is it
found attached to the inner surface of the
colon. The protein it attaches itself with is
called Curli, and Curli bears a strong simi-
larity to alpha synuclein, a protein the ac-
cumulation of which in the brain causes
Parkinson’s-related symptoms. Molecules
of alpha synuclein spur the production of
more of their kind, and this accelerates the
spread of the disease, so this discovery has
provoked speculation that Curli-bearing E.
coli could be provoking the body to behave
in self-destructive ways.

Dr Sampson has tested this hypothesis
in mice. He bred a strain of E. coli that can-
not make Curli and injected mice with it,
while injecting others with unmodified
bacteria. Those that received Curli-produc-
ing bacteria expressed higher levels of syn-
uclein and demonstrated symptoms like
involuntary rigidity which, when seen in
people, are associated with Parkinson’s
disease. That is tantalising. Should this re-
sult hold up in future trials, Dr Sampson
hopes it might be possible to identify those
who are susceptible to Parkinson’s long be-
fore they begin to show symptoms.

Digestive troubles also seem linked to
autism—a link strengthened when Sarkis
Mazmanian of the California Institute of
Technology studied the gut floras of people
with autism and identified elevated levels
of several relevant bacterial products.
Speaking at the meeting, Dr Mazmanian
discussed his research on one of these sub-
stances, 4-ethylphenol (4ep). This is trans-

formed by the body into 4-ethylphenylsul-
phate (4eps). In studies in mice, he has
shown that 4eps activates brain regions
linked to emotional behaviours and may
also reduce connectivity between neurons
in important ways. He and his team claim,
as well, that mice with 4ep-producing bac-
teria in their guts display social behaviour
which mirrors symptoms of autism in hu-
man beings. In particular, the animals
seem more anxious (they are more likely
than their peers to hug the walls of an en-
closed space), and less sociable (their com-
municative squeaks are shorter). 

This work is controversial. Some have
questioned the statistical robustness of Dr
Mazmanian’s earlier papers; others, the ve-
ry notion that murine behaviour can say
anything useful about a complex human
condition. Overcoming that second objec-
tion means experimenting on people. And
this is what Rosa Krajmalnik-Brown of Ari-
zona State University is doing. Having
found that certain microbes are consis-
tently absent from children with autism,
she and her team attempted a wholesale re-
population by emptying the guts of several
autistic infants of their resident flora and
inoculating faecal enemas taken from
healthy contemporaries. 

This study yielded intriguing results.
The diversity of microbes in her patients’
guts increased throughout a ten-week pe-
riod of treatment. That led to positive con-
sequences which remained in some chil-
dren even two years after the treatment
had finished. As might be expected, their
gastrointestinal symptoms abated. But
their behaviour improved, too. 

Dr Krajmalnik-Brown is well aware of
the limitations of this investigation. For
one thing, it involved no controls, so the
possibility exists that she was observing a

placebo effect. Nor were food journals kept
for the children after the initial treatment
had concluded, so a change in diet may
have been responsible for the positive re-
sults. She hopes to correct some of these
gaps in larger trials that are now under way
with the aim of getting regulatory approval
for the procedure as a form of treatment.
She also hopes to make therapeutic micro-
bial cocktails in the laboratory, rather than
relying on natural samples.

One further matter of interest in the mi-
crobiomes at opposite ends of the alimen-
tary canal is the extent to which they inter-
act. Does the mouth, for instance, dictate
which microbes make their way down to
the gut? Or does it wield its influence only
when the microbiome in the gut allows it
to do so? Or is there no link at all? At the
moment, these are questions without an-
swers. But mapping the microbial connec-
tions between the canal’s two ends will
surely provide material for many confer-
ences to come. 

Gutsy bacteria 

Oncology

Precisely!

Precision medicine holds that, be-
cause people are unique, so too are their

diseases. It aims to prescribe treatments
tailored to the genetic and biochemical
characteristics of individual patients.
Achieving this, in the context of oncology,
is the purpose of the Cancer Dependency
Map (DepMap), which is being developed
jointly by the Wellcome Sanger Institute,
near Cambridge, in Britain, and the Broad
Institute in the city in Massachusetts of
that name. Cancer is a good candidate for
the application of precision medicine. be-
cause it arises when previously well-be-
haved cells start reproducing uncontrolla-
bly, usually as a result of a mutation in
their genetic code. Numerous mutations
can have this result, so many tailored treat-
ments may be possible. DepMap seeks to
find both mutations and treatments

The first step, as Jesse Boehm, who runs
the Broad’s side of the project, explained to
this week’s aaas meeting, is to grow cance-
rous tissue in laboratories, where it can be
studied at researchers’ convenience. Be-
fore DepMap began, around 1,700 lines of
lab-grown cancer cells were available. To
try to increase this number, the project’s
scientists turned to social media. Working
with American cancer charities they en-
couraged patients across the country to
send in biopsies of their tumours. That has

Studying cancer genomes gene by gene
could lead to better treatments

Listen to our “Babbage” podcast on 
microbiomes at economist.com/gutpod
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given them more than 2,000 new samples,
from which they have been able to create
more than 400 extra cell lines. Encourag-
ingly, 30% of these represent cancers that
are either rare or occur mostly in chil-
dren—both groups that researchers need
more examples of.

Once the cancerous cells have been per-
suaded to start growing in DepMap's Petri
dishes, the next step is to examine them for
weaknesses. So far, the teams have tested
around 6,000 drugs—about half the num-
ber ever licensed for any disease—against
more than 500 cancers. They have already
turned up some promising candidates. Te-
poxalin, an arthritis medicine for pets, ap-
pears to kill cancers in which a gene called
ABCB1 is overactive. Disulfiram, used to
treat alcoholism, seems toxic to certain tu-
mours that lack genes involved with the
processing of heavy metals.

New technology means it is not only
drugs which can be analysed systematical-
ly. Matthew Garnett, of the Sanger Insti-
tute, discussed using crispr-cas9 to do
the same for genes. crispr-cas9 is a set of
chemical scissors employed by bacteria to
chop up and deactivate dna introduced by
viruses that prey on them. Repurposed as
an all-purpose dna-cutting device, it has
become one of biology's most useful tools.

Cut to the chase
Dr Garnett described how researchers at
the Sanger had used crispr-cas9 to dis-
able, one by one, nearly every gene in hun-
dreds of cancer-cell lines. This permitted
them to discover which genes are essential
for a tumour's survival and might therefore
make promising targets for new drugs. He
gave the example of wrn, a gene involved
in fixing damaged dna. Cancer cells are of-
ten already deficient in dna-repair mecha-
nisms, and some seem reliant on wrn for
survival. Based on those results, Dr Garnett
said, drug companies are already develop-
ing drugs designed to suppress either wrn
itself, or the protein it produces.

Deconstructing cancer cells’ genomes
has yielded other insights, too. Dr Boehm
noted that examining the rate at which
genes are expressed—that is, used to make
proteins—is often more useful for predict-
ing vulnerabilities than looking for muta-
tions in the genetic code. This, he said, is
especially true of some childhood cancers,
which often exhibit few mutations. 

An encouraging start, then. But there is
a long way to go. Dr Boehm estimated that,
despite having analysed all the genes and
thousands of drugs for around 1,000 differ-
ent sorts of cancer, the project remains
about 90% unfinished. This may be an un-
derestimate. As Fiona Behan, another of
the Sanger’s DepMap researchers, pointed
out, besides examining individual genes
in isolation, disabling several at once may
also yield useful insights. In that case,

though, the number of possible combina-
tions would be astronomical. 

Moreover, not all results in Petri dishes
bear fruit in human beings. Andrea Califa-
no of Columbia University observed that
cancer cells which have adapted to grow in
laboratories often have different patterns
of gene expression from those that grow in
bodies. Nevertheless, as Dr Garnett told the
meeting, the success rate for developing
new cancer drugs is, at the moment, de-
pressingly low. If DepMap can uncover
plausible targets for developers to aim at,
that may start to change. 

Sustainable construction

Urban growth

More than half the world’s population
dwell in cities, and by 2050 the un ex-

pects that proportion to reach 68%. This
means more homes, roads and other in-
frastructure. In India alone, the equivalent
of a city the size of Chicago will have to be
developed every year to meet demand for
housing. Such a construction boom does,
though, bode ill for tackling climate
change, because making steel and con-
crete, two of the most common building
materials, generates around 8% of the
world’s anthropogenic carbon-dioxide
emissions. If cities are to expand and be-
come greener at the same time, they will
have to be made from something else.

As it happens, Chicago might become
part of the answer. In recent years, as archi-
tects have become increasingly interested
in modern timber-construction methods,
wooden buildings have been getting stead-
ily taller. The current record is held by the
85-metre-tall Mjostarnet building in Nor-
way (see picture), completed in 2019. But
this would be dwarfed by the River Beech
Tower, a 228-metre edifice proposed for a
site beside the Chicago river. 

As the aaas meeting heard this week,
wood is one of the most promising sus-
tainable alternatives to steel and concrete.
It is not, however, everyday lumber, chip-
board or plywood that is attracting the in-
terest of architects. Rather, it is a material
called engineered timber. This is a com-
posite of different layers, each designed to
meet the requirements of specific compo-
nents such as floors, panels, cross-braces
and beams. Besides engineering the shape
of a component, designers can align the
grains in the layers to provide levels of
strength that rival steel, in a product that is
up to 80% lighter. Engineered timber is,
moreover, usually prefabricated into large
sections of a building in a factory. That cuts
down on the number of deliveries that
have to be made to a construction site.

All this makes a big difference to car-
bon-dioxide emissions. Michael Ramage
of the University of Cambridge told the
meeting of a 300-square-metre four-storey
wooden building constructed in that city.
Erecting this generated 126 tonnes of CO2.
Had it been made with concrete the tally
would have risen to 310 tonnes. If steel had
been used, emissions would have topped
498 tonnes. Indeed, from one point of
view, this building might actually be
viewed as “carbon negative”. When trees
grow they lock carbon up in their wood—in
this case the equivalent of 540 tonnes of
CO2. Preserved in Cambridge rather than
recycled by beetles, fungi and bacteria,
that carbon represents a long-term sub-
traction of CO2 from the atmosphere. 

If building with wood takes off, it does
raise concern about there being enough
trees to go round. But with sustainably
managed forests that should not be a prob-
lem, says Dr Ramage. A family-sized apart-
ment requires about 30 cubic metres of
timber, and he estimates Europe’s sustain-
able forests alone grow that amount every
seven seconds. Nor is fire a risk, for engi-
neered timber does not burn easily. Ac-
cording to a report by the Potsdam Insti-
tute for Climate Impact Research, in Ger-
many, large structural timbers are fire re-
sistant because their inner cores are
protected by a charring layer if burnt. It is
therefore hard for a fire to destroy them.
And, for extra incombustibility, fireproof-
ing layers can be added to the timber. All in
all, then, it looks as if wood as a building
material may get a new lease of life. 

The aaas hears about cities made of
wooden buildings 

A block of wood 
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Scientists and aliens

Black-sky thinking

The object came hurtling in from deep
space, from the direction of Vega, a star

25 light-years away. It crossed the orbital
plane of the solar system, within which the
Earth and the other planets revolve around
the sun, on September 6th 2017. Now under
the influence of the sun’s gravitation, the
object accelerated to around 200,000mph
as it made its closest approach to the star
on September 9th. Its trajectory then took
it out of the solar system. A month after the
object had arrived, it was well on its way
back to interstellar space, moving towards
the constellation of Pegasus. 

As it catapulted past the sun and began
to head off, no one on Earth had any idea of
the object’s existence. Astronomers at the
Haleakala Observatory in Maui only dis-
covered it on October 19th; it was hidden in
the data collected by their network of tele-
scopes, as a point of light that travelled too
fast to be trapped by the sun’s gravity. They
gave it a name: ‘Oumuamua.

In the weeks after this discovery,
astronomers quickly confirmed that
‘Oumuamua (which loosely means “scout”

in Hawaiian) was the first interstellar ob-
ject recorded as having passed through the
solar system. Initially it was thought most
likely to have been an asteroid or a comet;
but as 2017 drew to a close, the available da-
ta continued to puzzle scientists. Their
analyses indicated that ‘Oumuamua was
small (around 400 metres long) and shiny
(perhaps ten times shinier than any aste-
roid or comet seen before). It seemed to
have an elongated, cigar-like shape, at least
five to ten times longer than it was wide.
(Later it was generally deemed to have been

flatter, like a pancake, as in the impression
in the picture.) Astronomers had never
seen anything like it. 

In addition to these physical peculiari-
ties, ‘Oumuamua  had travelled along a
path through the solar system that could
not be explained by the gravity of the sun
alone. “This, for me, was the most eye-
brow-raising bit of data we accumulated
over the roughly two weeks we were able to
observe ‘Oumuamua,” writes Avi Loeb, an
astronomer, in “Extraterrestrial”, his ac-
count of the interstellar visitation. “This
anomaly about ‘Oumuamua…would soon
lead me to form a hypothesis about the ob-
ject that put me at odds with most of the
scientific establishment.”

For, after studying the available evi-
dence, Mr Loeb concluded that the sim-
plest explanation for the exotic strange-
ness of ‘Oumuamua was that it had been
created by an intelligent civilisation be-
yond Earth. 

More things in heaven and Earth
By definition, scientists are meant to fol-
low wherever the evidence leads them. Per-
sonal biases and prejudices can cloud the
judgments of those seeking to understand
the rules of nature—but the methods of
modern scientific research, developed
over hundreds of years and keenly honed
in the past century, seek to reduce the im-
pact of subjective human factors that could
otherwise impede progress. 

Observations and data are the material

An astronomer sees evidence of life elsewhere—and takes on his fellow scientists

→ Also in this section

81 Robert Maxwell

81 Life and death in India

82 Johnson: Language and culture

Extraterrestrial. By Avi Loeb. Houghton
Mifflin Harcourt; 240 pages; $27. John
Murray; £20
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on which scientists build their hypothes-
es. Those hypotheses are then ritually torn
apart by other scientists and—if they can
withstand sustained critiques and are not
contradicted by further evidence from the
real world—they might lay claim to being
true. In science, changing your mind in the
light of fresh information is seen as a good
thing. If a new conjecture gathers support-
ing evidence and eventually supplants
years of previous thinking on a topic, sci-
entists are duty-bound to abandon the de-
funct ideas and embrace the new ones. The
more radically an idea diverges from the
mainstream, however, the greater the scru-
tiny it will inevitably face. Carl Sagan, an
American astronomer, once summed this
up: “Extraordinary claims require extraor-
dinary evidence.”

That is the theory, at least. But like any
profession, the path of scientific research
can be influenced (both positively and
negatively) by fashions and personalities,
which can also determine who receives
funding and which ideas get heard. Take
the search for extraterrestrial intelligence,
commonly known as seti. Since the 1960s
astronomers have been listening to the
skies for any signs of radio signals sent out
by technologically capable life beyond
Earth. For most of its existence, though,
setihas been marginalised, dismissed as a
lesser use of time and resources than the
more prestigious study of black holes, sub-
atomic particles, stars, galaxies and other
“real” physics. The steadfastly radio-silent
skies have not burnished seti’s image as a
discipline to be taken seriously. 

Mr Loeb says he has always found the
hostility to seti bizarre. Modern main-
stream theoretical physicists, he points
out, accept the study of spatial dimensions
beyond the three (length, breadth and
depth) with which people are familiar. Ex-
perimental evidence for these dimensions,
however, does not exist. Similarly, many
leading cosmologists think that this uni-
verse is one among an infinite number of
others that exist together in a “multiverse”.
But, again, experimental evidence for that
proposition does not exist. String theory,
the putative “theory of everything” that is
meant to bind together the physics of the
cosmos with that of subatomic particles, is
considered scientific even though there is
no direct evidence to prove it is real.

E.T. go home
Compared with these abstract theories, the
notion that there could be life elsewhere in
the universe, when it is known to exist on
Earth, should not seem so radical a subject
of study. Mr Loeb thinks resistance to it
comes from two sources. First, the “laugh-
able” popular narratives in which aliens
lay waste to Earth’s cities and possess su-
perhuman wisdom. He is no fan of science
fiction that ignores the laws of physics. 

But the more important reason, he says,
is a conservatism within science, which is
sustained by the desire of individual scien-
tists to keep risk low and funding high:

By limiting interpretations or placing blin-
ders on our telescopes, we risk missing dis-
coveries…The scientific community’s pre-
judice or closed-mindedness—however you
want to describe it—is particularly perva-
sive and powerful when it comes to the
search for alien life, especially intelligent
life. Many researchers refuse to even consid-
er the possibility that a bizarre object or phe-
nomenon might be evidence of an advanced
civilisation.

The fact that accusations of conserva-
tism in mainstream science are being lev-
elled by an astronomer situated at the very
heart of the scientific establishment may
seem ironic. Mr Loeb has, after all, spent
most of his career at prestigious American
institutions, including a recent spell as the
head of the astronomy department at Har-
vard University. He is also chairman of the
board on physics and astronomy of the us
National Academies.

His prominent status in astronomy cir-
cles has ensured that Mr Loeb’s radical hy-
pothesis has attracted widespread atten-
tion. All the same, and as he reports in his
book, it would be “putting the matter mild-
ly” to say that his idea has been met with
disapproval by his scientific colleagues.
Writing in Nature Astronomy in July 2019, a
research team assembled by the Interna-
tional Space Science Institute concluded
that it had found “no compelling evidence
to favour an alien explanation for ‘Oumua-
mua”. It dismissed Mr Loeb’s theory as one
not based on fact.

This is not his first brush with scientific
celebrity. In 2016 he was the astrophysical
brain behind Breakthrough Starshot, a
$100m project funded by Yuri Milner, a
Russian tech billionaire, the goal of which

is to dispatch a fleet of tiny probes called
Starchips to Alpha Centauri, the nearest
star to the sun. They are to be equipped
with cameras able to relay any signs of life
they might find back to Earth. Mr Loeb
worked out that it might be possible to ac-
celerate a Starchip to around 20% of the
speed of light if it were fitted with an ultra-
thin sail and a 100-gigawatt laser were di-
rected towards it for a few minutes. So
launched, the Starchips would in theory
make the 4.4-light-year journey to Alpha
Centauri in between 20 and 30 years.

The Breakthrough Starshot project was
announced a year before the discovery of
‘Oumuamua. The hunt for life elsewhere
may well have been on Mr Loeb’s mind
when he was contemplating the object’s
most intriguing anomaly: the weird way it
had moved past the sun.

In June 2018 scientists reported that
‘Oumuamua’s trajectory had deviated
slightly from the one it might have been ex-
pected to follow if it had been determined
purely by the sun’s gravitational attraction.
As it passed the sun the object was pushed
away by an unexplained force. Comets
sometimes behave like this when they get
close to the sun, but in their case the force
is easy to explain: a tail of dust and gas is
ejected from the ball of ice as it is heated by
the sun, which gives the object a rocket-
like push. Yet no such tail was detected
near ‘Oumuamua.

Sailing close to the sun
Mr Loeb had another hypothesis: perhaps
sunlight was bouncing off the object’s sur-
face like the wind off a thin sail. A thin,
sturdy, light sail, of the sort that he had
himself proposed for the Breakthrough
Starshot project, would be technically fea-
sible for a more advanced civilisation. In
any case, such a sail could not occur natu-
rally; it would have to be engineered by in-
telligent beings.

He may or may not be right about ‘Ou-
muamua. But that hardly seems to make
much difference to what is ultimately the
main thesis of his book. Conservatism may
not be unique to astrophysics, he argues,
but it is “depressing and concerning” given
the huge number of anomalies still per-
ceived in the universe. Mr Loeb is surely
correct that scientists studying the vast-
ness of the cosmos should entertain risky
ideas more often, for the universe is un-
doubtedly more wild and unexpected than
any extremes conjured by the human
imagination. “Extraterrestrial” considers
the possibility of intelligent life elsewhere,
but its core message, an update to Sagan’s
maxim, is aimed squarely at life on Earth:
“Extraordinary conservatism keeps us ex-
traordinarily ignorant.” 

Loeb’s visions 

................................................................
To read a profile of Avi Loeb in 1843 magazine, go to
economist.com/1843/aliens
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Robert Maxwell

A made-up life

Unusually for him, Robert Maxwell
arrived alone on November 1st 1991 to

board his superyacht, the Lady Ghislaine, in
Gibraltar for an impromptu cruise. Even
more unusually, he seemed to be in a good
mood, despite the pressure he was under
as he feverishly shuffled assets in a vain
bid to stave off the collapse of his media
empire. Four days later, a Spanish rescue
helicopter was winching his bloated body
from the sea off Gran Canaria, using a sling
meant to save cattle from floods because
he was too heavy for an ordinary harness.
Even in death, Maxwell was larger than life.

A botched first autopsy fed speculation
about how the publishing tycoon had died.
Had he simply fallen into the water, or was
it suicide? Could he have been bumped off?
When it emerged a few weeks later that
£350m (then $603m) was missing from the
pension fund of one of his two main com-
panies, Mirror Group Newspapers, and
tens of millions more from the other, Max-
well Communication Corporation, both
the dire state of his wildly over-leveraged
businesses and his criminal attempts to
hold on to them were revealed. Had he
lived, the 68-year-old would have wound
up in a prison cell.

There have been many biographies of
Maxwell, but the story of this monstrous,
enigmatic, bullying, narcissistic crook of
gigantic appetites, who at his peak was one

of the most recognisable businessmen in
the world, may well be largely unknown to
anyone under 40. John Preston tells it with
great verve and the benefit of extensive in-
terviews with, among others, Maxwell’s
one-time rival Rupert Murdoch, who says
he always regarded him as “an absolute
fraud and a charlatan”, and three of Max-
well’s children—though not Ghislaine, his
youngest, who is in jail in New York await-
ing trial on charges linked to her relation-
ship with the sexual abuser Jeffrey Epstein.

Maxwell was born in 1923 to a Jewish
family in Solotvino, a salt-mining town in
what was then Czechoslovakia, where anti-
Semitism was institutionalised. Ludvik
Hoch, as he was originally called, grew up
in desperate poverty with a brutal father.
Narrowly escaping death after joining the
anti-Nazi resistance, he somehow ended
the second world war as a notably ruthless
young British officer with a talent for lan-
guages, a Military Cross pinned to his chest
by Field-Marshal Montgomery, and a new
name. With his energy, complete absence
of scruple and eye for the main chance—all
his subsequent success was based on his
insight that, after the war, there would be
huge demand across Europe for scientific
publishing, which his company, Perga-
mon, could supply—he realised he could
make serious money. 

Mr Preston zips through Maxwell’s
business and political journey (he was
briefly a Labour mp who drove the House of
Commons mad with his refusal ever to
shut up). His resilience was extraordinary.
He powered on despite losing half a lung to
cancer, the death of two children and, in
1971, being deemed not fit “to exercise
proper stewardship of a publicly quoted
company” in a government report.  

The portrait that emerges is more subtly
drawn than previous ones. For all his bom-
bast, chicanery and revolting personal
habits, and his vile treatment of pretty
much everyone who was beholden to him,
not least his family, it is hard not to feel a
stab of pity for Maxwell as the end draws
near. He seems always to have been run-
ning away from his terrible childhood, as-
suming new identities as he went. He
abandoned Judaism until late in life, yet
was haunted by awful guilt for not having
been able to save family members from the
death camps. He was incapable of personal
friendship (perhaps the only exception
was the man who used to dye his hair and
eyebrows). Ceaseless activity masked his
essential loneliness. 

Maxwell left a trail of wreckage: this re-
viewer’s father was one of the Mirror Group
pensioners he stole from. But was he any
worse than the cynical lawyers, bankers,
politicians—and some journalists—who
fawned on, flattered and abetted a man
long nicknamed the “Bouncing Czech”? Pe-
ter Jay, a former economics editor of the

Times and British ambassador in Washing-
ton, who spent three miserable years as
Maxwell’s “chief of staff”, has perhaps the
book’s best insight: “There was something
not so much amoral about him, as pre-
moral. It was as if he was literally uncivil-
ised, like some great woolly mammoth
stalking through a primeval forest wholly
unaware of things like good and evil.” 

And the mystery of his death? Mr Pres-
ton does not rule out suicide, but his fam-
ily think it more likely that he fell while
peeing over the side of the boat in the small
hours, as he was wont to do. 

Fall. By John Preston. HarperCollins; 352
pages; $28.99. Viking; £18.99

Paper tiger 

Caste and gender in India

Death traps

At the end of May 2014 a photograph
went viral on Twitter. It showed two

girls hanged on a tree in Uttar Pradesh, in
India. Their relatives were refusing to hand
over the bodies to the state authorities,
who they believed would never deliver jus-
tice for Padma and Lalli, inseparable cou-
sins aged 16 and 14.

Like millions of others, Sonia Faleiro
was horrified two years earlier by a gang
rape on a bus in Delhi, where she grew up.
That crime triggered protests and, ulti-
mately, changes in policy. She set out to in-
vestigate what rapidly became the coun-
try’s most high-profile case since then. 

The outrage in Delhi showed that, in In-
dia, “the wheels of justice move only under
pressure from the powerful”. Violent crime
was unremarkable; Uttar Pradesh, India’s
“murder capital” and most populous state,
recorded 12,361 abduction and kidnap inci-
dents in 2014. But the low-caste Shakya
family would not let their loss be dismis-
sed by police whom they saw as inept and
corrupt, and who were dominated by the
Yadav caste then running the state govern-
ment. The family eventually filed official
allegations against three local brothers
and two policemen. Amid the furore, all
five were taken into custody.

International coverage followed the do-
mestic kind. Television crews swarmed in-
to the girls’ village of Katra Sadatganj; poli-
ticians’ helicopters landed among its to-
bacco and mint crops. Narendra Modi was
sworn in as prime minister two days before
the girls were found, but the “good days”
that he promised seemed remote in a place
where most households lacked running
water and electricity. Forbes magazine’s

The Good Girls. By Sonia Faleiro. Grove;
352 pages; $26. Bloomsbury Circus; £16.99
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Imagine a friend is heading out to
face a difficult task. As a last word of

encouragement before they disappear,
you want to buck them up. What might
you say? If you are speaking English, the
likeliest choice is “good luck”.

If you stop to think about it, that is a
little odd. Though you might indeed
hope luck smiles on your friend, neither
they nor you can do much about the
tumbling dice. What you really want to
wish them is fortitude, not fortune.
Which is why the French, in this sit-
uation, say “bon courage”, not “good
luck”. A French expression for “good
luck” (bonne chance) exists, too, but you
are more likely to wish that to someone
who needs luck specifically—perhaps
heading to the racetrack rather than a
tough appointment.

Mark Liberman, a linguist at the
University of Pennsylvania, noted re-
cently on the Language Log blog that
English does not allow you to pair any
old adjective with any old noun in a fixed
expression. You may wish someone
“good morning”, “good afternoon” or
“good night”, but not “good weekend”.
You can say that phrase if you like, but
your neighbour would look at you quizzi-
cally if you lob it over the fence on a
Friday evening. In other languages it is
perfectly conventional.

Special occasions are another way in
which pleasantries differ. English-speak-
ers wish each other a happy birthday, but
speakers of many other languages say
“congratulations”, as if (to the English
ear) the birthday girl had done some-
thing impressive merely by surviving
another year. The Dutch also say “gefel-
iciteerd” to members of the family, in-
cluding the one who really deserves
congratulating: the mother. This is close
to obligatory, whereas it would constitu-

te a strange (if charming) surprise in En-
glish. Dutch-speakers miss the habit when
living among Anglophones.

It is natural to be critical of languages
that lack expressions you consider indis-
pensable. For instance, the Scandinavian
languages lack a word for “please”, one of
the first taught in other tongues because it
softens what otherwise might be a brus-
que-sounding request from a novice
speaker. But Scandinavians are not rude:
they achieve the same end through other,
longer formulations, from “May I ask for?”
in public to tacking on “so you are sweet”
in a request to an intimate. Meanwhile,
Scandinavians must wonder why An-
glophones do not wish each other some-
thing like the Swedish “tack for senast”
when they see a friend again (meaning
“thank you for the previous time we saw
each other”). It is odd, even rude, to omit
this, and having no English equivalent is
vexing for those who are used to it.

It is tempting to draw deep cultural
conclusions from the presence of this or
the absence of that in a language. But
impressions can be misleading. The Ital-

ians wish each other “buon lavoro”—
basically “have a good workday”—though
their culture is not known to be especial-
ly work-focused. And German has the
delightful “Feierabend!”, used to wish
someone well as they leave work, though
Germans are not known for a love of
knocking off and relaxing. To conform
with stereotypes, at least, the two lan-
guages should swap those expressions.

Yet some idioms really do say some-
thing about a culture. The expansiveness
of Japanese’s “sumimasen” reveals a lot
about Japan: though usually translated as
“sorry” or “excuse me”, it is used in a
much broader range of situations than
those corollaries. A detailed online guide
to Japanese culture recommends it as the
single word of Japanese to know if you
learn just one. The Japanese might say it
when someone holds a door for them, or
even for interrupting someone’s journey
in the lift by getting on at an intermedi-
ate floor. They are not cravenly apol-
ogetic, but their society values displays
of respect for others. They must wonder
why no single English word has the
suppleness and coverage of sumimasen.

But not having a word for something
doesn’t mean you can’t coin one—or
borrow it. The English say bon voyage and
bon appétit, and there’s no reason to stop
there. When in-person work begins
again, try a “buon lavoro” as your better
half heads off, or a “Feierabend!” as a
colleague leaves for home. When you see
a friend, thank them like a Swede for the
previous time you saw them, and if you
break up someone’s descent in a lift, try a
friendly “Sorry about that!” Congratulate
your mother-in-law on your spouse’s
birthday, and prepare for a delighted
smile back. It may seem awkward or
tricky at first, but you can make it stick if
you try. Bon courage.

English lacks many useful expressions. Here are some it could borrow

Johnson At a loss for words

latest global power list included several In-
dian women; meanwhile, two girls hung
like “dangling puppets” in fields that were
their only toilet. The gulf between India,
nascent superpower, and its rural popula-
tion—two-thirds of the total—was glaring. 

After police bungling and a botched
post-mortem, the Central Bureau of Inves-
tigation took over the case. They found no
proof of rape. The family’s eyewitness ac-
counts—describing four Yadav men
snatching the girls—were contradictory.
Ms Faleiro, previously the author of an ac-
claimed book about Mumbai’s dance bars,

asks probing questions. Why had Lalli’s fa-
ther bought a phone for Padma that auto-
recorded calls? Where was his own phone,
which held evidence of a conversation be-
tween Lalli and a local youth who now
stood accused of rape and murder? Why
were the girls’ bodies unmarked? 

The truth that emerges underscores
“the powerlessness of the poor” and the
stranglehold of the caste system and hon-
our codes. If the Delhi case highlighted the
dangers of public spaces, the hangings
showed that “an Indian woman’s first chal-
lenge was surviving her own home”. Asked

how he might have defended the girls’
tainted reputations, Lalli’s father replied,
“We would have killed them.” Mr Modi em-
phasised women’s safety, yet took a fort-
night to acknowledge the girls’ deaths.

Ms Faleiro’s pithy, cliffhanging chap-
ters fuse true crime with big-picture analy-
sis, blending data with interviews and de-
tail. The result is a sobering portrait of a
country where progress has been under-
mined by inequality, short-termist politics
and Mr Modi’s divisive Hindu nationalism.
It is a powerful indictment of a society fail-
ing its most vulnerable members. 
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Economic data

 Gross domestic product Consumer prices Unemployment Current-account Budget Interest rates Currency units
 % change on year ago % change on year ago rate balance balance 10-yr gov't bonds change on per $ % change
 latest quarter* 2020† latest 2020† % % of GDP, 2020† % of GDP, 2020† latest,% year ago, bp Feb 10th on year ago

United States -2.5 Q4 4.0 -3.6 1.4 Jan 1.2 6.3 Jan -2.2 -14.9 1.1 -41.0 -
China 6.5 Q4 10.8 1.9 -0.3 Jan 2.5 5.2 Dec‡§ 1.5 -5.2 3.1     §§ 51.0 6.44 8.4
Japan -5.7 Q3 22.9 -5.3 -1.2 Dec nil 2.9 Dec 2.7 -12.2 nil -8.0 105 4.8
Britain -8.6 Q3 81.1 -11.4 0.6 Dec 0.9 5.0 Oct†† -1.3 -19.7 0.5 -11.0 0.72 6.9
Canada -5.2 Q3 40.5 -5.3 0.7 Dec 0.8 9.4 Jan -2.1 -13.5 1.0 -32.0 1.27 4.7
Euro area -5.1 Q4 -2.8 -7.6 0.9 Jan 0.3 8.3 Dec 2.6 -9.2 -0.5 -4.0 0.82 12.2
Austria -4.0 Q3 54.6 -6.9 1.2 Dec 1.1 5.8 Dec 2.4 -8.5 -0.3 -1.0 0.82 12.2
Belgium -4.7 Q4 0.8 -6.2 0.3 Jan 0.4 5.8 Dec -1.1 -9.4 -0.2 -8.0 0.82 12.2
France -5.0 Q4 -5.3 -8.3 0.6 Jan 0.5 8.9 Dec -2.3 -10.9 -0.2 -9.0 0.82 12.2
Germany -3.9 Q4 0.4 -5.4 1.0 Jan 0.4 4.6 Dec 6.8 -7.0 -0.5 -4.0 0.82 12.2
Greece -9.6 Q3 9.5 -9.9 -2.3 Dec -1.3 16.7 Oct -6.6 -9.2 0.8 -25.0 0.82 12.2
Italy -6.6 Q4 -7.7 -9.1 0.2 Jan -0.1 9.0 Dec 2.9 -11.3 0.5 -46.0 0.82 12.2
Netherlands -2.5 Q3 34.8 -4.4 1.0 Dec 1.1 3.9 Dec 7.2 -6.9 -0.5 -18.0 0.82 12.2
Spain -9.1 Q4 1.6 -11.4 0.5 Jan -0.3 16.2 Dec 0.8 -12.0 0.2 -14.0 0.82 12.2
Czech Republic -5.3 Q3 1.2 -6.6 2.3 Dec 3.1 3.2 Dec‡ 1.3 -6.7 1.5 -5.0 21.3 7.8
Denmark -3.8 Q3 22.6 -4.0 0.6 Jan 0.4 4.4 Dec 8.5 -3.6 -0.3 4.0 6.13 11.6
Norway -0.2 Q3 19.7 -1.7 2.5 Jan 1.4 5.0 Nov‡‡ 3.2 -1.3 1.2 -19.0 8.44 9.9
Poland -1.8 Q3 35.5 -2.8 2.4 Dec 3.4 6.2 Dec§ 3.6 -7.9 1.3 -79.0 3.70 5.7
Russia -3.4 Q3 na -3.1 5.2 Jan 3.4 5.9 Dec§ 2.0 -3.8 6.6 38.0 73.9 -13.2
Sweden  -2.6 Q4 2.0 -3.2 0.5 Dec 0.4 8.2 Dec§ 4.8 -3.5 0.2 14.0 8.32 16.2
Switzerland -1.6 Q3 31.9 -3.0 -0.8 Dec -0.7 3.5 Jan 9.1 -3.7 -0.3 32.0 0.89 10.1
Turkey 6.7 Q3 na 0.4 15.0 Jan 12.3 12.9 Nov§ -5.4 -3.4 12.5 170 7.05 -14.8
Australia -3.8 Q3 14.0 -2.9 0.9 Q4 0.9 6.6 Dec 1.2 -7.3 1.2 17.0 1.29 16.3
Hong Kong -3.0 Q4 11.8 -5.8 -0.6 Dec 0.3 6.6 Dec‡‡ 6.2 -7.6 1.1 -40.0 7.75 0.3
India -7.5 Q3 125 -7.9 4.6 Dec 6.6 6.5 Jan 1.3 -7.2 6.0 -43.0 72.8 -2.1
Indonesia -2.2 Q4 na -2.2 1.6 Jan 2.0 7.1 Q3§ -1.6 -7.2 6.2 -39.0 13,983 -2.1
Malaysia -2.7 Q3 na -5.3 -1.4 Dec -1.1 4.8 Dec§ 4.8 -7.4 2.8 -22.0 4.04 2.7
Pakistan 0.5 2020** na -2.8 5.7 Jan 9.5 5.8 2018 0.1 -8.1 10.0     ††† -133 159 -2.9
Philippines -8.3 Q4 24.4 -9.3 4.2 Jan 2.6 8.7 Q4§ 3.4 -7.8 3.1 -130 48.0 5.7
Singapore -3.8 Q4 8.7 -5.8 nil Dec -0.2 3.2 Q4 18.2 -13.9 1.1 -66.0 1.33 4.5
South Korea -1.3 Q4 4.4 -1.0 0.6 Jan 0.5 5.7 Jan§ 3.8 -5.7 1.8 22.0 1,107 7.2
Taiwan 4.9 Q4 7.8 2.4 -0.2 Jan -0.2 3.8 Dec 13.8 -1.5 0.3 -25.0 28.0 7.4
Thailand -6.4 Q3 28.8 -6.1 -0.3 Jan -0.8 1.5 Dec§ 3.7 -6.4 1.3 23.0 29.9 4.6
Argentina -10.2 Q3 61.7 -9.7 36.1 Dec‡ 42.0 11.7 Q3§ 0.6 -8.6 na -464 88.3 -31.0
Brazil -3.9 Q3 34.6 -4.4 4.6 Jan 3.2 14.1 Nov§‡‡ -0.7 -15.8 7.8 122 5.38 -19.9
Chile -9.1 Q3 22.6 -6.2 3.1 Jan 3.0 10.3 Dec§‡‡ 1.4 -7.9 2.6 -80.0 726 9.6
Colombia -9.5 Q3 39.6 -7.0 1.6 Jan 2.5 13.4 Dec§ -3.6 -8.8 4.9 -72.0 3,558 -3.2
Mexico -4.5 Q4 13.0 -8.9 3.5 Jan 3.4 4.4 Dec 2.3 -4.5 5.3 -133 20.0 -6.3
Peru -9.4 Q3 187 -12.0 2.7 Jan 1.8 11.8 Dec§ 1.0 -8.0 3.8 -10.0 3.64 -6.6
Egypt 0.7 Q3 na 3.6 4.4 Jan 5.1 7.3 Q3§ -3.6 -8.5 na nil 15.7 0.5
Israel -1.5 Q3 39.7 -3.6 -0.7 Dec -0.6 4.8 Dec 3.9 -11.8 0.9 4.0 3.26 4.9
Saudi Arabia -4.1 2020 na -4.2 5.4 Dec 3.4 8.5 Q3 -3.7 -10.6 na nil 3.75 nil
South Africa -6.0 Q3 66.1 -7.3 3.1 Dec 3.3 30.8 Q3§ 0.6 -16.0 8.6 -34.0 14.7 2.2

Source: Haver Analytics.  *% change on previous quarter, annual rate. †The Economist Intelligence Unit estimate/forecast. §Not seasonally adjusted. ‡New series. **Year ending June. ††Latest 3 months. ‡‡3-month moving 
average. §§5-year yield. †††Dollar-denominated bonds. 
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Commodities

The Economist commodity-price index % change on
2015=100 Feb 2nd Feb 9th* month year

Dollar Index
All Items 153.7 162.6 0.9 47.8
Food 125.4 128.1 1.7 30.8
Industrials    
All 180.1 194.9 0.5 60.6
Non-food agriculturals 133.5 141.4 9.3 39.7
Metals 194.0 210.7 -1.1 65.6

Sterling Index
All items 172.2 179.9 -0.3 38.7

Euro Index
All items 141.7 149.1 1.4 33.4

Gold
$ per oz 1,838.6 1,838.3 -0.4 17.5

Brent
$ per barrel 57.5 61.2 8.0 12.9

Sources: Bloomberg; CME Group; Cotlook; Refinitiv Datastream; 
Fastmarkets; FT; ICCO; ICO; ISO; Live Rice Index; LME; NZ Wool 
Services; Thompson Lloyd & Ewart; Urner Barry; WSJ.  *Provisional.

Markets
 % change on: % change on:

 Index one Dec 31st index one Dec 31st
In local currency Feb 10th week 2019 Feb 10th week 2019

United States  S&P 500 3,909.9 2.1 21.0
United States  NAScomp 13,972.5 2.7 55.7
China  Shanghai Comp 3,655.1 3.9 19.8
China  Shenzhen Comp 2,460.5 3.3 42.8
Japan  Nikkei 225 29,562.9 3.2 25.0
Japan  Topix 1,930.8 3.2 12.2
Britain  FTSE 100 6,524.4 0.3 -13.5
Canada  S&P TSX 18,457.8 3.0 8.2
Euro area  EURO STOXX 50 3,648.4 1.1 -2.6
France  CAC 40 5,670.8 1.9 -5.1
Germany  DAX* 13,933.0 nil 5.2
Italy  FTSE/MIB 23,264.7 3.3 -1.0
Netherlands  AEX 657.2 0.4 8.7
Spain  IBEX 35 8,065.4 0.7 -15.5
Poland  WIG 56,752.4 -0.3 -1.9
Russia  RTS, $ terms 1,448.3 4.4 -6.5
Switzerland  SMI 10,825.8 0.5 2.0
Turkey  BIST 1,547.1 0.9 35.2
Australia  All Ord. 7,133.8 0.6 4.9
Hong Kong  Hang Seng 30,038.7 2.5 6.6
India  BSE 51,309.4 2.1 24.4
Indonesia  IDX 6,201.8 2.0 -1.6
Malaysia  KLSE 1,596.9 0.9 0.5

Pakistan  KSE 46,644.3 -0.6 14.5
Singapore  STI 2,925.8 -0.1 -9.2
South Korea  KOSPI 3,100.6 -0.9 41.1
Taiwan  TWI  15,802.4 0.2 31.7
Thailand  SET 1,516.9 2.4 -4.0
Argentina  MERV 51,940.9 4.2 24.6
Brazil  BVSP 118,435.3 -1.1 2.4
Mexico  IPC 44,718.2 1.7 2.7
Egypt  EGX 30 11,545.0 -0.6 -17.3
Israel  TA-125 1,681.3 1.6 4.0
Saudi Arabia  Tadawul 8,901.6 4.2 6.1
South Africa  JSE AS 66,150.8 5.0 15.9
World, dev'd  MSCI 2,800.7 2.3 18.8
Emerging markets  MSCI 1,422.9 2.2 27.7

US corporate bonds,  spread over Treasuries
 Dec 31st
Basis points latest 2019

Investment grade    129 141
High-yield   385 449

Sources: Refinitiv Datastream; Standard & Poor's Global Fixed Income
Research.  *Total return index. 

For more countries and additional data, visit
Economist.com/indicators

Economic & financial indicators
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Jabs and jab-nots

Covid-19 has spread at a formidable clip
of late, but the vaccines designed to

stop it are spreading even faster. In the two
months since mass vaccination began, at
least 148m doses have been administered—
more than the number of people who have
ever tested positive for the disease. A fur-
ther 39m are now getting a jab every week.

The new vaccines have been designed
and tested with unprecedented speed. Ac-
cording to a tally kept by Airfinity, an ana-
lytics company, 378 covid-19 vaccines are
in various stages of development. Of those,
three (made by Pfizer, Moderna and Astra-
Zeneca) have met the stringent rules for
regulatory approval in at least one Western
country; two more (made by Novavax and

Johnson & Johnson) should get the green
light soon. Two vaccines from China and a
promising Russian one have also been au-
thorised in some countries.

The makers of these eight vaccines have
signed contracts to deliver 7.9bn doses this
year, and say they have capacity to fulfil or-
ders for 4.3bn more. Of these, only a small
fraction have already been produced, and
manufacturing delays are likely. Moreover,
even after jabs leave the factory, getting
them into people’s arms can take months.
Nonetheless, at least in theory, vaccine
makers should be able to produce 2.1
shots—more than a full regimen—for each
of the world’s 5.8bn adults by the end of
2021. (Children are not yet eligible, pend-
ing research on safety and efficacy.) 

Yet even if all goes according to plan,
much of the world will suffer a longer wait,
because jabs will be distributed unequally.
The 54 richest countries account for 18% of
adults on Earth, but 40% of vaccine or-
ders—enough to give each of their adults
2.5 two-dose regimens. Even though the eu
has contracted for more vaccines than it

can use, some member states, like Germa-
ny, have made their own deals. Canada has
ordered a whopping 11 doses per adult.

Elsewhere, expected supply is tighter, at
1.5 doses ordered per adult. Russia and Chi-
na can probably make do with their domes-
tic jabs. And the Serum Institute, the
world’s biggest vaccine maker, plans to
save half of its output for local use in India.

Many other countries are relying on co-
vax, a global coalition to distribute co-
vid-19 vaccines. It is expected to provide at
least 1.8bn doses to 92 poor and middle-in-
come countries this year, in proportion to
their populations (though subsequent al-
locations will depend on where the pan-
demic is most severe). Weighting by total
population favours countries with lots of
children, who count when determining
vaccine quantities but are unlikely to get
the shots. For example, Niger, where 50%
of people are aged under 15, will receive 2.1
doses for every adult from covax. In con-
trast, North Korea, whose adults make up
80% of the population, will get just 0.7 dos-
es for each one. 

There will be enough vaccines for
everyone—if rich countries share

→ Rich countries have ordered more vaccines than they need. Poorer ones with relatively old populations face dire shortages

Covid-19 vaccine orders
At February 10th 2021, countries
sized by population in 2018

Total doses ordered, selected purchasers, bnHuman development v doses ordered per adult*, 2020, size=adult population

*Aged 15 and over †Assuming Chinese vaccine makers distribute their spare capacity locally   ‡Assuming two Sputnik V doses are available for
every adult   §Counting half of Serum Institute output saved for local use   Sources: Airfinity; Gavi; Our World in Data; UN; World Bank; The Economist
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It was unpremeditated, Paul Crutzen told people afterwards,
something sudden and unbidden. At the same time, it had been

building up for decades. It may well resonate for centuries.
The year was 2000, and he was in Cuernavaca at a scientific

meeting devoted to understanding the way that the Earth operates
as a system. In one session the word “Holocene” was used again
and again. An unfamiliar word to many outside science, an unex-
ceptionable one to those within: a simple and value-free way of re-
ferring to the little sliver of geological time that began in the last
throes of the most recent ice age, 11,700 years ago. But he found
himself increasingly irritated by hearing the tern used to encom-
pass both the world of today and the world of the first farmers, a
world of a few million people and of a few billion, a world of fires
in hearths and a world of oilfields. He could not accept the view
that humans just happened to occupy their period in the same way
that dinosaurs happened to occupy the Jurassic and trilobites the
Ordovician. And so he interrupted. “Stop saying the Holocene!
We’re not in the Holocene any more.” Hubbub; surprise: “So where
are we then, Paul?”, his colleagues asked. “When are we?” He cast
around, hesitated, then decided: “The Anthropocene”.

The idea that humans act as a force of nature, and that the ex-
tent of that action meant the Earth had crossed a threshold into a
new mode of being, was not new. But his outburst gave it wings.
Partly it was a matter of timing: the full import of climate change
and the lack of much success at curbing it, despite decades of ef-
fort, were beginning to sink into scientists’ minds. Partly it was
that “the messenger was the message”. No one had done more to
understand the ways that humans were changing, and could
change, the nature of their planet than Paul Crutzen had. 

His parents were poor. His primary-school years were spent in
an Amsterdam occupied by German forces; some classmates died
in the hongerwinter of 1944-45. His high-school exam results were

depressed by an ill-timed bout of fever, meaning he could not get a
scholarship to university. Not wanting to burden his parents with
fees, he went to technical school to train as a civil engineer. In the
late 1950s, having married a Finnish woman he met on holiday in
Switzerland, he gave up the engineering of bridges in Amsterdam
for that of houses in Sweden, closer to her family. 

It was there that in 1958 that he saw a computer-programming
job at Stockholm University’s Department of Meteorology adver-
tised in the paper. He had no experience in programming; but
then, nor did many people at the time. He got the job, took courses
on the side and, in the 1960s, started out on a research career.
Many of his colleagues were looking at the impact of humans on
the environment, but he wanted to do pure science. So he turned
to the chemistry of the stratosphere.

The problem which caught his attention was that the chemical
reactions thought to destroy the ozone in the stratosphere were
much slower than the sunlight-driven reactions known to create
it. There thus had to be another “sink”. He found it in nitrogen ox-
ides; even in the tiny amount nature provides at the top of the at-
mosphere, they could catalyse ozone destruction efficiently
enough to do the job. It was an elegant, brilliant idea. It was also,
for a man who had started out not wanting to look at human im-
pacts, a startlingly inopportune one.

At the time he was doing this work there was a heated debate in
America over the advisability of building supersonic airliners to
ply the stratosphere—the engines of which, he and others real-
ised, could produce nitrogen oxides in ozone-layer-crashing pro-
fusion. Soon afterwards the ozone-destroying effect of nitrogen
oxides produced in fireballs the size of cities was raised as a long-
term consequence of nuclear war. A year later Sherry Rowland and
Mario Molina showed that chlorine from cfcs, industrial chem-
icals used in refrigerants and aerosols, might act in the same way
as nitrogen oxides, eating up ozone with terrible abandon. That
finding launched a decade-long struggle to outlaw the production
of cfcs—a goal written into international law in the Montreal pro-
tocol of 1987. He, Molina and Rowland shared a Nobel prize for
their work in 1995.

His role in these debates provided him with an education in
politics to match his earlier ones in engineering and atmospheric
science. Again, he proved an adept student. When, in the
mid-1970s, his friend Stephen Schneider suggested that climate
scientists should brief politicians and the public systematically
about the findings which were beginning to worry them, he
agreed, but said it would be slow work. He and Schneider did not
get their wish until the late 1980s, when the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change was set up: an innovation built on the
success of the Montreal protocol. 

For decades he studied and catalogued the ways that humans
were making changes on the level that had caused his outburst in
Cuernavaca. His research covered swathes of atmospheric chem-
istry, notably that which occurs in the huge smoky, smoggy clouds
created by forest fires and unchecked industry. In the course of
that work he wrote the first influential paper on the blacked-out
sky, failed harvests and mass starvation of the hongerwinter writ
large that would follow nuclear war. He was deeply committed to
averting such human and ecological catastrophe. When in 1995,
while running the Max Planck Institute in Mainz, he heard of his
Nobel prize, he celebrated with sekt rather than champagne: not
because of his modest, Dutch, cycling-to-work frugality, but be-
cause of France’s blinkered position on nuclear testing.

 If, as seems quite likely, the International Commission on
Stratigraphy eventually extends formal recognition to the idea of
the Anthropocene, the fallout from such testing, now settled into
sea-floor sediments, may well be chosen as the geological forma-
tion that marks its base. And it also seems likely that, for as long as
that epoch lasts, those who study it will be following the lead of
Paul Crutzen. 

Seer of the Anthropocene

Paul Crutzen, atmospheric chemist, died on January 28th,
aged 87
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